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Partly Cloudy,
Continued Cool

You Can See It,

Tonight, Tuesday

Reread It, Keep It

News in Print:

SOUTH VIETNAM'S PRESIDENT REPORTS --

Determined to Replace U.S. Forces

SAIGON (AP) — President
Nguyen Van Thieu said today
the Vietnamese people "are determined to replace the bulk of
the U.S. fighting units in 1970."
But he added that all American
troops cannot be withdrawn as
long as North Vietnamese
forces remain in South Viet?
nam.
In a major policy speech to a
joint session of South Vietnam's
National Assembly and Senate,
Thieu also said he thought that
allied forces should remain in
Vietnam as long as aggression
threatens Southeast Asia; ¦
As Thieu spoke in Saigon, another 1,700 U.S. Marines from
the 3rd Division boarded a
troopship in Da Nang to sail for

GARBAGE PILES UP . . . Vehicles
drive in the middle of the street while
pedestrians walk along walls at the open-air
market of London's Petticoat Lane Sunday

SaysMystic
Confessed to
Setting Fire

JERUSALEM (AP ) <_ A police superintendent told a Jerusalem court today that a young
Australian mystic had confessed
setting fire to the Al Aksah
Mosque in Old Jerusalem to
clear the site for the rebuilding
there of Solomon's Temple,
Supt David Ofer said Michael
Denis Rohan, 28, told the police
in a statement after his arrest:

"About a week after I arrived
in Jerusalem I discovered a
Scripture that said that one
Serson will be called by God to
uild the temple and therefore I
decided God wanted me to build
this temple. Therefore if I am
the chosen one to do this, I will
have to prove it by destroying
the mosque. If this 'was God's
will, then He would allow me to
do it.V
The Al Aksah Mosque was
built on the site of Solomon's
Temple, and the Wailing Wall
nearby is the last remnant of
the temple. The site is also Islam's third holiest shrine because Moslems believe that the
Prophet Mohammed ascended
into heaven from there.
Rohan is a member of a
Christian sect which believes
that the Messiah cannot come
until Solomon's Temple is rebuilt on its original site. A sheep
shearer by trade, the young
man came to Israel in March.
Sitting in a bulletproof glass
enclosure like the one that protected Nari war criminal Adolf
Eichmann, Rohan went on trial
today on four charges of arson
and desecration of a holy place.
His Israeli lawyer told the
three-judge court Rohan "does
not confess to the charge and he
does not confess to the facts "
outlined in the charges.
Under Israeli law, a defendant does not plead guilty or not
guilty. He can admit or deny all
or some of the alleged facts, or
he can refuse to reply at all.
If convicted on all the
charges, Rohan could be sentenced to 44 years in prison.

to dodge the unxoBected''gaftlage; A twoweek strike by dustmen (garbage collectors)
over wages has caused the garbage to pile
higher and higher. (AP Photofax)

Court Opens
Busy Term

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court opens a busy
term today with a new chief justice while a fight roars in the
Senate over the man picked to
fill the . vacant chair to his extreme left.
The new chief, Warren . E.
Burger, and seven holdover
justices face decisions on such
c o n t r oy e r s i a 1matters as
churches' tax exemptions, use
cf the death penalty, tbe priority drafting of war protesters
and the rights of Negroes and
the underprivileged.

A certain Wall St. salesman is called a broker because that's how his clients
end up . . . A barber shop
quartet arc four cutups who
work themselves into a lather about the sarne song
. . . Jim Mullholland suspects his new doctor is just
starting out — the magazines in his waiting room
are only three years old.

fcohL UJiL&ofL
(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4A.)

WASHINGTON (AP) President Nixon's chief spokesman in
the Senate, Republican Leader
Hugh Scott, has indicated a
breakthrough may: be in the offing in the search for peace in
Vietnam.
Although he provided no details, Scott answered "yes, it is
possible" when asked Sunday if
the both sides might be approaching a de facto cease fire.
The Pennsylvanian gave the!
same answer when asked if Nixon "might be on ""the verge of
something right now."
"I cannot tell you where there
willbe solid news, but there are
some things happening," Scott
said.

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Partly cloudy, and continued
cool tonight and Tuesday. Low
Toniglu 36-42; high Tuesday
low 60s. Outlook Wednesday :
Continued cool with no imporant precipitation likely.
LOCAL WEATHER
HEY, DAD, MY TURN . .. Little Scott Yevng figures it's
his turn to greet his father , Spec. 5 Gary Young, who kisses
his wife after returning from combat duty in. Vietnam . The
Omnhnn Is a member of the 172nd Transportation Company,
a reserve unit mustered out at Ft. Omaha Saturday ! All
members of the company are from Nebraska and Iowa. (AP
Photofax )

ican military and financial assistance to enable his government to shoulder more of the
burdens of the war.
He outlined a series of domestic programs to strengthen the
army, improve such services as
education and reform government administration.
He drew applause from the
largely conservative legislators
several times, notably when he
said: "We are determined to
continue to fight to safeguard
freedom and democracy."
Although he referred several
times to American public opinion and aligned himself with
President Nixon's policy of
troop withdrawal, he made
clear that he thinks complete

Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. Sunday:
Maximum , 85; minimum , 61;
noon, 71; precipitation , none.
Official observations for tho
24 hours ending at ,12 m. today:
Maximum , 74; minimum , 42;
noon, 50; precipitation , .48.

U.S. withdrawal is a long way
off.
He said that with enough
American economic assistance
and the strengthening of South
Vietnam's armed forces, now
numbering more than one million men, troop replacement
could continue.
"HoweveT," he added, "we
also want to make it clear that
we, the Vietnamese people,
have not yet the capability to do
what we have not yet the time
to carry out. We still request the
people and the government of
the U.S. to continue to help us in
order to xepel the aggression
and to safeguard freedom in the
South."

Reds Shell
72 Bases,
Viet Towns

Scott Indicates
Breakthrough
May Be Near

Figuratively at least; the justices are looking over , their
shoulders to the Senate where
President Nixon's nomination of
Judge Clement F. Hayhsworth
is in serious trouble.
Haynsworth, picked by rjlixon
and Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell
in August to succeed Abe Fortas, has run into rigid opposition
from . labor, liberal and civil
rights groups. Some of them
have accused the federal appeals court judge of unethical
judi cial behavior , an allegation He was Interviewed on the
that takes on deeper meaning CBS radio-television program
since it was an ethics flap that
following
tradition,
tbe
VBut
brought about Fortes' resigna- "Face the Nation."
But in a separate interview,
opening session is brief and tion last May.
really with little substance.
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
About 75 lawyers are admitted The Senate Judiciary Commit- said he knew of nothing that
to practice and Burger and bis tee meets Wednesday, possibly was about to be revealed by the
colleagues adjourn to a week- for an initial •Note. The nomina- Nixon administration on the
long series of private confer- tion appears to have the support Vietnam situation. He also
ences on about 600 appeals that of most conservative Republi- backed tip Nixon's refusal to be
have piled tip since last Spring. cans and Democrats, but liber- swayed by antiwar protests.
The first round of decisions— als and moderates have been
The President "cannot renundreds of them—will be an- asserting their opposition in spond to the exhortation iiVhe is
nounced next Monday.
growing numbers.
convinced that that exhortation
is Jiased on illogics, simply because there are large number of
people, because large numbers
of people in a country of 200 million are still a small percentage
¦
of the citizens," be said. ' ' . ' . '
Agnew said the United States
has made many unsuccessful efforts to bring about peace.
"I can't point to anything specific," Agnew said. "I can only
say the President is moving in
all ways possible to reach an
amicable solution to this terrible conflict.",
He was interviewed on ABC's
program "Issues and Answers."
Agnew's and Scott's comments
came as Congress appeared to
be preparing for increased debate on Vietnam policy.
Chief protagonist for stepping
up the public debate is Sen. J.
W. Fulbright,_ D-Ark., whose
Foreign Relations Committee
has scheduled five days of hearings on a bill to get all U.S.
troops out of Vietnam by Dec. 1,
1970.

So True

the United States, part of the ritory.
35,000 American troops being "As long as peace with guarwithdrawn before Dec. 15. Their antees has not yet been restored
departure leaves 484,000 Ameriin Vietnam and a new commucan troops in Vietam.
"We, the Vietnamese people, nist aggression is still threatenare determined to replace the ing this part of the world, I
bulk of the U.S. fighting units in think, that under whatever form ,
1970," the president said in the the Free World forces should reofficial English translation of main on this land."
his speech.
Thieu spoke for an hour and
"The most important thing is 18 minutes, the longest public
that ihe Free World and , first of speech he has made since he
all, the U.S. ally, should not let came to power.
Vietnam fall into the commu- He emphasized that he renists' hands. And as long as the mains willing to negotiate ' an
communist aggressors from the "acceptable" peace while deterNorth still remain on the territo- mined to avoid a coalition govry of the Republic of Vietnam, ernment or surrender to ihe
the allied forces cannot with- communists.
draw from the Vietnamese ter- He asked for increased Amer-

SAIGON (AP) — The Viet
Cong and North Vietnamese
made their heaviest rocket and
mortar attacks in more than a
month over the weekend, shelling 72 allied bases nnd towns,
the U.S. Command said today.
Thirty-one of the 72 -attacks
reported between 8 a.m. Saturday and 8 a.m. Monday caused
casualties or damage, headquarters said. Fifteen of the attacks were against U.S. units or
installations.
The U.S. Command said lo
Americans were wounded.
Incomplete reports said six
Vietnamese were killed and
about 35 were wounded.
The attacks were the heaviest
since Sept. 12-13, when a total of
LOOKING THINGS OVER . . . South Saigon. Later, while addressing the open- 86' shellings were reported.
. Official sources said the eneVietnam President Nguyen Van Thieu, center, ing session of the South Vietnamese. Asmy level of activity; has been
is flanked by Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky,
sembly and Senate, Thieu said complete , higher in recent weeks than dursaluting at left/ and Pirime Minister Tran
withdrawal of American forces could not ing previous lull periods this*
Thieh.Khiem, Monday, as the three men -' re*. .' take place so long as North Vietnamese troops year, although the number of
view an honor guard outside the Senate in remain in the country. (AP Photofax)
American battlefield deaths is
down. But they added that significant enemy ground attacks
are still very few.
"Small unit contacts are
staying up well above the 40s,"
said one source: "Last . week
they averaged 49 a day and the
week before 55 a day. During
previous lull periods in August
they were down around an average of 40 a day."
American forces killed 53 eneTAM KY, Vietnam u n -- men he had commanded
his nest men to Tam Ky.
my troops in four clashes northit's rare when a Viet Cong
arrived in Thang Binh with
Quyen was given $170 and
west of Saigon with no U.S. losscaptain switches loyalty to
their rifles and joined
he and his squad had a tour
es, headquarters said.
the South Vietnamese govQuyen.
of the city.
. But American infantrymen
ernment and it's much rarer
"They had been told that
were dealt a setback shortly beThey said that after
when he gets most of his
Tam Ky had been destroy- fore midnight Sunday when
Quyen defected, two political
company to join him . "I was
ed," Tho said. "They were North Vietnamese troops atofficers assigned to C9
tired of being disillusioned ,"
very surprised to see the
tacked them 75 miles southcompany had disbanded the
says a man who did just
buildings, the cars, the elec- southeast of Da Nang. Four
unit ana ordered the men to
that.
tricity."
Americans were killed and ,15
turn in their weapons.
Known only as Quyen ,
wounded under a rain of mortar
In a few days, 27 of the
During the shopping trip,
the leathery combat veterand rifle fire. Enemy losses
40 men in Quyen's comTho bought the 11 ex-gueran had led his Viet Cong
were not known.
rillas some clothes and
pany had surrendered, bringcompany in battles against
South Vietnamese troops repromised to send food to
ing with them six rifles and
both U.S. Marines and govported killing 30 Viet Cong in
their families still back in
a machine gun.
ernment troops.
two fights in the Mekong Delta.
the district.
The Quang Tin Province
Now, he is leading twoQuyen and the 10 men were Governm ent casualties were reCol.
Hong
Dinh
Tho,
chief
,
thirds of his company in a
ported light.
given M16 automatic rifles.
asked Quyen to bring 10 of
new campaign to gain control of his home district
from the Viet Cong he once
Served.
Quyen was a captain and
commander of tbe Viet
Cong's C9 company one
week ago when he decided
to call it quits.
The communist command
But * as other officers hava
had made too many promWASHINGTON (AP) - An Bragg, N.C.
ises, he told surprised mili- Army colonel who twice com- "No soldier has a license to lately, Ladd called attention to
tiamen when he walked in- manded Green Berets in South murder anybody," he said.
the fact that Col. Robert
to the district headquarters
Vietnam emphatically denies Ladd's comments came In the Rheault, his immediate succesof Thang Binh , about 30 that assassination is part of the
miles south of Da Nang and
Special Forces' assignment in wake of a growing assumption sor in Vietnam until being acin some quarters that the Green cused in the case, was the only
surrendered.
the war.
Beret murder case indicates the
The skeptical militiamen
career Green Beret in the group
• "The suggestion that assassiwere convinced of Quyen 's nation plays any part in the elite Special Forces are en- of eight originally charged.
gaged
in
something
more
than
good intentions when he mission of the Army Special
took them out along the Forces is absolutel false and training and organizing moun- The rest were intelligence ofy
tain tribesmen to fight the Viet ficers assigned to the Special
coastal flats north of Tarn
utterly absurd ," Col. Fred Laddl Cong.
Forces. Only ono ot them had
Ky and disarmed 28 guer-' said in an interview.
Ladd declined to discuss served a previous tour in the
rilla-planted mines and booby traps.
Lndd, who headed ihe Sth Spe- whatever details he knows Special Forces.
He also delivered letters
cial Forces in Vietnam in 1962- about the case of the eight Spe- A refusal by the CIA last
thnt he had written, person- 63 and again in 1907-68, said as- cial Forces men who once faced week to let its agents testif y in
ally to relatives of men who sassination and terrorism are charges of murder and conspir- scheduled courts-martial led the
hod served in his company . neither taught nor advocated in acy in tho alleged slaying of a Army to drop charges against
The next day, several Green Beret training at Ft, South Vietnamese double agent. the men.

'Disillusioned ' Cong
Off icer Switches Sides

\ EORMER BERET LEADER -

Denies Assassination Charge

Nixon to Be Victim of Blast of Dissent Organized by Kids
By JOSEPH E. MOHBAT
WASHINGTON (AP) - Those
"kids " aro at it again , doing
their Vietnam thing, and it may
be that President Nixon will witness this month the most masslvo concerted blast of popular
dissent ever directed at nn
American president.
Tho President said it wouldn't
affect him nny, thereby tripling
their enthusiasm for the task.
Thoy're a ycair older now ,
these young ones who worked
for Bobby Kennedy and were

thwarted by a bullet, who
slaved for Gene McCarthy and
were beaten back by orthodoxy .
They 're a yenr wiser , a year
better organized , and they 've
saved their mailing lists and
marked well who their friends
were in 190ft, the year they refuse to forget.
And they aro fired by a conviction that , unlike lOfifl , tlie
wei ght of puWic opinion is on
their side when they say it's
time for Nixon to bring tho
troops home. AH tho troops.

Now.
They are the Vietnam Mora torium Committee ond its thousands of supporters recruited
across the land for tho first day
of morntorium~*Wcdnesday, tho
15th of October 19C9.
If all goes well, they hope history will record that day as a
watershed in partici patory democracy , a turning point in
their country 's philosophy of
world leadership. They want it
to be the day the people stood
up ond made something hnppcn.

It it works , they will give
much credit to Nixon himself ,
who at 12:10 p.m. Friday, Sept.
27, defied them by declaring at
his news conference : "Under no
circumstances whatever will I
be affected by it." •
The mall ond money pouring
into the shabby Washington
hendqunrters of the committee
htivo nenrly tripled since thnt
presidential statement,
"Wc couldn't believe he'd say
that, " said David Hawk , 26year-old co-coordinutor of tlio

moratorium , speaking in barely
concealed exultation. "But we
couldn't have masked for more.
The people didn 't like that."
Ho waved a pale hand around
the cluttered, frenetic office.
Girls in long hair and short
skirts, young men in long hair
and short beards, sitting on
cardboard
cartons, opened
stacks of envelopes, Their work
table wns piled with currency
and chocks—for amounts ranging from $1 to $500.
"My God, we're out of But-

tons!" someone wailed from a
back room, as requests poured
in for the blue badges with tho
white dove and "Work for
Peace October 15." "
llttvik , a Cornell graduate anil
All-America
swimmer
now
awaiting trial for refusing draft
induction , emphasized that "October .15 is not jus t a day of activity, nn event in itself , but the
beginning of an escnlatisig procesH, "
The committee intends to follow up the first moratorium day

with two days in November and
three days In December .
It began ns a campus movement, and after a summer of feverish organization, (he committee iccls sure now of well-organized support on some 600
campuses in every state of tho
union.
But now tho movement has
sprend beyond enmpuscs. Committees of lawyers , doctors,
(Continued on Page 1. Col. 0)
VttOTESTS

;
Gun Sales Added t&/^.L^y:ScdHd3t 2 Minneapolis

WASHINGTON (AP) - Allegations of improper gun sales
are expected to be added to a
seething Army scandal so far
composed of accusations of
theft, currency manipulation,
and bribery against a clique of

Northern Pacific
Workers Hit by
Restraining Order

ST. PAUL (AP) —A restraining order, forbidding the 2,400member United Transportation
Union from striking the Northern Pacific Hailway Co. has
been issued by Federal Judge
Edward J. Devitt ,
He issued the order late Friday to be effective 10 days, with
a hearing scheduled at 9 a.m.
Oct. 13. The threatened work
itoppage by the UTU was separate from the scheduled nationwide railroad strike averted by
President Nixon's executive order Friday. The UTU is seeking
to have more men added to
work crews.

sergeants accused of running a
"khaki cosa nostra."
And the Army's one-time top
law enforcement officer is to be
grilled by senators on allegations he protected as leader of
the ring through what one of his

Investigators called a "goddamn fix ."
Pentagon sources said at least
one high-ranking officer was involved in the allegedly improper
gun sales, including some Vietnam war weapons.

tor 's subcommittee, Army witnesses are expected to detail
more about the double life they
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
said was led by former sergeant
Food and Drug Administration,
major of the Army, William 0.
nearly a year after government
Wooldridge.
scientists reported a posslhle
These are a few of the allegahealth hazard, is showing signs
tions so far made in the Senate
of concern about cyclamate, an
testimony:
used by an
—Wooldridge was a leader of By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS artificial sweetener
million Ameri175
estimated
a multimillion-dollar criminal Two Minneapolis area men
conspiracy of top-ranking enlist- were killed in the crash of a cans.
The sweetener , known as cycT
ed men who schemed to systemplane
in
Anoka
County
and
a
lamate, has been linked most
atically loot funds, equipment,
to severe birth defects
recently
Duluth
man
perished
in
the
food and liquor from NCO clubs
chickens.
in
:.
in Germany, the United States smashup of a plane near Duluth
Cyclamate is found in a wide
was the subject of a two-day and Vietnam.
on Saturday.
federal-state conference at Du- —That the alleged scheme The Anoka County sheriff's of- range of products from bacon to
children's vitamins to diet soft
luth last week.
grossed $350,000 annuallr^ ip'
The conference concluded rake-offs from slot machine fice said Milton A. Thompson, drinks and diet foods.
with an order to Reserve to find proceeds in the cluhs of tbe 24th 40, of Minneapolis and Franklin FDA scientist* reported in
way s of reducing its discharge Infantry Division in the Augs- V. Sarvella, 33, Fridley, were late October 1968 that a cyclaof finely-ground taconite wastes burg-Munich area of Germany. killed when the light plane they mate b r e a k - d o w n product
into the lake.
—That Wooldridge used his were in crashed at the north end formed by one of every five huThe LeVander administration rank, connections and influence of the Anoka County Airport at mans who use the sweetener
reportedly was miffed at the to promote his friends, and to
causes a shattering of genetic
way the Duluth conference was protect the alleged conspiracy Anoka.
when given to rats.
It was believed Sarvella was material
run , with one aide calling it "a from exposure.
Comparable genetic breaks -in
sham." The aide said federal —That at a secret conclave pilot of the plane and that the humans are associated with
water pollution officials domin- at Ft. Benning, Ga., Woold- aircraft was in a practice land- birth deformities and cancer.
ated the conference.
ridge,. the clique of sergeants ing.
Following network television
For that reason, the aide said , and a retired major general met The body of Henry Attkins, accounts of the deformed
LeVander is seeking an interna- to plan a scheme to manipulate Duluth, was found Sunday in the chicks, FDA commissioner Hertional commission' on which the U.S. and Vietnamese currency wreckage of a single-engined bert L. Ley, Jr. called late last
federal government , would be and to direct the investment of plane overdue on a flight from week for a 30-day, hurry-up
reduced to the status of an illicit funds skimmed from the Duluth to Eau Claire, Wis. The evaluation of cyclamates by the
equal partner.
clubs.
plane took off from Duluth Air- non-governmental N a t i o n a l
LeVander wrote to Secretary —That some of the sergeants port at 6:15 a.m. Saturday and Academy of Science.
of State William Rogers to put formed their own firm—the the wreckage was found about On its delivery, said Ley , "I
his proposal into motion. Govs. Meredem Corp.—to sell equip- four miles south of Duluth.
will decide the best methods of
Warren Knowles of Wisconsin ment and goods to the clubs An investigation* was under restricting the use of cyclaway to try to determine the mates."
and William Mdlliken of Michi- they themselves ran.
—That payoffs in money and cause of the crash.
gan have informally agreed.
Consumer spokesmen on Capitol Hill, led by Senator Warren
The commission could be liquor dampened outcries and
G. Magnuson, D-Wash., have
formed if the Nixon administra- caused official investigations to War Victim Photos
complained the FDA has reacttion and the governments of be hampered or haired,
—That the provost marshall Stolen From Home
ed too slowly to cyclamate danCanada and Ontario agree.
general of the army, Gen. earl
ger signs.
LeVander said 'Minnesota is C. Turner, personally
inter- WARREN, Mich. (AP) - Tbe agency failed to alert a
cooperating with the federal- vened to halt an investigation "Our
dearest possession."
National Academy of Science
state pollution conference in re- that threatened to link alleged That's
what the Rev. and Mrs. Panel
the FDA chromosome
gard to "current problems"— illegal activities in Augsburg Robert Esch
said Friday about study, to
namely the Reserve Mining dis- and Ft. Benning—an alleged ac- the 130 pictures
the
critics say. The NAS
of their son, panel issued
pute.
a generally favoration one of his key investigators Frank; who was killed in action
ble report on cyclamates in De"We will also take appropri- say he called a "Goddamn in Vietnam in March 1966.
ate actions as a state to combat fix."
The pictures were stolen from cember.
pollution going into Lake Super- "That files containing rec- their suburban Detroit home And, the critics point to the
ior from Minnesota,!' LeVander ords of a 1943 court martial and while they were attending fact that Ley waited 4 months
said.
two counts of AWOL against church services Thursday night. after the report before proposFederal water pollution off- Wooldridge mysteriously disap- A stereo set, camera and pro- ing what they say are mild lacials sought last week to have peared from a record deposito- je ctor, which had been presents belling restrictions on cyclamore stringent cleanup meas- ry. j .. . y
from their son, also were taken. mate use.
Products would have to show
ures directed at Reserve Min- —And that there existed a The pictures?
ing. Scientists presented evi- highly unusual system which en- "If they were just returned, cyclamate content, and adults
dence alleging that the taconite abled the sergeants involved to there would be no questions and children would be advised
grindings have spread beyond be transferred in a body from asked. I don't think the thief to limit their intake of the subMinnesota waters into Wiscon- Augsburg to Ft. Benning to had any idea of what he was stance. The proposed regulasin areas and thus have become Vietnam—in each case to as- taking, of how much they mean tions have not yet been put into
an interstate problem.
signments as NCO club officials. to us," said the minister.
effect.

The military sources said a
team of Army investigators has
uncovered evidence some of
these guns were sold for private
profit to civilian dealers.
In a second week of hearings
before the Senate's investiga-

Area Men Die
In Plane Crash

LeVander Wants Canada
In on Pollution Conclave

ST. PAUL (AP ) - Gov. Harold LeVander wants to bring
Canada in on talks about pollution control in Lake Superior.
"If we are to be really serious
about long-range abatement of
pollution in Lake Superior we
must have the cooperation of
all the governments which have
jurisdiction over the lake's
shores," he said Saturday in a
statement.
The commission would include
the states of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan, the province

of Ontario, and the United
States and Canadian governments. LeVander proposed that
they be equal partners.
More than half of the lake's
shoreline and drainage area is
in Canada.
The governor and his aides
indicated that the proposal is
not an attempt to sidestep the
furore involving dumping of
taconite tailings into the lake,
Alleged pollution of Lake Superior by Reserve Mining Co.
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A WAVE FROM A LEADER . - .Leonid
Brezhnev, Soviet communist party chief ,
waves from first car behind motorcycles in
East Berlin motorcade Sunday. The motorcade was moving along Karl Marx Allee car-

+

\&

*$

rying Red leaders from around the world to
celebrate the 20th anniversary of.East Germany'^ communist government. <AP Photofax)
<fV ¦_ ;. ' :

Signs of Concern
Over Cyclamate

Ley only last week directed
extension of last year's studies
on rat chromosomes to other
laboratory animals. He also
wants the chick embryo studies
repeated in mammals.
Doctor Jacqueline Venrett, an
FDA scientist, found that 15 per
cent of chicken eggs injected
with even tiny cyclamate does
produced deformed embryos.
There were crippled spines, undeveloped eyes, dwarfed and
missing wings and legs.
Doctor Verrett and others
cautioned that the chicken studies are not directly comparable*
to man.
Nevertheless, she advised
pregnant women to avoid cyclamates untfl and unless all doubt
is removed.
The National Academy of Science estimates that cyclamate
consumption will top 21 million
pounds this year. The dollar
value of cyclamate sales is approaching $300 million annually,
FDA officials say.
Advertlsemefft

Ruptured Men
Get $4.95 Gift
for Trying This
Kansas. City, Mo. — Here is an
improved means of holding rupture that has benefitted thousands of ruptured men and women
ih the last year.
Inconspicuous, w i t h o 'u tMeg
straps, elastic belts, body encircling springs or harsh pads, it has
caused many to say, "I don't.see
how it holds so easy. I would not
have helieved , had I not tried it."
So comfortable '— so easy to
wear — it could show you the
way to joyous freedom from your
rupture trouble.
You can't lose by trying. It is y
sent to you on 30 days trial. You
receive a separate $4.95 truss as a
gift'ju st- for trying the invention.
Write for descriptive circular.
It's free. Just address Physicians
Appliance. Company, 2226 Koch
Bldg., 515 W. 75th St., Kansas
City, Mo. 64114.
But do it today before you lose
the address.
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City Receives
Recognition for
Water Facility

Major improvements at the
Johnson Street pumping and
treatment station nave won Winona a regional award for outstanding achievements in the
field, it was announced today
by G. E . Cass, citys water and
sewer superintendent.
Cass brought home the traveling trophy from last Thursday's
annual meeting of. the North
Central Section of the American
Waterworks Association at Minneapolis. Along with the citation, the city department will
display the L. N. Thompson
Award trophy for the next 12
months. It previously has 'been
held by cities such as Mankato,
Marshall and others.
Thte North Central Section of
AWWA comprises Minnesota,
the two Dakotas and the Province of Ontario.
Basis for the award is the
association's recognition of Winona's accelerated , program* of
upgrading its water facilities;
Cass said. Central to this was
completion this year of an $865,000 improvement of the city's
major pumping station. Automated controls and modern
treatment processes — including
rust removal—were installed.

Boys Captured
After Chase in
Stolen Vehicle

Police apprehended two juvenile boys early Sunday after a
stolen car they were driving hit
a tree following a short chase.
Mrs. Harry L. Eaton, 933 W.
Wabasha St., heard the family
car, a iseo^nodel sedan , leaving the driveway Sunday at
about 12:50 a.m. and called police. Patrolmen Byron Hock and
Edward Matthees spotted the
stolen car westbound on Gilmore
Avenue between Cummings and
Vila Streets.
The patrolmen pursued the
stolen vehicle to Gilmore Avenue and Cummings Street where
it turned sharply left onto Cummings and struck a tree 40 feet
north of the intersection.
At this point, Chief James McCabe said, the boys, ages 17
and 15, got out of the car and
attempted to flee on foot but
were caught immediately.
Damage was $300 to the front
ef the Eaton
car, and $10 to the
¦
tree. ' " ' . .The youths were turned over
to juvenile authorities.

Four Accidents
Cause $3,500 Order Menta!
Auto Damage Tests in Killing
AT BLACK RIVER FALLS

WINS TROPHY . . . Glendale E. Cass,
(right).y city water and sewer superintendent, sbbws dry Manager Carroll J. Fry,
the L. N. Thompson traveling trophy for
achievements in the municipal water works

:

; " ¦' -'
[r
.
field. Cass's department, which . won the
trophy and a citation last week, was recognized by the North Central Section, American Water Works Association. (Daily News
photo)

COMMUNITY CHEST IN ACTION

Service to Families

By ROBERT BROWN
Daily News Staff Writer
The stresses~tmdcomplexities
of contempprary life have
brought about many changes in
family-life patterns.
The simple life of our ancestors is fading or has faded.
With these changes in life additional problems within t h e
family have arisen and more
people are finding it difficult
to adjust to these changes.

FAMILY Service of the Margaret Simpson Home, 413 Exchange Building, specializes in
marriage and personal counseling. Its board of directors includes 18 Winonans with Mrs.
R. N. Thomson as board president.
Family Service is dedicated
to helping people make personal adjustments to changes within the family and adjustments

to society as a whole.
Family Service is one of the
17 agencies supported "by the
Winopa Community C h e s t ,
whose general campaign began
today and extends through Oct.
25. Its goal for ,1970 is $177,531.
To help "people adjust within
the family and within society as
a whole is the purpose of Family Service.
Specifically, Family Service
helps in helping solve problems
between husband and wife or
between parent and child. They
also help in resolving conflicts
between the child and his school
or between an employee and
his job. Frequently the Family
Service is asked to help with
mentally disturbed individuals
or in cases where a family is
faced with making decisions regarding an incompetent family member.
THIS YEAR a new commu-

Slight Injuries
In 3-Car CrashNear Wabasha

WABASHA, Minn -Three persons received slight injuries in
a three-car accident Saturday at
S p.m. on Highway 61 two miles
louth of here.
Dean W. Schurhammer, 38,
Wabasha, who was northbound,
was not injured.
Ruth Rose Milostan, 75, traveling south with a passenger, Edward Milostan, 77, were taken
to St. Elizabeth Hospital here
where they were treated and released. Both are from Red Wing.
Driver of the other car, which
was traveling north , was Orville Starkson, 53, Rochester. He
received minor injuries.
The Highway Patrol investigated.

nity service hag been added to
Family Service. It is known as
homemaker service and is designed to help families in time
of crisis when neighbors or relatives are not. available. Three
examples of this service are as
follows:
• A husband can remain at
his job even though his wife is
hospitalized. A Family Service
homemaker will care for the
children in the home. If the
mother goes to the hospital for
maternity care, arrangements
can be made for care of older
children.
• A homemaker will help an
older person with the Cooking,
housework, shopping and other
errands thus enabling that old* to remain in his or
er person
her own home instead of moving ,
to a rest home or other institution.
• A homemaker will help
when both parents are working
and a chilef is ill. A homemaker could be placed in the home
for the duration of the child's
illness.
The cost of the Homemaker
service is $2 an hour , and those
persons who can afford the full
cost will be asked, to pay. Those
who cannot pay the full amount
will be charged the amount they
are able to pay based on income and size of family. Nobody will be turned away . hecause of inability to pay. These
fees supplement the support of
the Community Chest.
Persons desiring f a m i l y
Service help may call for an
appointment.
BEN HAYENGA is executive
director of Family Service and
Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes is homemaker supervisor.

LOOKS GOOD . . . Waumandee-Montana firemen served
charcoaled chicken and bratwurst during the Cream Days
celebration. From left are Julius Averbeck, Slim Mueller
and Alvin Rotering.

PEPIN PATIENT
PEPIN , Wis. (Special) Mrs. Theodore Sharrow underwent major surgery on Thursday at the St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Wabasha .

Vocational
Runaway Girls
School Groups
In Custody
Elect Officers
In Illinois

^RIDING HIGH .. . Amy Fuller, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William. Fuller , sits high on
her throne as "Miss Cream" during the

Cream Days parade Sunday. The queen's
grandfather , Levi Loessel, is her chauffeur.
(La Croix Johnson photos)

An Unbelie vable Week in Madison
H y AL DAVIS
Dully New* Assistant
News Editor
Madison 's "Week That
Wns " ended for this writer
early Ihis morning upon return to Winona after a scven-day tour of active duty
with the Wisconsin National
Guard,
Our unit (the 132nd Army
bnnd ) was relieved late Sunday afternoon by another
Guard outfit cnllcd to duty
Saturday, Our relief was one
day Inter than tho other
'

Guard units called to civil
disturbance duty last Mon>
day evening.
The Gunrrl was called out
by Gov. Warren P. Knowles
after the Rev. James GropCatholic
pi , ' Milwaukee
priest , had "led bis welfare
mothers march into the stnte
Assembly chambers and
"taken over" every chair
and desk , including the
speaker 's desk and podium,
for several hours Inst Monday,
After lemoval from ' tha
Assembly chambers, the
week wns followed by
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marches, "confrontations",
the sealing off of the capitol
building hy police and
Guardsmen , rallies and sitins, and the arrest of Father Groppl inside a Madison
Catholic Church. All in all ,
the whole week was rather unbelievable.
Violence was averted un*
til Friday evening when the
capitol lnwn was ordered
cleared of protesters by
Gov. Knowles , Then the
Madison police, who have
"enjoyed" a reputation of
swinging their clubs first
and asking questions afterwards, wnded into tho crowd
v/ith a vengeance, culminating in the hospitalization of
several of the protesters and
two newsmen. One pregnnnt woman wns trampled
in the melee. Guardsmen
were not involved.
A closo porsonnl friend of

this writer , Dennis Connor ,
a Madison-based photographer for United Press International , wns on the receiving end of an officer's
night stick and all his front
te«th were knocked out. He
wns try ing to get a picture
of the club-swinging policemen.
The consensus among veteran newsmen with whom
w« wero able to spenk
seems to bo thai there wns
over-reaction on the part
of the administration in calling up tlio Guard. Dane
County wns nble to provide
several hundred policemen,
sheriff' s deputies nnd counly
traffic patrolmen , all ot
whom were riot trained and "
equipped. The Wisconsin
State Patrol wns not utilized.
The governor bad summoned the legislature back
into special session last

Gaylord O. Fax

Fox Filing
Completes List
Of Incumbents

Councilman Gaylord O. Fox
filed today to complete the list
of incumbent members of the
City Council seeking re-election.
Fox represents the 2nd Ward.
AH four ward couneilmen and
one at-large councilman have
filed for re-election. Only in the. 1
4th Ward, however, kas a -cnn^,^
^
for
test appeared so/ ' far ". Tailings
the city offices close Tuesday.
Fox, who has served since
the induction of a new council
last year, is a sales engineer
for Hiawatha Division of Northern States Power Co. He has
lived in Winona since 1963.
He is a native of MQnot, N.D.,
is a graduate of North Dakota
State University and worked
with Boeing Aircraft Co. in Seattle, Wash., before joining NSP
in I960.
Fox is a member of Cathedral
of the Sacred Heart parish,
Community Chest board, River
Trails Girl Scout board, Chamber of Commerce and the St.
Paul Engineering Society. ¦'[
He lives with his wife, two
sons and three daughters at 276
Lake Dr.
RUSHFORD, Mum. (Special)
—
— Burdell Smith, president of
the Rushford Area Swimming
Pool Inc., signed a $46,550.contract Friday with Richard D.
Knutson, Oakmount ManUfactur?
ing Co., Caledonia, who will
build the aluminum pool near
the Good Shepherd Lutheran
Home here. Total cost of the
pool will be $80,000.
The pool contract includes
the 42-by-75-fopt swimming pool;
l&Jby-24-foot wading pool; heat- The flow of cooler air into that
ing system; lights, diving Winona area was bringing temboards, and filter system.
peratures down from near recThe completed pool with a ord weekend highs to more seabathhouse, decking, fencing and sonal readings today.
parking area will cost about Continued cool weather is
an additional $34,000;
seen for the next few days with
More than $30,000 has been no important precipitation likeraised in the fund drive, which lystill is under way here and in Saturday afternoon's 85 was
Peterson and the rural areas. followed by a cloudp high of 74
Ii weather permits, the swim- Sunday afternoon and showers
ming pool will be in the ground that developed early Sunday
the first part of November , oth- evening left .48 ' of an inch of
erwise in early spring. The pool precipitation.
will be in use for Rushford's It was 42 this morning, tohomecoming celebration
in day's noon reading was 50 and
July 1970.
a low of between 36 and 42 is
predicted for tonight.
A high in the 60s is forecast
for Tuesday and it -will be coo]
again on Wednesday.
¦
..

Contract Signed
For Construction
Of Swimming Pool

Continued Cool
WeatherSeen;
Ko Rain

Two student organizations in
the business department of the
Two runaway 14-year-old
girls who were reported miss- Winona Area Vocational-Techniing by their parents Sunday cal School have elected officers
were taken into custody at 4:40 for the 1969-70 school year.
a.m. today by police in Mc. John -Foster will serve as
Henry, HI., about 60 miles president of the Winona chapter
northwest of Chicago. Police
said the girls were picked up of Distributive Education Clubs
after they were found loitering of America CDECA) and Tom
in a laundromat . The girls' par- Wagner heads the officer rosents are traveling to Illinois to ter of the Minnesota Office Edureturn them to Winona,
cation Association CMOEA)
Mrs. Florian Beck, 721 E. 3rd chapter.
Sunday
that
St., told police
someone took a white 1967-modei DECA membership includes
Honda motorcycle owned by her all members of the business and
son Robert, from the rear of marketing class and its objecher home between 8:30 p.m; tives are to develop greater
Saturday and Sunday morning. awareness among students of
Romuald Galewski, 552 E. 4th the business world, provide inSt., reported that sometime dur- struction in parliamentary law
ing the last two weeks, a vase ,and stimulate cooperative effort
containing flowers was stolen ih community affairs, such as
from, a family grave in St. participation in the Community
Mary's Cemetery. Value of the Chest fund drive. The club adviser is Robert P. Olson!
vase was Sl^SO.
Other officers are Don Woodman , vice president; Kathie
Bottke, secretary; "Wayne Albers, treasurer; Thor Gajecky,
historian , and Steve Craven ,' . Thomas Marek, 22, Chicago , FRUSTRATED
Winona State College student, CYMBAL PLAYER?
parliamentarian.
was
treated for scalp laceraMembership in MOEA is open
to all students enrolled in ac- tions and released from the Someone apparen tly found a
A Winona youth was treated counting, secretarial and gener- emergency room of Community new use for garbage can covers
Memorial Hospital
Sunday last week and then decided tbey
and released at Community Me- al office clerk programs.
morning after the vehicle he didn't have such a good idea
morial Hospital Saturday evening after he accidentally shot COMPETITIVE events in var- was driving left the road and after alf.
himself while squirrel hunting in ious office occupation areas — crashed into a ditch on High- Police received calls from
a woods near Old Minnesota such as shorthand , typing, ac- way 61-14 VA miles south of city residents all week reporting the missing lids , which were
counting and business machines Lamoille.
City Road,
taken mainly at night and'from
—are
conducted
with
other
According
to
the
Highway
Sheriff's
depuWinona County
the west side of the city . About
ties said Ricky Bambenek , 17, chapters at the state and na- Patrol , the vehicle was north- noon Saturday, police cruising
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph tional level, Last year the Wi- bound on the highway. A passen- at West 2nd and Hilbert streets
Bambenek, 603 E. 5th St., was nona chapter had five members ger , George Muisenga , 22, Elm- saw one cover at the edge of the
unloading his .22 caliber bolt- who placed first , second or hurst , III., also a WSC student , Btreet. Further investigation rewas not injured.
action rifle when it discharged , third in soveral events .
vealed more covers — 91 more
the bullet striking him in the The chapter has a member- The accident occurred at 4:20 — piled in the weeds of a vacant
calf of his left leg. A hunting ship of 72 with Mrs. Betty Rog- a.m.
lot.
companion went to a nearby ge as adviser . Other officers
house and called an ambulance. are Ken Brommcrich , vice
president; Lynette Hansen, vice
president; Elaine Ruppel , treasurer; Carole Thompson, historBARGAIN WEEK-END EXCURSIONS
ian , and Joseph Kronebusch ,
historian.

Student Injured
In 1-Car Crash

Youth Hurt
When Gun Fires

Goodview Filin gs
Close Tuesday

Filings for offices in the village of Goodview will close at
5 p.m. Tuesday, said Rex . A.
Johnson , clerk. The annual election will be Nov. 4.
Incumbents whose terms expire Dec. 3l are: Dr. E. G.
Callahan , major , two-year term;
Lester Berg, councilman , threeyear term , and Floyd Farnholtz,
justice of the peace, two years.

Police investigated four ac- BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis. examination be made within 60
(Special)—A mental and physi- days.
cidents Saturday afternoon and
cal examination was ordered Sheriff Richard Miles; Dr.
Robert Krohn, coroner; Deputy
Sunday resulting in more than
this morning for a 76-year-old
$3,500 property damage. There rural Black River Falls man Sheriff Julian Larkin and District Attorney Robert Radcliffe,
were no injuries.
charged with first degree mur- together with members of the
A 1961 model two-door sedan der in the fatal shooting of a state crime laboratory, are indriven by Mike E. Fuglebere, neighbor, Mrs. Irven Galster, vestigating the case.
night;
Although no details of the in22, Mayville, N.D. arid a 1964- Sunday
Joseph Antos, 76, who was cident were reported" officially
model sedan driven by Mrs. taken into custody by Jackson this morning, there were reports
Irene 1 Borger, 315 W. Sanborn County authorities shortly after that Autos had gone to the GalSt., collided at Highway 61 and the*shooting in the Galster home ster home about one mile west
at about 8:30 p.m. Sunday, ap- of Black River Falls on HighClark's Lane at 3:58 p.m. SatEsared with his attorney, Ralph way 27 Sunday evening and that
urday. Police said the Fugle- und , before Judge Richard there had previously been a disbere car was southbound on Lawton in Jackson County Court pute between the two neighbors
over the Galsters' pet dog.
Highway 61 and the Borger ve- this morning.
A complaint signed by Galster Mrs. Galster had come to this
hicle was westbound across the was read and Lund moved that area shortly after World War
highway. Damage was $1,000 tbe examination be made at the II and operated a yarn and
to the left side of the Fuglebere Central State Hospital, Waupun. knitting shop.
car and $500 to the front right Judge Lawtoa granted the mo- She lived with her husband
of the Borger vehicle.
tion with the stipulation that the and a daughter, Cheryl.
A 1966 model two-door sedan driven by Bruce D. Vonderohe, 21, 215 N. Baker St., struck
a 1964 model convertible owned
by C. A. Satka, 1153 W. Howard St., which was parked facing south on Vila Street at 3:25
a.m. Sunday. Police said the
Vonderohe vehicle was northbound on Vila Street.
Vonderohe apparently fell
asleep and swerved to the left,
striking the Satka vehicle. Damage was
$1,000 to the front left
v
side of the Vonderohe car and
$1,000 to tbe left side anS'SrSat
left of the Satka car,
A hit and run accident at 6:15
p.m. caused an undetermined
amount of damage. Police said
a car owned by Roger Hokenstad, 212 N. Baker Sty was
parked on North Baker Street
SIGNS CONTRACT ... Burdell Smith, Rushford , Minn ;,
100 feet south of West 4th Street seated center, president
of the Rushford Area Community
when it was struck by an unSwimming
Pool,
Inc.,
signs
a contract for the construction
identified vehicle.
A 1969-model sedan owned by of a swimming pool. Others are, Richard D. Knutson, CalePhillip J. Luvkowski, 551 W. donia, seated left, Oakmount Manufacturing Co., Mrs. Nor1th St., was parked facing east man Ebner, secretary of the sponsoring group, arid Attorney
in front of his home at 9:55 Robert Brehmer, (standing) Rushfordi (Mrs. Robert Bunke
p.m. Sunday when it was struck photo) : ' ¦ ' ¦
in the left rear by an unidentified vehicle. Damage was $150.

Bloodmobile
Schedule Set

week with an earnest plen to
put $,13 million worth of selected welfare programs
back into the budget. Certainly Father Groppi did not
help his cause hy invading
The Winonn County Red
the Assembly and "taking Cross bloodmobile will be in Wiover."
nonn Oct, 13-17 nt the Red
And so there arose a Cross Chapter Hou.se, filh and
feeling of/ 'great vengeance Huff streets. Its quota is 750
and anger. And , ironically, pints , or 150 pints a dny, acthere wns almost a religious cording lo It. II. Darby, recruitfervor among those whose ment, chairm an.
wrnlh was aroused , since ¦ Its schedule: Oct. 13 through
mnn of religion led the in- Oct. Id — Noon to 6 p.m., and
trusion,
,.
i.,. Oct.. I 7 - | ) a.m. to a p.m.
Now what happens? The
Darby said some drastic
protesters arc still protest- changes linvo been made" in
ing even thdugh thelrj eader rules governing don<irs. The
has been- found,In-cohlcmpt slate Legislature pnssed a law
ot th« Wisconsin legislature which nllowfl ,18 to 21 year olds
and In facing a six-month lo donnl o blood without pnrenjail term. The Nntionnl
tul consent, The ago limit also
Guard is still on active duty
has been changed to allow donand the governor's office hns ors to give blood up to the ARO
announced that they will bn of m and won nfter ihrnt if they
retained "ns long os need- have written consent of their
ed."
doctor the day of the donation,
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Children 5 Thr» 11, Half Fore

October 16-17-18
Good on all trains, Including Super Dornn Ffiawathafl .
Return from Chicago by Midnight Monday.
Enjoy a long week-end m Chica g o. . . see nVe many
attractions... attend theater*... yi sW relatives or friend*.
Special law hotel rates. Also ipeelol rate* for ¦4-br. lecture Gray line sightseeing tour (over 500 points of interest).,
only $-1.50 if purchased with rail ticket; $3.00 for children
5 thru 11 ,
Milwawkeo Road tick** agent will secure ymor resorvotfonu. Make them now fof-ai w*»»)<-a«vJof fun.—
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Mondovi Cites
Superintendent

Jl Mapm**-^a&L TlJ^hL

Muggin g Is A
Status Symbol

MONDOVI, Wis. ^Special) Some 150 Mondovi teachers and
school board members and other school personnel honored William Hehli, resigned superintendent, at Club Midway, Independence.
Milo Anderson, high school
principal, was toastmaster. Randall Morey was spokesman for
the board and Mrs. Willis Parker for the Mondovi Education
Association. On behalf of the
group Mrs. Parker presented
Hehli with a gift of money and
a drawing of the school by
Mary Fenhiter, Mondovi .art
teacher.
Thomas Cook and Sigvald
Thompson, representing the bus
irivers and custodians, displayed mementoes from experiences
during Hehli's stay here.
Other speakers were Mrs.
Milton LaDuke, Mrs. . George
Johnson, Mrs. Verocn Schroeder, Charles Smith and Robert
Stoughton, teachers, and John
Herpst, new superintendent.
Entertainment included singing to guitar accompaniment by
Ronald Pufall, art teacher, and
group ringing accompanied by
Mrs. Florence Cariar, elementary music teacher.
After being here 19 years,
Hehli will become associated
with District 1 Technical Institute as coordinator at Menomonie.

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — The new status thing in New York is to
get mugged. If you have been ignored by the holdup guys, you
mustn't admit it.
Comedian Robert King claims he was mugged while on
the way to a karate class to learn to protect himself from muggers. •¦" •
"3t was about 9:30 at night, between 8th and 9th on 55th.
I'd just come out of Ralph's Pizzeria.
"It was dark. I hurried to catch up with two fellas ahead
of me, because nobody would
molest three people.
a button saying "Tony Love
"These two Mds were well From Up Above?") his been
dressed. As I came up to them, picketing MerV Griffin and Ed
one of them said , 'You are going Sullivan TV shows — for not
to gi-ve us your money.'
having him oh.
"I said, 'You're kidding.'
That's what everybody says Actress Nancy Andrews, in
when they're getting mugged. Dublin doing a show, is having
"One turned to his partner a friend send her tapes of the
and says, 'You jerk, you forgot Mets play-off games. .Nancy
calls herself a "Metsophile"
to show him your gun.'
Restaurateurs don't always
I
said,
a
'If you're
"Yea/
mugger, show me your creden- know the names of famous
guests. Gene Cavallero Jr. of
tials.'
"He showed me his gun the Colony identified one diner
right up against my hose. Talk as "that red-haired cowboy that
about Sammy Davis being a always shoots so straight on TV"
fast draw. I drew out my wal- (Never did figure out who it
let quicker than John Wayne. was,) . . . Prima ballerina Joy
"Then I was really humiliat- Holiday at Radio City Music
Hall wears the most-abbreviated. All I had was $11.
ed costume ever seen there.
"THEY WERE furious; I Tony Bennett missed two
aaid, 'Listen, fellas, don't be nights at the Waldorf Empire
mad. Take my watch and my Room because of a sore throat
Tiffany's pen.'
and Gordon MacRae substituted
"They said, 'Oh all right!' . . . /Top name mentioned to
but they were disappointed in take onrer MGM ff Kirk Kerkorme. One of thera saSS 'Walk ian moves in is Herb Jaffee ,
slowly toward 9th.' The other now with UA ;. . Joe Franklin
said, 'Walk slowly toward 8th.' said at the Troubadour he'll
I said , 'Listen, fellas make up have Florine Duffield as a cov- WABASHA, Minn. — Two elyour mind. You're the muggers, er girl for his new Memory derly Red Wing residents were
I'm just the mugee.' Finally I Lane recording label . . . Julie admitted to St. Elizabeth Hospisaid , 'Why don't I just get In Newmar, Jack Carter and Jill tal, Wabasha , after a three-car
a dark doorway and you two Choder had their fortunes told collision two miles south of here
guys run?'
at Christine Paolozzi Bellin's at 2 p.m. Saturday.
"They said , 'Good idea,' and party at the Zodiac club open- The Highway Patrol said it
they ran, and then I ran . . . ing ,' ¦ . . Ethel Kennedy shared understood the injuries were not
to my karate class. But my ka- hamburgers at P. J. Clark's serious. Hospitalized are Edrate teacher said it. was no with friends, including Charles ward Milostan, 77, and his wife,
Ruth Rose, 75, the driver.
good because my hand was Addarns.
They were southbound on
shaking so much I couldn't deJOHN WAYNE'S new home Highway 61 and collided with
liver a karate chop."
King signed, "Aud later 1 was at Westport Beach, Calif., has cars driven by Orville S. Starkt victim of apartment burglars. indoor and outdoor pools and son, S3, Rochester, and Dean W.
"But I made out better than tennis courts . .. Someone stole Schurhammer, 38, Wabasha ,
Tony Newly. Tony was coming Elaine Stritch'i dachshund at neither of whom were injured.
into bis apartment building and Joe's Place . ' -. . Sen. Edmund Both were northbound.
saw somebody just leaving. Tony Muskie ordered Maine lobster
said, 'Can I help you?' very at Voisin . . . Colony Record
politely. The fellow said, 'Oh, Shop's Nappy signed stager
no, I'm finished.' And he was, Ton! ,Carroll for management
too. He had just cleaned Tony . ' . i Heavyweight champ Joe
Frazer and the Knockouts will
out. "
Cardinal Cooke probably perform at the Cheetah this
doesn't know it but he hap- week . .'" , Ex-Miss UniverseLinpened to be at La Guardia Field da Bement and jockey Manuel
and came within range of.-a Ycasa are splitting.
camera shooting a crowd shot Harold Crossman nnd Florof the Washingtbn-to-NY shut- ence Lustig bought a 30-room WABASHA, Minn. — Intertle for "The Boys in The Band." home on the ocean at Palm views for employment with the
Executive producer Dorninick Beach V .. '- . Barbara Hershey Green Light program in WabaDunne discovered the Cardinal's and Michael Sarrazin did a nude sha County will be held Thurspicture in the rushes. "Good swimming scene for "Pursuit day, at 10 a.m. in the courthouse
Catholic that I am, I cut it of Happiness" . . . Lee Mar- here, according to the Minneout," Dunne said . . . Young vin'il wear a $1,300 suede tux sota State Employment Office
comedian Tony Love (he wears to his "Paint Your Wagon" at Winona.
premiere . . . . With "Jimmy" All -workers in the program
Winona Dally Newt
opening on B'way, Gallagher's will work 24 hours per week at
4 Winona, Minnesota
moved its portrait of Jimmy $1.60 an hour.
MONDAY, OCT, 6, .9<?
Ray Brown, manager of the
Walker to the front room.
TODAY'S B E S T LAUGH: Winona employment office, exWinona Daily News With
some of the talk on TV plained that Green Light is a
t,
^MONDAY, OCTOBER
l?t>9
talk shows getting pretty silly, sister program to Green Thumb,
Dublin Opinion pulls a switch which has been in existence in
VOLUME 113, NO. 269
and
says, "Conversation is going the county the past ' two years.
Published dally except Saturday and Holidays by Republican and Herald Publish- to ruin the art of television." While Green Thumb set up to
Ing Company. 601 Frankllr. St., Winona,
WISH I'D SAID THAT: The provide work for men over 55,
Minn. -55987.
Gavel's Peter Sheehan pointed Green Light is aimed primarily
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
toward projects for women. WoBlngla Cony — lt)c Dally, 20c Sunday out the typical commercial : "It
men assigned to work on the
comes
on
extra
loud
to
wake
Delivered by Carrier—Per Week 50 Cents
program will be employed in
U weeks J12.H
52 weeks J25.5U you up so as to sell you someoccupations such as teacher
thing
that
will
help
you
sleep."
By mall strictly In advance) paper stop
aides, kitchen aides, local govpeoT on expiration dato:
REMEMBERED Q U O T E : ernment aides, library assisIn Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Wabasha,
end Winona counties (n Minnesota* Buf- Experience is the only prophecy tants ,
nurse aides , clothing
falo, Jackson, Pepin, and Trempealeau of wise men. — Alphonse de
aides, etc. Although men will
counties In Wisconsin! and to military
personnel with military addresses In the Lamartine.
not be barred from Green Light,
continental United States and overseas
With APO or FPO addresses.
EARL'S PEARLS: Marriage the w ork is of the kind usually
1 year
116.00 3 months
15.00 can be a rich and rewarding performed by women .
f monthi
19.00 1 month
J2.O0
experience, if the husband is. To 'be eligible for employElsewhere —
ment , said Brown, the individ— Angie Papadakis .
In United States and Canada
ual
must be head of household,
\ year
$22.00 3 months
$7.00
A friend of Dave Barry brags
< months
J12 .00 1 month
J5.50
be self-supporting, or the bread
Sunday News only, 1 year
...
J7.50 about his oldest son who gradwinner of the family in cases
¦"
Second class poataoe paid a» Winona. uated law school and another
Mlim.
son who may be his first client. where the husband Is unable
Send chanoa ot address, notices, undelivto work . Applicants must be in
ered copies, subscription orders end other That's earl , brother .
(he low income bracket , 55 and
mail Items to VUlnona Dally News, p O
¦
•cot 70, Winona, Minn. 55W.
up.
Maryland's Backbone Moun«*3i^>
tain is 3,300 feet high.

.. .

Two Injured
Near Wabasha

'Green Light'
Interviews Set
In Wabasha Co

Brother Reports
Williams Treated
Because of Pills

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Tennessee
Williams' brother says the playwright has been ln a hospital
40-ycar leader in better hear- , mm® W F H K ^ since Sept. 21 for treatment of
the effects of long use of a
ing. It 's our liny, light Micro- ^*y^2 '
J ^f ^Js^Lm' - sleeping pill.
The brother , Dakin Williams,
an attorney of Collinsville, 111.,
said Williams fell ill during a
visit with their mother , Mrs.
Edwina Dakin Williams, in suburban Clayton.
He added that tlio playwright ,
55, would stay in Barnes Hospital indefinitely but planned to
the trustednameinbetterhearing$inceW29 VXV
attend the opening of his piny
"Cnmino Real" in New York
BATTERIES, EAR MOLDS and SERVICE
Jan. 8.
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For All Makes of Hearing Aids

HOME APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

HEARING AID CENTER
WHERE: PARK PLAZA HOTEL
WHEN! OCT. 7, TUESDAY
TIMES 1:30 TO 5:30 P.M.
or WRITE
Eumbro Hotel — P.O. Box 886, Rochastar , Minn. 55901
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Reports
Without Foundation
Sales Manager Says

By Ed Dodd

MARKTRAIL

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - Th* •
no-bra movement apparently
isn't catching on in Georgia. ;
Rumors that bra sales are off
are "absolutely without foundation," said the manager oE the
bras and girdles department of
aM*}«9Jorstore.
"Every woman needs sup.
port," said a saleslady in another store. "We try to impress
this with teen-agers, because if
they don't have support now,
they're gotfjMo develop some
big problems in later life."

TELEVISION REVIEW

Board at Lake City
To Act on Higher
Budget for Schols

'Forsyte Saga
A 'Soap Opera
By CYNTHIA LOWRY
NEW YORK (AP) — American viewers had their first look
on Sunday night at an English
television series which, when
broadcast on the BBC Network,
took the nation by storm, was
called a cult and a "national
obsession."
It was the premiere episode of
"The Forsyte Saga," a series of
26 hour-long programs based on
John Galsworthy's novels about
a rich, fertile bourgois English
family. And, once the American
viewers get the various Forsytes, friends and lovers sorted
out, it may provide an interesting excursion into Victorian upper-middle class life.
However, no matter how
well-produced, how well acted,
or how revered are both BBC
and the National Education Network, which is broadcasting it
on a hook-up of some 165 stations, "The Forsyte Saga" is

Pittman Named
Durand Principal

DURAND, Wis. — Don Pittman has been named principal
of the Durand High School succeeding Mrs. Deste Johnson,
who is returning to guidance
work to fill a vacancy created
by the resignation of William
Lover.
Lover has joined the Mondovi
school system as guidance counselor.
Pittman, who has been chemistry and physics instructor
here, was graduated from Durand High Scchool in 1961 and
earned his degree at Eau Claire
State University. He^aught five
years at Ladysmith before returning to Durand three years
ago. He completed work for
a master of science degree at
Winona State College.
Mrs. Johnson, a widow with
three sons in college, became
principal in 1966 after serving
in the guidance department.
William Penker , La Crosse,
replaces Pittman in chemistry
and physics. He was graduated
from Platteville State University. This is the first teaching
assignment.

Plainview Doctor
Goes to Wabasha

quite simply-and purely a soap
opera.
The serial opened amid a welter of Forsytes, circa 1879, but
soon concentrated on two brothers and their cousin.
Winifred, the cousin, is a rather horsy girl who became engaged and was married in the
first episode to a pleasant young
man named Monty. British soap
opera moves a lot faster than
the domestic variety, which
would have taken about a year
for this.
Soames Forsyte is a lawyerstuffy, utterly humorless, a
complete snob and a dedicated
bachelor. Jolyon Forsyte, called
Jo, is an earnest idealist caugiit
in a loveless marriage and in
love with his daughter's Austrian nanny; As the episode ended, he had established his love
in a little house- in Chelsea and
she had just confided that she
¦was going to have his child.
Cheer up, fans of "As the
World Turns,'' there will be
more than "The Survivors" to
amuse after dark,

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
¦ ¦Lake
¦City
¦ school
¦ ¦board
¦
—The
will meet this week to take action on a proposed budget of
$1,422,523 which was presented
at the required public hearing
last weei.
The proposed local tax levy
is $734,000.
The tax rate with the new
proposed levy will, fee about 40
mills higher than last year —
some 175 mills on agricultural
property and 200 mills on nonagricultural.
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• Blueberry • Happy Cakes • Waffle*
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"Hi-Lo" Double
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Landmark for
HUNGRY
AMERICANS-

ADM **00

fjfnNEMAJji

"Mission: Impossible" is back
on CBS for another season of
saving civilization from deep- uusivuinnnniuwuinrinriiuuiniUtiV
died evil. Sunday night the team
JXU5«iWiChrLUMirSPr»«»fI.
simulated the start of World . CauUWP3CtllKSlflIjEVENINGS ONCE AT
f
War III—nuclear explosions and
all to frighten an aging exiled fcWJlTOIRU^IIOTFSPROWCrKM
7:45 P.M..
m,
Vi '
dictator into revealing the number of his Swiss bank account.
PAtuWIStOM** TECHNICOLOR*
:
This, in turn , was" designed to
abort his plan to get his country mniinnisnniwiivij uixivuuuwnj uoi
back by force.
As usual, it seemed to be an
G-- A-2
^dlllftWI f
extremely complicated means
to a simple end, They used disguises, electronic gimmicks and
theatrical devices.
Leonard Nimpy, with bis ears
back in human shape after
"Star Trek,'' plays the new g^fl ^^^ HP ^t V*& ^wSfeBBBBBBBBBBBaH
member of the Impossible Missions force. He did not have
much to do but talk tough in-the
episode. May Britt, away from
acting for several years, looked
very handsome in the unsympathetic role of the deposed
strongman's wife, significantly
VAAA
.
COLUMBIA PICTURESadRASTAR PRODUCflONSptesaT^^
called Era.
It is am amusing show, painsTOHaTCotiwrjuttiiiioir _
takingly produced and acted hy a«» Jtwa wj uum«BM.«n»AsnlnX
"a cast as if it were serious draSTARTS
ma. But it is seriously flawed hy
co z\vmi
an inflexible format that gives
KAY ME0FORD-ANNE.FRANCIS-WALTER PDGE0N»BW ««2«IW
¦ Mu5lc
the episodes a basic sameness
Wus,c
oV^KHERBERTROSS - b
with just a change of scene or
Bised onThe MuskalPby by ISOBtl LtNUARI • WusscbrJULE STVNC-tyncsb] BOB MURILL
method o>f operation.

WABASHA, Minn.—Dr. Robert D, Mathison ^ Plainview, became a practicing member of
the Community Clinic group
here Wednesday.
He has practiced in Plainview
since February 1968, and will
move to Wabasha. He is on ihe
staff of St. Elizabeth Hospital.
Dr. Mathison is a native of
Rochester, graduate of the University of Minnesota medical
school, and interned at St.
Mary's Hospital, Minneapolis. T
He practiced in Annandale and 4fc
Minneapolis before moving to ?^
Plainview.
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THE<^rrDECEIVERS
ORi "HOW TO AVOID THE DRAFT"
STARTS WED.
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Lindbergh Thrilled by
Flight Over Kabetogama

THE MOSLEM WORLD
Seeking unity at a meeting in
Rabat, Morocco,. Moslem
/
leaders found more
%*jj l
divison and
• ^llilfe ^
controversy.
7-T~r^ft&?^
•

INTERNATIONAL FALLS,
Minn. (AP) — Charles A. Lindbergh, who once made spectacular news conquering the Atlantic, got the thrill of flying
over Minnesota's wild Kabeto-

¦
mW ^Siim vl•V:-.-«3£l&!a ^ -.-:-i^

gama Peninsula . over the
weekend.
"He was more than pleased
with all he saw,'' said Elmer L.
Andersen, former governor, and
president of the Voyageur's Na-

State Traffic
Toll Hits 733
FDA Now Shows
To Your Good Health

Gallstone
Attacks at

Age 29

Meeting Shows Cracks
In Unity of Mos/ems
By WILLIAM L. RYAN
AP Special Correspondent
The recent ' summit conference of Moslem leaders
in Morocco groped for areas
of unity, but it served also
to illuminate differences
which divide the Islamic
world. '.;- . •
Kings, presidents a h d
ministerial delegates of 24
predominantly Moslem nations met at Rabat primarily to discuss an event which
made the Islamic w6rld
shudder with .indignation:

By G. C. THOSTESON , M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: In three
weeks I have had two gall
bladder attacks and X-rays
show massive gall stones.
Is an operation needed immediately or may I postpone it for
a few years with proper diet? I
am only 29, so why would I
have stones?
I have also been troubled
with colic in the last six
months. Could that come from
the gall stones? — Mrs. M.F.
"Colic" covers a multitude of
pains — s h a r p, paroxysmal
pains in various tender parts of
the anatomy. "Biliary colic" is
the term for the often excruciating pain as a small gall stone
works its dreary way into the
bile duct. Sure, your colic could
have come from the stones
While gall stones aren't commonly found at age 29, they
still are not respecters of age.
They can cause trouble while
you are young, as you've found
By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed. D.
out.
You say the X-rays show University of S. California
"massive" gall stones, but you Some ^children arrive at
can pretty nearly take it for school (petit on activity when
granted that there are some they should be quietly studying
smaller ones, too, and as (or and listening. Such children
if) some of them, get into the can cause the teacher no end
bile duct but are just too large of trouble.
to move through easily, get Sitting in the outer office of
the vice-principal in no way
ready for some more colic.
solves their excess energy probwould
do
diet
I doubt that a
lem. These children do not set
you any good. Sometimes pa- out to be unruly nuisances.
tients resort to a diet that is They need help, not discipline,
tow in fats land low in highly in most cases.
seasoned foods in the hope that Getting at the source of the
it will prevent a certain amount trouble is not always easy
of digestive distress, but frank- since there are many possible
ly, j don't set great store by underlying causes. The child
it. Maybe it helps a little; may- may have a physical disdrder.
be it doesn't. But it will sot get He may be hard of hearing or
rid of the gall stones and will he may hear too well so that
not prevent them from continuing to forrn.
Nor will diet prevent the major complications that can develop from a crop of gall
stones — a stone totally plugging the bile duct, causing lots
of pain plus jaund ice; inflammation of the gall bladder; or,
in time, cancer, which is better
to avoid (ii you can) than
to try to treat later.
Therefore, Mrs. M. F., even
though you feel that you are A boy and two men were shot
on the young side to be having to death during the weekend in
gall bladder trouble (as indeed Minnesota.
you are ) you aren't going to Lightning killed another boy
gain anything by postponing at Sauk Centre.
The start of the duck hunting
surgery.
Diet isn't going to give you season resulted in one death.
3arnes W. Beisel , 33, St. Paul,
any appreciable help.
You are, very likely, going to was killed Saturday on Middle
iave more painful troubles if Lake about seven miles west of
you try to hang onto your gall St. Peter. Nicollet County authorities said a gun in the boat
Madder for a bit longer.
You may even run into com- Beisel was in discharged , the
plications that will make you a shot striking him in the face.
less favorable candidate for sur- His son , Jason, 11, was with
gery if you try to wait too him at the time.
Kolin Johnson , 14, was fatally
long.
Finally, and maybe most sig- wounded Friday evening, when
nificant to you , you aren't go- a 30-30 deer rifle held by his
ing to miss your gall bladder, older brother accidentally fired ,
full of stones and grnvel, once Carlton County sheriff's officers
reported.
it's gone.
I'd get rid of the pesky thing Kolin was the son of Mr. and
while you 're in generally good Mrs. Franklin Tebay, who farm
health and haven't suffered 10 miles south of Cromwell, The
through such future attacks of shooting happened at the farm.
"colic" as otherwise are like- Kenneth Gordon, 30, Pine
Bend , was shot and killed at the
ly .
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Our son, home of his mother in-law, ac12, hns an undescended testicle. cording to the Mahnomen CounOur doctor gave him hormone ty sheriff's office . County Atty.
shots to no avail. He now sug- James Beuning had the case ungests surgery. Since , our son der investigation.
could become a father with Glen Baite, 10, son of Mr. and
only one testicle, we are reluct- Mrs. Rudolph Baite, was riding
ant to resort to surgery unless a tractor when he was struck
and killed by lightning Saturthis condition would be detri- day.
mental to his health later.
Would an operation be abso- TERESAN TO WASHINGTON
lutely necessary? — E.P.
Sister M. Joyce Rowland,
If not "absolutely necessary," president of the C o l l e g e of
It is at least highly advisable Saint Teresa, will attend the
because an undescended testi- meeting this week of tho Americle sometimes develops cancer can Council on Education and
later in life. If he were my son, tho American Association of InI would go ahead with the sur- dependent College nnd Univergery without question at thin sity Presidents at Washington ,
stage.
D.C. She also will attend tho
Door Dr. TIION UIKOII ; What is inauguration of Robert Henle ,
your opinion of a report that a S J as president of Georgetown
woman had one ovary and pnrt University.
of the otlicr removed at nge 15
but still had babies? Ia that cite, evidently enough of one
ovnry remained to provide adepossible? - .Mrs. W. R.
It is possible. In tho case you quate ovulation.

the fire in Jerusalem 's Al
Aksah Mosque, one of Islam's holiest shrines. They
also planned to discuss Israel's annexation of what
had been the Arab section
of Jerusalem.
Such Arab and Moslem
conferences in the past
have run into conflicting national interests among the
states represented, and into
clashes involving differences among Arab leaders
themselves.
*
Islam, one of the world's

NASON ON EDUCATION

Active Childreh
Can Be Problem

Boy, Two Men
Shot to Death
In Minnesota

the noises of the classroom
make him extremely uncomfortable. He may be deficient in
vision. Any of these would call
for the advice and help of a
doctor-.
SOMETIMES the child is a
healthy child blessed with more
energy than normal.
Schools can adjust their program to make these children
more comfortable. In one junior high school, all of the boys
with surplus energy were
placed in a first-period gym
class. The instructor supervised and saw that each boy
had plenty of exercise. These
boys were able to carry out the
class activities in comfort for
the rest of the day.
The instructor observed each
boy carefully to be as certain
as possible that there was no
other underlying cause of the
boy's excess activity.
Parents can help in such
cases by getting the child up
in time to do some chores
around home and get the exercise which his body demands.
He can punch a bag, work out
on bars, chin himself a dozen
times, or run around the block
—anything that lets him work
off his excess energy.
With a little experimenting,
parents can determine what is
an acceptable amount of strenuous activity. Then let him get
cleaned up and send him off
to school. He should arrive with
sufficient calm to better control his* own actions.
Also, in talking with the
child, emphasize that he is responsible for behaving properly. If he misbehaves he will
have to take the consequences.
IRRESPONSIBILITY Is a
habit of behavior and tends to
persist unless firm action is
taken. Breaking such a habit
comes when the child wants to
substitute acceptable behavior
and makes a conscious effort toward that end.
Instead of depending entirely
on control of the child , help
him control himself. Somqtimes a quiet talk will make ah
impr ession. The change probably will come about more readily
if accompanied by changing his
pattern of activit y to include
the early-morning exercises suggested.
Any child who grows up
knowing that he is responsible
for his own actions will have
a healthier outlook as an adult .
The best results are obtained when the father , mother
and teacher work together to
gain; the cooperation of tho
child.
Advertisement
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greatest religions, has more
than a half billion members
around the world. It predominates in many nations
occupying a belt all the way
from North Africa 's Atlantic coast to Southeast) Asia.
The term "Islam" derives
from Arabic roots meaning
peace and submission to divine will. But Islam has
known little peace.
The Koran, the body of
revelations of the Prophet
Mohammed, regards - war
as abnormal and a last resort. But Islam's history is
dotted wth conquests and
holy wars for most of its
1,300 years. The Sword of
Islam swept all across
North Africa into Spain, into Southeast Europe and
Central Asia. That was
Arab conquest. Arab decline began
¦ ¦ four centuries
ago.

' . . - ..

•

Moslems—the word means
surrender to Allah—spread
as far east as sprawling Indonesia, where Islam is the
official religion. There are
Moslem minorities, some
big, some tiny, in most of
the world's nations. Soviet
Central Asia and Red China's Sinkiang and Yunnan,
for example, have big Moslem minorities.
Arabs predominate in
lands with a total population of more than 100 milliioa 'Little Lebanon is carefully balanced politically
between its Christian and
Arab populations. Algeria is
made up of Arabs anq* nonArab Berbers. Arabs of the
north dominate the blacks
of Sudan. There are many
Arabs in East Africa. Nations where Arabs predominate are Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Muscar^Dman
and the sheikhdoms, Yemen, Jordan, Syria, the
United Arab Republic, Libya, Algeria, Tunisia and
Morocco.
Non-Arab Moslem states
have in excess of 300 million population. In addition,
India has 60 million Moslems, more than most of the
other nations with Islamic
majorities. Principal nonArab - nations where Moslems predominate are Pakistan, Indonesia, Iran, Afghanistan, Malaysia , Mauritania , Singapore, Tanzania ,
Turkey, Somalo and Senegal.
Complications arise because some Moslem nations
have relations with Israel,
which others regard as
their worst enemy. Israel
has diplomatic relations
with Iran , Malaysia, Mauritania , Singapore , Tanzania ,
Turkey, Somali and Senegal , but not with any of the
Middle East or North African Moslem Arab nations.
In addition , Israel has cordial relations with India ,
but lacks them witK Pakistan , Indonesia and Afghanistan.
Lack of unity among the
Arab states themselves has
become celebrated over the
years since the first ArabIsraeli conflict of 1048-49.
This disunity has stood in
the way of an Arab dream
of a powerful united front
which would put an end to
the existence of a Zionist
state.
Though Islam provides
the Moslom nations with a
strong unifying factor, political oneness among lliem
seems even less likely than
over-all Arab unity.

More Security With

FALSETEETH
At Any Time

Don't ba an afraid that your talae
teeth will como loose or drop Junt at
the wrong time, for more security
and mora comfort, Just eprlnKle a
little FA8TKETH on your pHtas.
S"A8TEETH holds both uppers and
lowers firmer lonKor. Makes eating
easier. FASTEICrH Is nllmllnc, No
Kimimy, pnnty taste l Dentures that
nt are easontlnl to health. See your
aentist reemiMiy, aet e'ABTErau.

Youths Discuss
Smoking Urged
Why do young people smoke?
Because their elders do—because it's the smart thing to do
—because it makes them look
more adult.
These are some of the answers given by teen-age students who attended the Christmas Seal Youth Advisory Council meeting at the Inn Towne
Motel, Minneapolis.
Among the 20 members who
met with the Minnesota Respiratory Health Association
staff to work out new ways of
involving youth in Christmas
Seal health projects was Scott
Epstein, son of Mrs. Erna Epstein, 217 E. Wabasha St: Scott
is a senior at Winona Senior
High School, where he is a
member of the Viojing Democratic-Farmer's league and
treasurer
of the student coun¦
cil. '
.

'¦
¦
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Gale-Ettrick Honor
Unit Elects Seven
GALESVILLE, Wis. - GaleEttrick chapter of the National
Honor Society has elected Angela Cantlon, Julie-Bahnub and
Arden Olson , seniors, and Kimberly Cantlon, Rita Docken,
Gene Hansen and Paula Rogers,
juniors. Membership is limited
to those students in the upper
quarter of their class, scholastically, who are rated by the
faculty as being superior in
qualities of leadership, characN
ter and service.
- At the fall organizational
meeting Robert Johnson was
named president; Sue Erickson, vice president; Kimberly
Cantlon, secretary, and Arden
Olson, treasurer. Induction of
new members will be Oct. 29.
Adviser is Mrs. Harold Nelson.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Accidents on Minnesota's rainslicked highways claimed three
lives Sunday.
Other weekend fatalities included a Robbinsdale woman
whose motorcycle crashed with
a pickup truck in Bloomington
and a Minneapolis area man
killed near Mankato. .
The state's traffic toll for the
year
rose to 733 compared with
;
;806 on Oct. 6 a year ago.
In addition , a St. Paul man
was killed when his car went off
a Wyoming highway.

tional Park Association.
Lindberg, Andersen and Russell W. iFtidley, director of the
Minnesota Historical Society,
made the trip to the site of the
proposed national park on Saturday.
And Andersen landed himself
another supporter of the association. He said that Lindbergh is
willing to become a member of
the association's national advisory council.
Andersen, St. Paul businessman , told of.the trip Sunday after the three, joined by outdoors
author Sigurd Olson of Ely,
spent the day discussing the potentials of the wilderness area.
Lindberg, who in 1927 was
the first man to fly solo over
the Atlantic, is "an advisor to
Pan American Airways afld is
devoting considerable time to
conservation work.
Andersen said he'd written
Lindbergh, who now lives at
Darien, Conn., asking support of
the Voyageur Association pro- ¦
gram. Lindbergh replied he
didn't endorse projects he
wasn't well acquainted with, so
the visit here was arranged.
On Saturday, the three took a
boat and went along the Rainey
River to Kettle Falls. They also
explored , on foot, noting such
traces of wild life as a bald
eagle and evidence of moose
and bear.

Brighton , died late Friday night
when the car he was driving careened off Highway 22, one mile
north of Mankato.
The vehicle hit several guard
rails before smacking a utility
pole.
Ronald J. Jackson, 21, St.
Paul, was killed Saturday when
his auto went out of control and
hit a bridge abutment along Interstate 80, just east of Rock
Springs, Wyo. Authorities said
he may have fallen asleep at
the wheel.
The potentially dangerous
crash of a gasoline tanker in
Mrs. Barbara Van Scjjy, 45, the St. Paul suburbs tied up
Dell Rapids, S.D., was killed traffic on busy Interstate 94
Sunday when the Van Scoy car Sunday.
and an auto with three duck The tanker, driven by Gerald
hunters from the Minneapolis Polski, 33, Roseville, tipped over
area collided on Highway 64, three-quarter of the way as Pol- . Andersen said he and Fridiey
four miles north of Motely in ski swerved to avoid a car .The took turns flying with LindCass County.
cab went across the median bergh, who piloted a two-place
Lloyd Van Scoy, about 50, hus- strip into the opposite lane of pontoon plane borrowed from
band of the victim, was hospit- traffic , where it crashed with a the manager of the Internationalized at Brainerd in serious car, officers said.
al Falls Airport, Francis Einarcondition. Two children, Lloyd Occupants of the car, Mrs. son.
Jr., 8, and Debra , JO, also were Ralph Kieffer, 38, New Brigh- The former governor said that
hospitalized.
ton, and her son Joey, 10, were
The hunters, taken to a Sta- treated and released at St. Paul both he; and Fridiey had a
chance to take over the conples hospital, were listed by the Ramsey Hospital.
Highway Patrol as Richard A. St. Paul firemen hosed with a trols briefly something they'd
Hoover, 34, and James Rain- fire-repellent; spray some 4,000 never done—while the noted flyville, 56, both of St. Louis Park, gallons of the fuel which spilled er was in command.
and Charles W. Hanson, 52, out of the hatches.
Andersen quoted Lindbergh as
Richfield.
saying the wilderness area,
,
in
central
Another accident >
which he'd never viewed before
Minnesota Sunday killed James Galesville Student
although he'd spent his youth in
A. Salber, 19, rural Browerville. Honored at Institute Minnesota, was
"extraordinary"
The Highway Patrol said he was
driving a ciar which went off GALESVILLE, Wis. - Joni and far above his expectations.
Highway 10 at Cushing, Morri- Dean Sesvold, daughter of Mrs. Lindbergh also expressed the
view a bigger share of the nason County.
Beverly Sesvold
tional budget should be devoted
A passenger, Cary Hudulla, and the late
to such conservation measures
,17, rural Long Prairie, had un- Henry Sesvold,
as the park proposal, though he
determined injuries, the patrol w a s recently
wasn't prepared to say what
named "Cavasaid. _
other programs should be cut to
lierette of the
Frank Zeiner, 81, was killed Week," first to
make room for it.
Sunday night when struck by a be so honorcc
car while crossing Highway 218 by The Cava.
Winona Dall^Ntwa K .
near his home at Bixby, Steele lie r , student
Winona, Minnesota *»
County.
publication ol
MONDAY, OCT. «V 1S69
Authorities identified the dri- Western
Wisver as Elizabeth Hagen of consin TechniMankato.
Joni
cal Institute, La
Georgina R. Martineau, 37, Crosse.
Robbinsdale, was killed Satur- Miss Sesvold is a second sem- DUE TO LACK OF FOOD £
¦
day when the motorcycle she ester enrollee in business maBULK IN YOUR DIET
was riding collided with a pick- chines at the institute. Last
up truck on Highway 34 at a week, she also was a successful candidate for member of
Bloomington intersection.
Gerald C. Wick, 24, New the student congress.
I
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PUBLIC NOTICE

TO ALL FAMILIES IN THE WINONA AREA

FREE GIFT

In December you will receive your new White and
Green NAMCO Phone Book Cover through the
courtesy of these merchants:
— banks—
First National Bank of Winona
first Stato Bank of
Fountain City, W II .
— beautv —
_
. , , .,
Beauty Spot Salon '
laehn's House of Beauty
Richard's Beauty Shop
— beer
_
_ —
„
Home Beverage Service
y
-camera, Buck's Camera Sorvtca
— car waih —
n • Js Oil
*\-i Company
i"
R
*
— carpet cleaner—
The Rit-Way
Chamber of Commerce
— cleaner, and dyers Haddad', Cleaners and
Launderers
— department .tore —
H. Choato A Company

—emergency service —
Praxel Ambulance Service
— excavating and concrete —

Winona Excavaling Sorvico

— radio —

KAGE

— real estale —
Win ona Red

Winona Ready-Mix
,/ . ,
""£ br'< ,h°P_
,
l
Cinderella Shop

—farm equipment Husmann's Equipment
n r
—florist and areenhouso —
West End Greenhouse,
—funeral home—
Broitlow-Martin Funoral Homo
—Insurance—
Baumann-Merkel Agency, Inc.
-janitor-

pionoor Bul |dfng Maintenance

_ - |aW n mower. A
camping trailer, -rp. A. Krause Company
— photography studio —
Bob'. Portrait Studio

^^ Com .

x_ .

— service station —
Bunk.
APCO Service,
_
.
^

_ $6

n

_

.... - .
/.
«' ?.:
viking Sowing
Machine
Co.
. #
p-^odcl7er
^
' .
ax,ca
„
„ .
v
Yellow Cab Co.
elovis on _
,
Streng . TV
_

•

-;««¦—

Taa9arl Tir8 Sorv,e#

— wheel alignment —
Highway Alignment
—wrecker and lowing —
WbsUfone Auto Wracking

NATIONAL MERCHANDISING|g|
H
712 REDWOOD DRIVE

^
^
^
^
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Let's tax -them.

Since the House of Representatives last summer passed the Tax Reform Act of 1959 it has been
interestingto see the lineup come up to bat. Each
«f economic interests, which has teen charged
"with possessing a lucrative "loophole" in the present federal tax structure, has taken its turn at
taking swings at the act. Each has tried to make
the point that its present taxation is right and any
additional taxation would certainly not be in the
!>est interests of America and might conceivably
he harmful. We have heard, to state an obscure example, that art museums will wither away.
THE TAX Foundation has noted that the act
¦"was not deliberately designed as an 'anti-capital'
measure, yet many features could be so designated
¦without serious misrepresentation—large increases
in taxes on Incomes where savings tend to be high,
large reductions where savings are low, changes
which add to the burdens on particular industries,
and repeal of the investment credit which affects
all business,"
Is there anything in the act for business?
The foundation says "even a biased research
will have difficulty turning up a handful of changes
which favor capital formation or business, and for
only two of them will relief exceed $100 million a
year."'
To demand more tax of business when new
government needs arise seems to be the perfect
solution.
Father Groppi said in Madison last week while
awaiting the arrest that he obviously wanted:
"I believe in free enterprise, but it's got to
be put back in perspective. It is way out of hand.
People say that it kills incentive to tax the rich,
but my God, it's a Christian principle and it's
a Catholic social teaching that those who have
share with those who have not."
Another thing about corporations they don't
vote, so ¦when tax reform bears down on business
the legislators demonstrate their knowledge of politics. Corporations aren't people; they don't hurt
and write letters.
Unfortunately a sizable share of the corporate
tax load is passed right along to the consumers
in the form of prices.
It¦ thus becomes a kind of
¦
hidden sales tax. . ' :. ¦" . . .
As Lindley K. Clark Jr. pointed out in the Wall
Street Journal recently, "Even if the tax were
absorbed by business the levy still could have
adverse effects on the general public. The reason
is that the tax can often distort the economy we
all depend on for a livelihood."
AND NOT only a livelihood , nj essential as that
Is. Corporation also are being asked to finance
social reforms* such as housing and hiring of "unemployables," in addition to paying their tax bill.
If this nation chooses to impose a greater social
consciousness on corporations then it follows that
we exercise that social consciousness on them in
tax devising reform. - A.B.

Peculiarly welcome
We've been in a state of shock since Thursday
afternoon when we read an editorial in the Winonan,
the weekly newspaper at Winona State College.
The editor, Gene Larrabee, apparently believes
that a college is a place where students, faculty
and administration learn together and where tha
administration has the responsibility of operating
the college.
This young revolutionary apparently doesn't
understand that the main function of students and
faculty is to run the college, thus freeing the administration for other duties.
Here are some of the young revolutionary's peculiar views:
"What should college be? It should, obviously,
be a place where people learn. Students, faculty,
and administration learn from each other through
constructive exchanges of ideology, both in and
oat of the classroom.
"College should be a place where a person can
leave and truthfully say, 'I learned something today.' It should be a place where the people who
are there enlighten and are enlightened.
"It is the student's task to be responsible and
responsive.
"It is the faculty 's task not to allow collective,
nor individual , mental stagnation so that new ideas
can be constantly presented.
"It is the administration 's task to remain alert
to problems so that the college may operate as a
college.
"It is the task of the students, faculty and administration, as. a college, to learn and to provide
an atmosphere conducive to learning. "
My goodness. — A.B.

Shortage solution
An obstacle to acceleration of Winona 's business
growth is people—people available for work. Not
only are the help wanted files of the employment
service overflowing, but surveys made for industries
considering Winona as a site indicate lhat the available labor force is meager in number.
The solution to this inadequacy is not simple.
A partial answer is employment of the handicapped, a point now noted because this is National
Employ the Physically Handicapped Week.
It's been pretty well demonstrated that the
handicapped person in the right job can perform
as effectively as the man or woman without a
handicap. More care may be required In the job
placement , but once on the right job the handicapped person is no handicap to the business .
The handicapped person doesn 't want a job because he's handicapped ; he wants n job. His handicap may be physical or mental; in either case
his desire to be part of the labor force contributes
to his effectiveness as an employe,
The match seems perfect: Businesses who need
employes; people who want jobs. Some of them
may bo sliy about actively Seeking employment , so
employors can help by seeking them out. A good
way lo do it is through the employment service. —
A.B.
Thou , art my lump, O I,ord.—Samuel 22:29,
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Nixon hawks may yet be heard

WASHINGTON — Hawkish officials within the Nixon administration are moving now to try to
protect the President from an
outbreak of two - front attacks
from within his own party on the
issue of the war in Vietnam.
The endless cries of Senate
doves that he is not moving nearly fast enough on troop withdrawal are perforce engaging most
of the President's visible attention. But these are, in truth, only
the loud overtones in a harsh
symphony of dissonance. For an
undertone of precisely oppos'ite
protest is beginning to rise from
the hardliners in Vietnam.
THEIR

TOLERATION

of

tha

President's
disengagement^
if
slow disengagement, from the
war is wearing thin, as has just
been shown, for illustration, by
rare public expressions from senators like John Tower of Texas
and Barry Goldwater of Arizona.
Both of these men - along
with colleagues of similar mind
-^ have long bottled up, for party
loyalty reasons, a great anxiety
that the President is moving all
too rapidly to Uquldate the American military presence in Vietnam.
To such types, therefore, word
to the following effect is now being passed in private:. Yes, it is
true enough that the President is
currently putting most of his energy into attempting to placate
the doves — but this is only a
part of the total reality. The 60day moratorium on .violent dove
criticism of the American position, for which the President and

his leaders in Congress are appealing, has more than one side
to it; .
For, this message goes on, if
the doves persistently Tefuse to
give ' him ^Breathing • space by
ceasing to demand what would
amount to American surrender,
thus destroying any possibility of
effective negotiation with the
communists, "other '*measures"
are available.
*
WHAT THESE other measures
might be, in this eventuality, is
not spelled out; The plain implication, however, is that if remorselessly driven to it by final
enemy refusal to talk reason
and by unbroken dove assault
upon the present American posture of marked conciliation, the
President has a clear option.
This would be not only to halt
the process of troop withdrawal
but also to order American offensive action on a scale far heavier than *is currently seen.
Now, the observer must be
very careful in evaluating all
this; for .it is, of course, obvious
that it all could well be more
nearly a tactic to soothe the
hard-liners than any settled plan
under certain circumstances to
reverse the whole current American stance in this hard affair.
All that can be said for certain,
then, is that while Mr. Nixon in
the view of some — including
this columnist — has already
cone far down the road toward

Anti-smoker dilemma
The news is that cigarette
smoking isv on the increase, at
the rate of 70 billion per year
throughout the world . The statistic confounds one or two social
postulates on which people have
based their lives.
There is, to begin with , what
one . might call Galbraith's Law,
after John Kenneth Galbraith of
Harvard. Mr. Galbraith is, to be
sure, a professional tease where
capitalism and capitalist practices are concerned. But lie has
most seriously argued in his
books that our affluent society
spends much of its money at the
direction of the large advertising
agencies which stimulate desires
for products which, but for said
advertising, there would be little
demand for. This is an important
article in the anti-capitalist faith ,
notwithstanding that as a percentage of the national product, the
dollars we now spend on advertising have gone down rather
than up in the last 50 years.
IN AN EVENT, we have ex-

actly the contrary phenomenon
taking place in the cigarette industry. It has been many years
since the industry undertook to
eliminate its advertising in the
college press. Cigarette advertising on telvision and radio is on
its way out. A number of prominent magazines and newspapers
have closed their doors on cigarette advertising. The statistics
appear more and more confident: Cigarettes are positively
damaging to the health . . . And
still, they light up all over the
world.
The question arises, where do
we go from hero? Nowhere is the
easiest (and the best) answer;
but it is not likely to satisfy the
anti-cigarette lobby, which is beginning to sound a little bit like
the ladies who used to smash up
the saloons. After all, the FCC's
anti-tobacco edicts are quasi-legislative ,/ and Congress 's apparent
acquiescence in them suggests
that the legislative mood is menacing.
We are not yet on the eve of
a constitutional amendment banning the sale or the use of tobacco, but we are in the mood to discuss the illegalization of tobacco.
That is due in part to the medical findings , in part to the increased debate over our national
position on marijuana , whose defenders insist a) that the use of
marijua na is not: addictive , unlike tobacco; and b) that tho
moderate use of marijuana docs
not , unlike tobacco , endanger the
health.
TO THE EXTENT that wo debate the legitimacy of the ban on
marijuana , wo inevitably bring
in the analogy of tobacco. And
indeed would do as much for alcohol , except that wc are still
dc<sp ln tho nationa l hangover
that came from the attempt to
prohibit it .
Here are a couple of observations that tho anti-tobacco people

pay insufficient attention to. If,
as the economists would put it,
the demand for tobacco is relatively inflexible; i.e., people are
going to smoke irrespective of
whether smoking is advertised,
or what ( within reason) is the
price of a cigarette, then the
competition will not be between
smoking arid ; non-smoking, but
between smoking cigarette A or
cigarette B. If we drive advertising out of television and radio
and the newspapers, the producers of cigarette B are not going
to have a, forum in which to ventilate B's advantages.
An excellent example is the filter-tip anti-nicotine and tar business. The VJii Food and Agriculture Organization which released
the most recent figures admits
that a greatly increased number
of people now use filter tips. Hpw
did they hear about the existence
of the filter tip? That is not the
kind of information one tends to
get from mother. And a second
point , what will stimulate company B to continue to spend millions of dollars in research designed to make cigarette smoking safer? One hopes of course
that a general concern for the
commonweal would figure in
the research activities of any
company. But as a practical matter, the competitive advantage
has to be taken into account . The
short of it is that the progressive
ban on cigarette advertising
a) is not having any discernible
effect on reducing smoking; and
b) may be having the effect of
discouraging the search for a safer weed.
BETTER not to smoke at all
i.s obvious. But there are the o i.her considerations , and as the government- interests itself more in
our health , it is likely, as so often
is the case when government gets
into the act , to encourage exactly the opposite condition it has
sought to effect .
The Washington Star Syndicate
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effective retirement from the
contest, his hawk associates do
not for a moment believe this is
so. It is not only what they say
in private that leads to this conclusion; there are certain objective and undeniable realities mat
point in the same direction.
THE FIRST and greatest of
these is the fact — and it can
safely be taken to be undoubted
fact — that those members of the
White House palace guard who
are openly hawkish are far
closer to his elbow every time
the hard outlines of his dilemma
are put down on the table for discussion than are those more or
less dovish members of his entourage.
To put the case • specifically,
the big men on foreign crises, at
every real time of crisis, are
never such as Secretary of State
William Rogers and Under Secretary Elliott Richardson. Always, they are, instead, such as
Henry
Kissinger, the White
House foreign policy adviser,
and a man ostensibly not too
much connected with foreign affairs — Attorney General John
Mitchell.
Then, too, there is another
thing here. Mr. Nixon himself
has repeatedly told his congressional leaders that he has no
slightest intention to become
"the first American President to
preside over an - American defeat." Of course, the whole question here is how one defines "defeat." Still, the point cannot be
ignored.
United Feature Syndicate

Is teacher
shortage over?
An editorial In
Albert Lea Tribune

The , teacher shortage that has
plagued the nation's schools since
the World War II baby boom kids
came of school-going age is now
over.
In fact, reports the National Education Association, with a record
number of new teachers—278,000—
entering classrooms for the first
time this year, there may actually
be an excess of 38,000 teachers.
This is for the nation as a whole.
Shortages remain in certain categories: Geographically, in rural areas;
academically, in the subjects of
math , science, industrial arts, special
education, vocational-technical courses and women's physical education .
Many schools are also short on librarians and guidance counselors.
Another catch is that the 38,000 excess is based on the barest minimum
standards of teacher qualification.
If all schools were to be brought up
to "desirable standards," says the
NEA, another 224,400 . qualified
teachers would really be needed.
So the teacher shortage isn't over
after all—nor is it likely that it
ever will be, as -we continue to raise
the level of what we consider to be
an adequate education for America's
children.

An expensive
naval voyage
Indianapolis Star

While Defense Secretary Laird
is seeking to curb defense
spending we would like to point
to one bit of costly mind-chang'ing which may suggest where defonse costs can be cut without
imperiling security .
We refer to the recent decision
to remothball the battleship New
Jorsey.
In 1967, after a study reportedly costing som e $800,000, the decision was made to reactivate tho
New Jersey, That cost $21.5 million . The battleship with her 16inch guns arrived off Vietnam in
late September 1060, some .six
months after President Johnson
ordered a halt, to bombardment
In most of the North , and one
month bofore a complete halt
was ordered.
The New Jersey was returned
home in late March 1969, after
six months ln Vietnam waters at
a cost of about $1 million a month
to operate and after firing some
$0 million worth of ammunition .
Totaling up those figures,
which do not include the cost of
again putting the New Jerrioy in
the mothball fleet, the cost of
the battlewagon's latest cruiso
comes to about $36,300,000.
Was this efficient planning?
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Oil from the Arctic
By WILLIAM D. SMITH

ABOARD THE S.S. MANHATTAN — The glory is all over and
the serious work must begin if
this expedition is to prove the
feasibility of opening the Northwest Passage to commercial
shipping.
A month has passed since the
ship began its successful voyage. History has been made and
now the job of gathering the
data .necessary to design a ship
that can take the punishment of
the Arctic for 12 months a year
is beginning.
SOME PEOPLE on board believe serious gathering of data
should have begun earlier. A
few contend that ice conditions
at this time of year and the Manhattan's construction are , such
that the obtaining of definitive
data will be impossible.
The great majority, however,
are optimistic that the necessary
information on : ice, the Arctic environment, ship '^eiformance
and design can be gathered by
the end of October when the top
of the world settles down for its
long night — 24 hours a day of
darkness.
Stanley B. Haas, the Humble
Oil & Refining Co. executive who
heads the expedition, has said
that it is more than likely that
the Manhattan will be sent to the
Arctic again , probably sometime
in March to confirm data from
this voyage and to fill in the information gaps.
Based on this voyage, or both
voyages, the directors of Humble, sometime in the first half of
1970, will have to make the decision on whether or not to build a
new breed of ice-breaking tanker.
UPON THIS decision

hinge:

•A $2 billion to $3 billion construction boom for the United
States shipbuilding industry.
• A major impetus * to the development of the Can adian and
Alaskan Arctic to development.
• Savings to Humble and other oil companies of millions
of dollars a day In transportation ¦costs by the use of ships
instead of pipelines.
The oil companies directly in-

volved in this voyage, ' Humble,
the Atlantic-Richfield Co. and
the British Petroleum Co., Ltd.,
must make their decision soon if
the transportation, whether by
pipeline or ship, is to be available by 1972 or 1973 when the billions of barrels of oil on the
North Slope are ready to start
going to market.
What has the expedition accomplished so far?
It has established that it is operationally possible to send ships
through the .Northwest Passage
12 months a year, according ' to
Haas. But he adds, "what has
not been proven is that it is economically possible."
The Manhattan has . also proved beyond a doubt that she is the
best icebreaker in the world.
However, the voyage has conclusively demonstrated that the
Manhattan, with her 42,000-shaft
horsepower, generates far too little velocity to break ''the really
tough and large polar ice ridges.
Haas has said that the ships
to be built will have to be able
to break on their own the ridges
that stopped the Manhattan
on seven occasions.
THE FIRST half of the expedition has also shown a need for
icebreaker support. . Haas has
said that the support will definitely' not be in uie form of a
single accompanying ship- — as
has been the case on this trip —
but, rather, a line of about six
ships stationed at various places
along the route.
The Manhattan took 25 days to
reach Prudhoe Bay, but had layovers or delays of almost 12 days
on the way. Haas estimated that
loading on the Slope would be a
five-day process. Using these figures, it appears that the Manhattan herself could have easily
met the prescribed timetable,
Thus, despite the serious problems and the expected day-today difficulties , the ship's amateur bookmaker is giving 3 to
1 odds that the decision will be
made to build the new. ships that
wiU keep the Northwest Passage
,.,
ones. " '
New York Times News Service

Nixon presses for draft reform
From an editorial in
Wisconsin State Journal

,

President Nixon 's bold suspension of the November and December draft calls and his ultimatum to Congress is a boost to the
spirits of young and old alike concerned about draft inequities .
The President' s strategy is convincing.. If Congress refuses to
act on the draft reforms proposed
by Mr. Nixon in May, the President will issue executive orders to
alter the basic system along the
lines of his legislation.
In the meantime , to underscore
the urgency of his request, the
President canceled the November and December draft calls for
50,000 and spread the October call
— which has already gone .out —
over the three-month period.
Tho administration 's draft actions can be read as part , of Us
broad policy over Vietnam.
It is obvibus that cutting draft
calls and the second withdrawal
of troops .— this time 35,000 —
from Vietnam are intimatel y involved in the nation 's search for
peace and in having the Vietnamese bear the major load.
The President's draft reform
proposal in May and Inst week's
announcement has reminded Congress and the public thnt the administration is determined. There
was no similar sign of determination in the last administration .
The Nixon administration Is
moving on broad fronts regarding

the war and the closely related
Selective Service reforms, but it
is being careful not to over-promise and then under-deliver .
Thus the administration is cautious about speculating on a third
withdrawal from Vietnam , possible cuts in the January draft call,
and the alternative draft procedures which Mr. Nixon will use
if Congress fails to act.
We think that Mr . Nixon is doing well in carrying out his plans
for a fairer draft and for seeking
peace.
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Lutheran Church , the Rev. K.
Roger Johnson officiating. Burial will be in Evergreen Cemetery.
Friends: may call at PotterHaugen Funeral Home Tuesday
afternoon and evening and at
the church Wednesday after I
p.m.
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Ralph
.
.
.
.
8-197»
Donahu*
ir
)
ono daughter , Jean Elaine, at
this morning.
DUE TO UCK OF FOOD
"
-sV Jamat Sokollk , Mgr. 497S
homo, and two sisters, Mrs.
T
100 YEARS
¦
BULK IN YOUR DIET
Robert (Melba) Krctt , La
Crosse,
Wi.s,,
and
Mrs.
Vernon
One-Hundred Years Ago . . . 1869
ItlSVOANOK COMfANY
*
(Georgia) Roblc , Spring Grove.
MSWY01«, X.V.
Funeral .services will be WedOver the past low days the river declined between 12 and
nesday
at
2
p.m
.
14 inches.
at Immanuel
Visiting hours: Medical and surgical
pat lento: 2 to 4 and 7 to V.30 p.m. (no
children under 12.)
Maternity patient?: 2 to 3:30 and 7 to
i-.Sb p.m. (Adults only.)
Visitors to a patient limited to tsVo
at one time.

Protests

¦

Buffalo County
Farm Bureau fo
Pick Queen

/

Miss Osseo Is
Crowned at Ball

•
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In Years Gone By
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LeRoy Cierninski

IRREGULAR?
b BUDS"
j f aM vy
g

*.

Metropolitan Life

OPEN TONIGHT UNTIL 9 P.M.

Mrs. Simon Named
President of Gold
Star Mothers
Mrs. Ellen Simon, Spring Valley, Minn., a member of the
Winona Chapter of National
Gold Star Mothers Inc., and a
past president of the chapter,
was named national president
of the Gold Star Mothers Inc.
tt the group's recent national
convention at Miami Beach,
Fla.
Also attending from the local
chapter were Mrs. Renelda Cierninski, Mrs. Leona Tschumper,
Mrs. Carrie Sebo, Mrs. Elsie
Greenwood . and Mrs. Alvin
Koch. Mrs. Simon and Mrs.
Koch attended as national deledates. Mrs. Koch was a recent
national president.
Mrs. Tschumper was elected
national recording secretary
and Mrs. Charlotte Annis and
Mrs. Marie Smith , both of Mankato, Minn., were elected national banner and color bearers.
New Orleans, La., was the
site chosen for the 1970 convention with Mrs. Koch as general
chairman.
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BPW DISTRICT CONFERENCE . . . The
Business and Professional Women's Club of
Winona hosted the District Four fall conference Sunday at the Holiday Inn. Approximately 90 members and guests attended. Seated from left, Miss Rachel Mether , Faribault,
district chairman; Miss _ Pat B -auneis , Faribault, secretary and treasurer; Miss Con- y

Area WSCS Visits
Watkins Home
PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— Twenty-five ladies irom the
Plainview Methodist Woman's
Society of Christian Service
visited the Paul Watkins Memorial Methodist Home. Winona ,
Thursday at 2 p.m. Mrs. Richard Nelson, Plainview. president of the local WSCS, conducted the business meeting. At
the Nov. 13 meeting, they will
be making things for their own
bazaar and for missions.
The Rev . Eugene Meyer told
a little history about the Paul
Watkins Memorial Methodist
Home in "Winona. This was followed by a tour of the different
rooms, ranging from kitchens
to work rooms where patients
work on projects to sell at their
bazaar.

Past Pocahontas Fall
Meet Held, Party Set
Members of the Past Pocahontas met Thursday for their
annual falL4&eeting at the Legion Club. A dinner preceded
the meeting.
A Valentine party was discussed and Mrs. Friebert Laak
was appointed chairman.
Mrs. John Carter was chairman of the dinner assisted by
the Mmes. Ray Bronk , Harold
Compton, Sylvester Modjeski,
William Olson, Emilie Ford,
Clarence Thorpe and Marvin
Christopherson.
A social hour followed the
meeting.

stance Doty, Northfield, vice chairman of
the district, and Mrs. Arthur Olson, Owatonna , past state president. Standing, front left ,
Miss Helen Hillyer, Winona, 50 year member;
Miss Edna Schraefel, Austin, first state vice
president and Mrs. Evangeline Baertsch, first
vice president of the local group and guest
speaker. (Daily News photo)
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We'll prove there's
no better drycleaning than
the Sanitone we offer.
^

• WB GUARANTEE OUR WORK YOU MUST BB SATISFIED.

• MINOR
liS?
IZS^n
REPAIRS.

yi

AND MAKE

IHTRODUtT ORY OFFER

L

'W*

Sanitone

l

CertifiedMns/rr Vrt/ c/raiier

COATS $1.69 ^«« u'

'

Sonltona Cleaned and Carefully Prosjecl
Additional Charge for Fur and Leather Trim

DRAPES 20% SAVINGS
DISOW'S

Sefto^ys
GLEANERS AND LAUNDERERS

164 Wort Third Street

•

Phono 28B8—Proo Delivery
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Hurry! Last week of th^
our usual low-lo w prkes ! Buy now Mei you caii son the most!

sumed equal responsibilities?
Do we vote on issues? Do
pd-iccc TiGCK accessory, JVC§
Brfl Hsisi ^iiTn^sf^s^Bw
B
I
j^f
i
t ^ f'i^i^
iiMiAti*'TMB^siiMsyMsfwBssf^^^itf
^Wv'sSy ^ '
^
'
we vote in elections? Do we
keep on learning and being
informed? if we wish to be
equal, we must assume the responsibility that goes with equality." She urged members to
"think, plan and experiment,
and find something to do that
is useful, as life can be good in
old age, if it is shared with
others."
Charter members all from WiBig Plaid Is the Big New* In Ccnrcoats And These
nona, were introduced. They
/m&m&kmWi§§m
^
Are the Biggest of All At Savings fo Match!
are the Misses Helen Robb, Heljjjjjy ^BMBBjB
en Hillyer, Minnie Witt, Mabel
¦
¦
Baumann and Mrs. Arthur Bowi isl^
^
^ ' • ¦ ' Boldest . . . biggest... high styled and wfate r-warm with cozy pile
;s^P^S
liners !,These are just two of. the styles:. c«jTie try 'em all and find
• . A-t'*
man.
' fjJlll ^gsgar PL
your
favorite. Sizes 10 to 18. This Week Only l
Committee members working
...
^. . . Girls' 2 Pc. Slack Sets
with Mrs. Fjelstad were regis#%8f
*
' \
tration, Miss Araenda Benedett;
Stretch nylon slacks with
|V
i»
M
Reg. 13.99 1^ 1J
attendance prizes and gifts
stripe or solid tops in your
from merchants, Mrs. Henry
choice of 5 colors! 3 to 6X.
Ehmcke; decorations, Miss
Margaret Weimer and Mrs.
Compart at A.99«2ft7 *et
Eva Ferguson ; music, Mrs.
¦: ¦;. . [rt
y
James Werra, and publicity,
Mrs. Lawrence Breitbach .
Miss Mether presented the
presidents of the clubs with
cameo pins, and she congratulated the Rochester Club, on its
club of . Young Cyeer Women,
who were also present.
The afternoon session included reports from all presidents
on club activities and plans for
National Business Women's
Week, Oct. 19 to 25.
Albert Lea issued an invitaSale! Famous Bedspreads
New Furniture Throws
Bontlpd Orion® Dresses
tion for the spring conference
Heirloom
by Bates and WedProtect, add color, too ! NonScarMiryles, button accented
to be held there April 19, 1970.
ding Ring by Minnetfe ,.. both
slip knit. Plaid or floral. All
A social hour followed the
in red, gold, blue or green,
meeting.
tumble dry.
full sizes.
sizes on sale!
Misses; and sizes.
A

Vacations Not Begun
Yet for Orchestras

Ormandy and the Philadelphia
Orchestra two weeks ago. The
30-hour journey from Los Angeles was described by Celin Romero:
"The trouble began when we
had to circle over Kennedy Airport Friday night and missed
our connecting , flight to Albany. So we rented a car at
about 10 p.m., about 12 hours
after we left Los Angeles. We
drove up the New York Thruway in .torrential rain and at 3
in the morning, pum , we had a
flat tire. But what a terrible
thing, there was no spare. For
THE CAUSE of all this is three hours we sat in the car ,
the proliferation of outdoor sum- crammed with our guitars.
mer festivals, each trying to outdo the other by featuring famous "I CAN'T- tell you what we
concert stars, big orchestras said. There were some special
and innovative programs. What Spanish words which don't
made it possible, of course, is translate. Then at 6 in the mornthe jet plane which all summer ing cars began to pass and
long has been shuttling artists somebody must have called for
from coast to coast and conti- help because half-an-hour later a towtrucfc took us to Albany
nent to continent.
Here in Lenox, where Erich where everybody was v e r y
Leinsdorf ended the Tangle- friendly." "Imagine," Angel Rowood Music Festival's 1969 sea- mero interrupted. "Cara break,
son recently witli a reusing per- ing down In America and peoformance of Beethoven's Ninth pie so friendl y when in Spain
Symphony, musicians were we think no machines ever
scattering lo all parts of the break down in America and
people have no time to be
world.
Leinsdorf is off for Buenos friendly. "
Aires to begin rehearsals for 15 Ormandy completed the story :
performances of the famed Tea. "The rehenrsfil began at .1*3a.m.
fro Colon Opern House , of "Der Saturday morning and nobody
Rosenkavalier," "Wozzeck," and had heard from the Romeros,
Eugene Istomin who wns play"Parsifal. "
Leafing through a bulky note- ing the Emperor Concerto with
book , Leinsdorf listed aloud me was preparing to stand in
his summer schedule , Includ- for them when the. car arrived.
ing his concerts with the Bos- They had not slept for 36 hours
ton Symphony Orchestra here but their pl aying was as vital
and earlier appearances In Eur- as ever. '1
New York Times News Service
ope:

By HENRY RAYMONT
LENOX, Mass. .- For most
people the summer vacations
MMKLdKL)^H^^^'v >' > '4
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may be ending. But for conduc1£
tors, symphony orchestras and
'
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interval in which musicians-re^HU^H^^^^H^^^^I^^B^$^vy>!^|||K plenished drained energies and
prepared new repertories for
the coming season — summers
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have now become a time of
frantic travel , a battle against
P^^^^^^^^^^^^HHijB^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ HIIKQuHB^P^^fll^^K humidity, mosquitos and airline
schedules!
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90 Attend District
BPW Conference Here

About 90 members and guests
attended the District Four fall
conference of the Minnesota
Federation of Business and
Professional Woman's Clubs
hosted by ihe Winona BPW club
Sunday at the Holiday Inn. ;
Miss Rachel Mether, Faribault, District Four chairman,
called the meeting to order.
Following preliminary business;
Mrs. Arthur Olson, Owatonna,
past state president, conducted
a workshop on parliamentary
procedure.
SAFARI LECTURE
. Mrs. Marie Fjelstad , general
HARMONY, Minn. (SpeciaD- GREENFIELD FESTIVATr
A lecture will be given at St. HARMONY, Minn. KSpecial)- chairman of the event, presided
Matthew's Lutheran Church in The Greenfield Lutheran Church during the program, which inGranger, Minn., Wednesday at will hold its Fall Festival Satur- cluded music by Walter Hinds,
8:30 p.m. on displays, trophies, day from 2 to 7 p.m. Items baritone, of the music departanimal skins, zebra rug, ele- should be priced and at the ment of Winona State College,
phant tusks, etc., by Mrs. victor church between 9 a.m. and 1 who sang several sea songs with
Rupp, Caledonia. The public is p.m. There will be at least ten lyrics from poems by John
cordially invited. This 6tory will tables or booths with many in- Mansfield. He was accombe told with the help of colored teresting^items plus a food com- panied by Miss Agnes Bard,
slides and moving pictures and mittee "wno will serve coffee and also of the music department at
» free will offering will be tak- a large assortment of other WSC. Speaker- for the luncheon
foods.
en.
was Mrs. Evangeline Baertsch,
first vice president of the Winona club- She spoke on, "Growing Old Gracefully with Yourself and Business and Professional Women."
She stressed the achievements of the last 50 years,
,
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>
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* *$ .«*
showing the advances in the
status of women during that
time, and the pan played by
the National Federation of BusiSEC TION
ness and Professional Women's
Clubs.
"Be responsible," she said,
"Women should work shoulder
to shoulder with the opposite sex.
We have demanded equal rights
Winona Dally Newi
«#.^> 6,
/ 19<»
»»«»SP»» V OCT.
m<a
MONDAY,
and privileges, but have we as8 Wnona, Mlnnwrta
liMSsswItlliSslsisik:!.
^ ?' '" *<
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"S1NCK JULY 1, I conducted
15 different programs and l(i rehcarsnls with tho Boston , as
well as two performances of
'Wozzcck' with 13 relicnrsals by
the Berkshire Music Center. The
two Inst weeks of June I was in
England to lead tlio I^ondon
Symphony Orchestra in its fi!Hli
anniversary concert at Festival
Hall . They say there 's no rest
for the wicked and musicians
must he very wicked, "
Tho Romeros , n Spanish classic guitar qunrtcl made up of
Celcdonin Romero nnd his three
.sons, were less fortunate when
thoy tried to gel to Saratoga
Springs , N.Y., from Los Angeles
to piny n concert with Eugene

Home Ec Group
Elects Officers
New officers were named
Thursday evening when the Winon a County Home Economics
Association met at. the homo of
Mrs, Howard Keller. New officers' are Mrs. Keller , president;
Mrs. Duane Buchcr , vice president, and Mrs, Edmund Luehmnnn , . Lewlston , secretarytreasurer ,'
Mrs, Alan Nelson , Winona ,
spoke on "sowing knits, "
The next meeting is set for
Doc, 4 in Lewiston . Member'
ship is open 'to nil home economics graduates.

values to 10.99 888

Plies of Toss Pillows
Lots of styles: squares , tnangles , oblongs. Some tassels ,
some zip

'

$1.19 .ach

70x60", rag. 4.99 397

Terry Kitchen Towels
The "velvet touch" in floral
and modern patterns. Large ! ',
Ideal for you and for gifts.
$1 values 77c

Layaway Christmas Toysl During the BIG SALE
prices are even lower than our usual low price!
Choose the popular now toys like Crlssy Doll , Hot Wheels , the
Spirograph and Talking Barbie! Trucks, dolls, plush animals , push
and pull toys. Many more famous name toys and games , tool

10% OFF Our Regular Low Prices This Week Only!

Com© See, Come SAVE

^
|Reg.7.99 650

Magnus Electric Organ
37 keys 12 chord burtons
Set lips 4 legs , hassock
bench jand 3 books. Great.
61^.40 value 3995

^W^^^^^
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Cross-Ytour-Heart Bras
Fam ous Support In quality
cotton. Z styles
32Aboth with

stretch st^

thru 40c.

Special Piirchcue 2for *3
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DEAR ABBY-

TURNED AWAY BY RA IN

A Person By ¦
Any^Other Name

Welfare Proteste rs March
On Governor 's Mansion

Officer Upset
About Return
To Vietnam

MADISON, Wis. (fl - Welfare Guardsmen and a snow fence, lie told them the Republican
demonstrators marched from Approximately lOO demonstra- governor was not at home.
the state Capitol to the gover- tors, most of them students,
THE MARCH reflected statenor's mansion late Sunday,
made last week by leadWASHINGTON (AP) - An seeking an audience with Gov. made the nine-mile trek with a ments
of
Capitol Square rallies
ers
manexecutive
white
flag
to
the
Army officer headed for a sec- Warren P. Knowles. They were
ond tour as a battalion com- turned away by rain, National sion where Sheriff Vernon Les- that demonstrators might carry
their protests to the mansion.
mander in Vietnam asked bit"Knowles, we know where you
terly, "Why should I send men
live," a leader had shouted.
THE
LOCKHORNS
out to be killed?"
National Guardsmen and a
This veteran soldier spoke of 1- . : ¦ . ¦
, . , . ¦ ¦ . . . ;—— 1, temporary
. .
snow fence surrounddisallusionment, of pointlessed the mansion when demonness to a war he sees as going
strators arrived Sunday.
nowhere.
Leslie declined to say whethLUTHERAN CONFERENCE . . . "Shakedown" was the
"If we were trying to win, it
er the group's request to meet
theme of the Root River Conference of Southeastern Minne- would be different," he said.
with Knowles had been relayed
sota held the past weekend at Lutheran Lutherhaven Bible "But we're just hanging on."
to the mansion, adding protesCamp near Dakota, Minn. Delegates from the 39 churches
This infantryman's frustraters would not be admitted "beDEAR MRS. H. J. K.: Had "MR.
in the conference were present. From left, the Rev. Michael tions and doubts were echoed by
cause I refuse to let them in."
Funnyname" asked me if he should • ' :.
Cocoris, evangelist from Tyrier, Tenn., who was the guest other military professionals, all
Temporary floodlights, tied in
change his name because it was a source
speaker; the Rev. Allen Lee, Hayfield, w,ho presented the in private conversations. None
trees, illuminated the scene.
of embarrassment to his family; I!d have,
Abby '
would
be
quoted
by
name.
Bible study and Mrs. Milferd Rugroden, New Richland,
encouraged HIM-to do: so. But "MRS. Funnynaine'' wrote
As demonstrators confronted
An admiral whose job gives
Minn., president of the Southeastern Minnesota District him a wide-angle view of the
to say that her husband was "proud'' of his name arid
guardsmen in a light rain, a
of the ALCW. (Mrs. Harold Cady photo)
refused to change it (which , is, df course,; his right), so
young woman called to fellow
military establishment said mosince he had already turned a deaf ear to hia wife's
rale has overtaken money as
marchers: "We don't want any
pleading, 1 say, "skip it." Her husband DOES have the
the No. 1 problem in retaining
more violence."
younger officers.
last word.
About 19 persons were injurThe erosion of morale seems
ed and 21 were taken into custo be a compound of factors—a
tody Friday night in a police
•: • DEAR ABBY: I am in love with a. .divorcee and I want
war that is essentially a holding
clash with demonstrators at a
to marry her. She says she1 loves me, too, but she doesn't
action, repeated separations
Capitol driveway. It was the
want to get married again. Her reason: If she . marries, it
from families and resulting
first major bloodshed since demwill end her alimony checks, which are considerable.
marital turbulence, the surge of
onstrators began gathering in
1 am not a rich man; but I could support - her well
antimilitary sentiment in ConMadison a week ago.
enough so that she wouldn't have to go to work.
.
¦', '• ¦ How can I get her to change her mind?
gress and the country.
LOVES LORI
•vABOlJT ' 2,000" demonstrators,
The depths of this erosion canmost
of them University of Wisbut
it
may
be
not
be
measured,
>
Arid
I
think
• DEAR LOVES : You probably can't.:
consin students, jammed into
significant that officer resignait's just as well. Your Lori has sf cash register where her,
(AP)
- the Assembly chambers last
JACKSON, Calif.
tions have been rising.
' r
heart belongs.
Amador County settled back Monday, causing an estimated
Air Force resignations were
into its rural routine today after $26,000 damage to carpets and
up nearly, 52 per cent in fiscal
DEAR ABBY: I just read the ater from the lady who
a weekend rock music festival furniture.
1969
over
fiscal
1969/
In
the
signed herself "FOOLISH BUT LUCHBf," and I must agree,
that drew an estimated 40,000 Assemblymen cited the chief
Army, officer resignations
she is both. In this case she was lucky that her neighbor
jumped about 14 per cent. The "VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope young people.
demonstrator, the Rev. James
knew what to do upon finding her "lost" boy unconscious in
climb was smaller in the Ma- Paul VI rejected today the con- Sheriff's deputies and local E. Groppi, and ordered him
a locked and abandoned refrigerator.
; ~^
rine Corps and Navy figures cept of some Roman Catholc police said they made no arrests jailed.
Did you know there are 3,380 chapters of the American;
at the festival site, 30 miles
showed level, but tbe Navy is
Groppi was still behind bars
Red Cross throughout the country offering courses in first
worrying about losing aviators bishops and theologians that he, southeast of Sacramento in the Sunday
night, waiting .what a
foothills.
country
aid, FREE OF CHARGE? This course includes instruction
old
gold
as Pope does not have the excluand submariners.
U.S. District Court judge said
were
trafonly
problems
The
on how to give mouth-to-mouth' resuscitation, how to stop
"Many of my contemporaries sive right to rule the whole fic and about a dozen persons would be a ruling today on a
severe bleeding, how to treat poisoning, open wounds, brokwith
15 and 16 years of service Church.
who suffered from overdoses of petition challenging the constien bones,¦¦ ¦ and even accident victims who are suffering from
tutionality of the Assembly'!
are packing it in," reported one The 72-year-old pontiff, whose hard drugs, authorities said.
shock. ' ¦
decorated
lieutenant
coloArmy
authority
has
been
under
fire
The course is only 10 hours. Everyone who drives a car,
Newsmen saw marijuana citation.
nel. :
has a child, works in a factory, swims in a pool, or peels
Advertisement
since he issued his encyclical smoked openly, and said harder
"Pride of profession has kept
drugs such as LSD also were
a potato should know how to give emergency first aid
continuing
the
Church
ban
on
them going, but that pride is
STUFFED SHRIMP . . . The stuffing
beng taken freely. Ronald CurVOLUNTEER
taking a terrible battering these artificial birth control last year, ran, a county undersberiff, said
includes tuna and rice. Liquid gravy seadays.
portrayed as enemies of "the as he watched scores of youths
soning and browning sauce helps give" savory;. -: '"
DEAR VOLUNTEER: A 10-hour investment which
The services cannot afford a one true Church'' all who attack swim naked: "A man would
' . • ¦ ¦; flavor. ;
y-y ¦¦ , w ': ' serious
could save a human life sounds like a pretty good deal
drain of younger officers
have to be crazy to walk into
to me. I urge all my readers to call their nearest Red
particularly those who have his power to rule.
that crowd and pull somebody
Cross chapter and sign up for the course BEFORE an
gained experience and season- He made the statement to 30 out. They would tear you
accident happens.
ing in tbe field and on staffs.
theologians convened in Rome apart."
as an advisory commission. The Festival sponsors, headed by TreatmentBhrinkB Piles,
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LONELY IN MEMPHIS":
.*>
James Davis of Stockton, Relieves Pain In Most Cases
Don't sit around feeling sorry for yourself. If nobody calls
theologians
heard the Pope's Dr.
By CECILY Brownstone
Shell and devein shrimp. With
reported selling about 20,000
you-«all someone. Get out of the house and find someAssociated Press Food. Editor a small sharp knife, on the dewords at a Mass in the Vati- tickets and said about an equal Whart&n, N. J. Mr. and Mra. C. M.
one who needs a lift more than you do. You won't have
Jcffers report: "Our son suffered'
We came upon our first rec- veined side, split shrimp, deeply
can's Matilde Chapel, then left number of persons attended free fromliemorrhoids.
to look far.
Iaskedthedocipe for Stuffed Shrimp about a but not quite through.
Lake
Amaby car for a secluded area to be- at the site next to
tor about Preparation H and h»
dozen years ago. It was con- In a small skillet ?over low
gave us the O.K. Our son is now
gin discussing the burning is- dor.
E-verybody has a problem. What's yours? For a pertributed., .by an Illinois restau- heat melt 3 tablespoons- butter;
fine, thanks to Preparation HI'
sonal reply writs to Abby£Box:69700, Los Angeles, Calif.,
sues in the Church.
ranty Since then this good dish add onion and cook gently, stir(Note: Doctors have proved in
90069, and enclose a stamped,' self-addressed envelope.
has been popping up in restau- ring often, until, softened.
"The authority and security of Ettrick Fire Calls
most cases—Preparation H8 achemorrants in various parts of the
(our) magisterum," Pope Paul ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) - tually shrinks inflamed
WOMAN'S CLUB
rhoids. In case after case, the
tertainment committee will be country, and cooks . have been In a medium mixing bowl ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - Gov.
St. Matthew's Woman's Club Mrs. Erwin Ebert and Mrs. interested to make the dish in beat the egg until yolk and Lester Maddox, who often hints told them," derive from Christ Ettrick fire department an- sufferer first notices promptrelief
white are combined; add onionswered calls Saturday to the fritti pain, burning and itching.
will meet in the social rooms Robert Stevens. On Oct. 15, the their own kitchens.
that his wife, Virginia, may run himself.
swelling is gently reduced.
of the church Wednesday at 7:30 Lutheran Women's Missionary So here's the latest recipe for butter mixture, tuna, rice, par- for governor to succeed him in "They are essential for the Mrs. Williara Henderson farm, Tlien
s no other formula for
p.m. The topic to be discussed Society will meet for their fall Stuffed Shrimp that we have sley, salt, pepper and liquid 1970, says that if a woman can government, stability, peace nine miles northeast of here at theThere'
treatment of iemorrhcida
.
and to the George Amoth like doctor-tested Preparation.H.
3
p.m.,
will be "Communism." Host- rally at Cochrane, Wis., at 1:30 tried. We think you'll like it as gravy seasoning and brown- clean up the problems
facing and unity of God's Church, He place about one mile west of It also lubricates to make bowel
esses will be Mrs. Orval Hilke, p.m. The Rev. Milton Burk will the main course for a luncheon ing sauce; mix well.
refuses it (the magiste- town. A com chopper burning movements more comfortable ,
Mrs. Gilbert Matson and the speak on the "Negro Missions." or for hors d'oeuvre at dinner. On wax paper place flattened this country; then he's all for a who
rium)
too.
female
president,
or attacks it, assails the on the Henderson farm was soothes irritated tissues and helps
Misses Esther ' Thaldorf and lie is from Milwaukee. All womshrimp, cut side up; put about "I believe that a woman who one true
STUFFED SHRIMP
Church, and therefore badly damaged and a grass fire prevent further infection. In
Margaret Weimer. On the en- en of the church are invited, ir
2
teaspoons
of
the
tuna
mixture
suppository form.)
2Viis pounds raw jumbo on each shrimp; fold up one is used to living on a budget incurs a grave debt in regard to on
Amoth place burned over ointment or
""
^ shrimp, about 12 to the
might be able to help get our the souls that have the faith or twothe
acres.
side of each shrimp over stuff- national finances straightened are seeking it, and undergoes
count per pound
ing.
out and reduce our shameful na- responsibility before God's judg3 tablespoons butter
Grease a shallow broiling pan tional debt,1' the governor told ment."
Vi cup finely chopped onion
nBHpP^^^^^si^H^^ffi^H^^^ i^^^s^^^H
with some of the extra melted the Georgia Federation of Busi- The first meeting of a com1 large egg
1 can (7 ounces tuna, butter. With a spatula, place ness and Professional Women's mission of 30 leading theolostuffed shrimp in pan in a sin- Clubs Saturday.
drained and flaked
gians was the opening event in
1 cup cooked short-grain rice* gle layer; brush shrimp with re- And any woman can take con- what promises to be the most
a
m
a^^^,^-"'-Jl w --1V — J
maining melted butter.
trol of the Health, Education lively series of encounters here
Vi cup minced parsley
Place
pan
under
broiler
about
and Welfare Department, said since UVend of the Second Vatisalt
to
V&
teaspoon
Vi
5 inches from high heat; broil, Maddox , who has often criti- can ecumenical council four
Dash of pepper
2 teaspoons liquid gravy sea- without turning, until cooked cized HEW for its school de- years ago.
through — ' 5 to 6 minutes.
segregation efforts in Georgia,
soning and browning sauce
Extra melted butter (about 2 Makes 6 servings as a main "and make improvements On Saturday the Pope convenes his second world synod of
course.
there."
tablespoons)
Theqe Is no reason for women bishops, which will run for
not to become more involved in about two weeks. Dissident
DEANERY MEE^IG
politics, the governor said. priests from eight European
for
Meet
Set
BLAIR , Wis. (Special)—Seven
''You ladies already have countries will hold an unauthorwomen from the Blair St. Ans- Y-lndian Guides
gained control of more than 50 ized parallel meeting to discuss
gar 's Catholic Church attended
per cent of the property, 80 per key issues including priestly celthe Arcadia Deanery meeting An Information and organiza- cent of the money—and about 99 ibacy.
at St. Mary's Catholic Church,
A central Issue in all three
per cent of the men."
Galesville, Tuesday evening. tion night for fathers and sons
meetings will be the authority
The Rev. John Murphy of St. interested in joining the Ythe Pope himself wields over
Mary's gave the welcome ad- Indian Guides will be held Wed- Boy, 11, Injured
the world's half-billion Catholdress and the speaker for the
ics.
at
the
Wip.m.
liuGo-Cart Crash
evening was the Rev. Edward nesday at 7
Jach, Marynook In Galesville. nona YMCA.
He talked on the "Vocations for Y-Indian Guides Is a program WABASHA, Minn. — Walter Ettrick Legion Installs
Your Children. " About 200 wom- for boys in first, second, and Carlson, 11, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter A. Carlson, Theilraan, ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) en attended.
third grades and their fathers, Minn., is a patient at St . Eliza- Martin Erickson, Ettrick , 10th
said Larry Schiller. Small beth's Hospital here following a District commander of the
HARMONY BREAKFAST
car - go-cart accident at 1 p.m.
HARMONY, Minn. (Special)— groups called tribes are made Sunday. His condition was list- American Legion, will be inThe St. Margaret's Circle of the up of six to eight fathers and id as satisfactory today and ho stalling officer Wednesday, when
Nativity Catholic Church, Har- meet twice monthly in mem- is boing treated for a fractured officers of the Galesville post
will assume their duties.
mony, Will serve a breakfast. bers homes. Activities include
head injuries, broken col- commander of thd postNew
is
Sunday after both the 8 and 30 crafts, games, Indian rituals jaw,
bone, and body bruises.
Samuel Gaiiick,
n,m. Masses. It will be held in and occasional gatherings of all larAccording
to
the
Wabasha
tlie Nativi ty Parish Hall.
tribes, which includes a spring County sheriff's office , the acci- At a reorganization meeting
campout
at Whitewntcr State dent occurred on County Road of the post last week , assisting
CIRCLE MEETING
Park
.
near Theilman. Alva Freier- officers were Erickson; Arnold
Circfc 0 of St. Matthew 's Lu- At the organizational meeting 06
, 57, Rt. 1, Theilman, wns Thorpe, Blair , department vice
theran Church will meet Thurs- Wednesday, a film will be muth
driving
northwest , when the go- comrnnndcr, George Garllck ,
day at 1:30 p.m . at the home shown describing the Y-Indinn cart , driven
young Carfson, Mondovi , 10th district vice comof Mrs. Earl Reese , Minnesota Guide program. Following the enme onto thebyroadway
from a mander , Mondovi , nnd Leland
City .
¦
film, the boys will have an op- field road and ran in front of Chase, Osseo. Trempealeau
County commander.
portunity to play in tho gym, the oncoming car.
HOME HIT BY BULLET
while
the
fathers
discuss
the
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) An Ettrick policeman reported program.
that the Raymond Ekern home Persons desiring more infor>n the east side of Ettrick was mation should contact Schiller.
hit by a bullet from a .22 caliber son homo about one-fourth milo
Have your carpal tttam claanedl Don't l«t dofarganra ba
rifle Saturday. He roundrd up sost of town but didn 't find the
¦
used
on your carpeting and ruin thtml Your car pat li an
ilx
juveniles
near
the
Ed
SwcnPrice
. \V,rJ ^'*^
'^N.f' V t$
boy who allegedly had the fiun.
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREtf
DEAR ABBY: Sometimes I suspect that in order to
check on your readership, you deliberately,give a: stupid answer just to see how many protests you will, receive.
,
Well, I strongly protest your answer to "MRS. FUN^.
NYNAME," who asked her husband to change. their ' name
to something more acceptable, bit he wouldn't allow' iti
Instead of giving her some encouragement, you sided with
¦
the husband saying, "He's the one who has
the last word, so why fight it?"
-I havet been a school teacher, so I know
how a comic or vulgar-soundicgjpamecan
humiliate a child. How sad to think that a
man would handicap his children thus.
Please change your answer, Abby,, and
encourage her husband to think ot his children.
MRS. H. J. K. of L. A.

¦

;
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Pope Rejects
TheorfAboul ~
His Power

How to Stuff Shrimp

i

¦
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40,000 Attend
Rock Festival
ii* California

1 Doctor
UK* This
Hemorrhoid Treatment
For N.J. Couple's Son

Maddux Hints
Women Needed
In Government

Youhave
24 hours
to live.

Today,that is. So what
are you doing with your time?
Are you helping another
human being toward the
dignity you want for yourself? Are you doing anything
to overcome the hate in this
world—with love? These 24
hours can be a great time
to be alive.If you live right.

NURSE -MATES

¦
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AKER'S SHOES
B

^

CARPET CARE

w^lt^

Treat your foot Co tho solt foel... the now
look In shoes dosigned to appeal to your sense
of.fashion ... your noed for comfort. Choose
tho newest in Nurse-Mates at

123 EAST THIRD STRElT — ON THI PIAZA
Shop Frldayi 'Ill 9 p.m.
\i
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Learn to be 4

PL ASTIC

K
^

For Storm Windows,
Storm DOOM, Porch
Enclosures, etc.
1 FT. TO JO FT. WIDE

wmsf Approved For Tralnlnj All
Claiui ol Vet«r«n«,
f
Course In Printing Includes: Hand
Composition, Linecailing Machines,
Lctttrpr<ss , Layout and Photo-Olfut.
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DADD BROTHERS
HUB2D STORE, Inc.
V & S HARPWARE
576 E. 4th St. Phono 4007
HSSSaSSSSSSSaSSSSSSSlHKMMBni ^Ba^_»_a_

> PRINTER

GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School

Wrlla tat eaUloii 1104 Cw,\e A v..
Mlnimpolli, Minn. S5403
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Break the hate habit:
love your neighbor.

•xnonslve Investment that should receive the best care by
our sldlled technicians. Sava 10% by clipping the coupon
In the Dally Now* October J and having your carpeting
scheduled for cleaning before the Thanksgiving and holiday
rush.

PR0TASIL of WINONA
Phona 8-44M (Winona)
Mlnneteta City, Minn.

(Locall y Owned by Lyle Zleoeweld )
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City Begins
Authentic Saltbox With Four Bedrooms
Building in
Sunset Park

Before Putting
By ANDY LANG
The simple tasteful exterior
Early American Colonial
On Paint,Check ofhousethe has
enabled it to maintain its popularity throughout
Plaster Condition theIt centuries.
is getting even "more atten-

tion these days as the rising
By AP Newsfeatures
Patching cracks, gaps and cost of land forces the buying
holes in plaster walls is a nec- public to seek as much living
essary preparatory step in the space as possible within the dimensions of modest-sized lots.
painting of a room.
Fortunately, it is a job that
anyone can handle with an al- ONE OF tbe most interesting
most certain assurance that he variations of the Colonial is the
will achieve an excellent re- New England Saltbox. It is dissult. It is necessary only that tinguished .from its sisterhe follow certain fundamentals . houses mainly because of its
ONE OF the most important rear-roof lines, which extend
of these is that the area to be downward much lower than the
repaired be wet down thorough roof lines at the front of the
}y before the application of the house.
patching material and again The Saltbox . featured this
rafter the new plaster has set. week is completely authentic in
This is to prevent premature its exterior styling, but the
drying out and subsequent flak- architect, William G. Chirgotis,
has given it a modern exterior
ing of the plaster.
In mixing the patching pow- layout, with a center hall ender with water, it should be trance, a practical room arworked until it has the consis- rangement on the first floor and
tency of dough, neither too solid four bedrooms and two bath>,
nor too watery. The one excep- rooms upstairs.
tion to this is when a hairline Although it has four windows,
crack is being repaired, In that the living room, to the left of
case, a watery mixture is best the foyer, has plenty of wall
so that it can be pressed into
the opening.
The container of the material
will give you an idea of the
drying time. If you are in a
Design S-15 has a living
hurry for some reason, the dry- room, dining room , family
ing time can be hastened by room, kitchen, den foyer,
mixing the patching product lavatory
and laundry on the
with some plaster of paris, first floor, totaling 1,250
which dries .much .more rapidly. square feet.
Upstairs, there are four
APPLY THE mixture with a
putty knife or similar tool, be- bedrooms and two baths, toing sure that it is very, very taling 1,078 square feet.
slightly above the surrounding The plans call for a two-car
surface because there may be garage and a basement.
a slight shrinkage and also to Overall dimensions, includallow a little room for sanding. ing the garage, are 60 feet
Remember to wet the opening 8 inches across the front
before applying the mixture and 34 feet deep.
and after the plaster has set.
For large gaps in the wall, space* for imaginative decoratundercut the opening — that is, ing plus a brick-faced logmaking the edges of the plaster burning fireplace. On the other
slant inward so that the open- side of the foyer is a wood
ing is wider at the bottom than paneled den.
the top. This prevents the new
plaster from falling out. Before AND TO the rear of the livapplying the mixture, be sure ing room is a separate dining
all loose pieces of plaster have room, adjacent to the kitchen
and with twin French glass
been brushed away.
When the patch is dry, cover doors that take full advantage
ft with a sealer or primer be- of the view and provide access
to the rear patio and lounge
fore applying paint.
REMEMBER that, in a new areas.
house, plaster cracks may ap- A combined kitchen-family
pear because of settling of the room affords enough space for
foundation. Don't do any patch- informal meals and relaxation.
ing until you are certain the The appliance section is Uresettling has stopped. To be shaped to assist efficient operasure, make tiny chalk marks tion. A lavatory and a laundry
at the ends of a crack and in- room are close by. And there
spect them periodically. If the are entrances from both the
cracks have not lengthened; outside and the two-car garage.
you can be reasonably sure they An attractive center hall
staircase leads from the enwill get no longer.
trance foyer to the bedrooms.
Three of the four bedrooms are
close to the family bathroom ,
which has a clear plastic, sliding bathtub enclosure and a fulllength mirrored double vanity.
The master bedroom has two
sliding door closets with a total
of 13 lineal feet of space, four
windows and a full bath with a
glass-enclosed tiled shower and
full - length mirrored dressing
vanity.

——

LOW ROOF LINES at rear are typical of authentic New
England Saltbox, product of the 17th and 18th centuries in
America. Wooden shingles, shutters on all windows and pan-

eled entrance door are 'Other Early American features on
this two-story, four-bedroom bouse.
-

S-15 Statistics

¦ PQLACHEK
ELECTRIC
875 W.
Howard
1

Phone

fin

il 9275

THE GARAGE wing is in
harmony with the house itself ,
even to the long rear-roof
lines. Its tall cupola is topped
by a metal weather vane. Although the plans show the garage doors at the side, they may
be placed at the front or rear
without altering the Colonial
image.
Design S-15 delivers 2,328
square feet of living space —
1,250 square feet on the first
floor , 1,078 on the second — yet
the basic house is only 36 feet
6 inches by 34 feet. In the case
of a Saltbox , such as this one ,
the first floor gets added space
because of the rear-roof modi
fication of the regular Early
American Colonial.

i

.

Property Transfers
In Winona County
WARRANTY DEED
Hiawatha Valley Corp. to Gerald S.
Howard—Part of Lois 4 and 5, Block.
5, Wincrcst 2nd Add. to Winona.
Howard L. Keller «t al to O 8. K Development CO.—Part of NEV< of NEW of
Sect. 1H07-7.
Howard L. Keller et ux to James W.
Dresser—Part of NEW o f .N E V i of Sec.
19-107-7. . . .
Winona Management Co., Inc ., to L.
J. Casper—Lot 2, Block 3, Pleasant Valley Terrace Subd. No. 3.
L. J. Casper et ux to Gerald J. FIennIng et ux—Lot 2, Block 3, Pleasant Valley Terrace Subd. No. 3. .
Joseph F. Conway et ux to Lloyd Ni.
Williamson et ux—Part of S'ly 200 ft. of
Lot 5 and Plat of Subd. of SVi of Sec.
35 and S'/> of NEV* of Sec. 35-107-7.
Mathlas Vetter el ux to ROllie Tuit
Jr . et ux—Lot 3, Block 2, Eckerl's Add.
to Winona.
Donald E. Beyer et ox to David Nl.
Theurer et ux—W'ly 54 ft. of Lot 12,
Block 7, Plat of Taylor ,A Co.'s Add.
to Winona.
Paul A; Rahn et ux to Winona County Historical Society, Inc.—Part of Block
"D," Arches Waltonla.
Earl N. Hllber et ux to Rudolph D.
Bianchl et ux—Lot 15, Block i. Plat of
Davis Subd. in Village of Goodview.
Gulf Oil Corp. to John S. Pozanc «t
ux-Lot 1, Block 37, Hamilton 's Add. to
Winona.
Eugene J. McLaughlin et al lo Beverly
Rl Baltcher—N . 31.3 ft. of E. 81 ft. of
Lot 18 and 5. 4.1 ft. ol E. 81 ft. of
Lot 19, Baker 's Add. to Winona.
Patrick C. Twomey «t ux to Arihvr
I J. Picard et ux—Lot 8, Block 2, Northj land Add. to Winona .
Chalmer Perry el ux to 'Wayn» A.
Gelz et ux—Lot 4 and W'ly 50 ft. of
Lot 5, Block 3, OP , Village of Ulica.

Clarence A. Busch et ux fo Robert A.
Boland-SE'.i of SEW of Sec. 13-106-7,.
¦ excepl part.
^- <.->¦-¦
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Lyle L. Truax el ux to Marie L.
Yackel—N'ly 75 ft . of Lot M, Block 5,
Chute' s Add. to Winona .
Msrle L. Ynckel lo Clara M. Truax—
N'ly 75 ft. of Lot U, Block 5, Chute's
Add. tp Winona .
Tri-County
electric Co-op. to State
ol Minnesota—S'/j, Sec. 3-106-1O; S'A,
Sec. 29-106-10; NEW, NEVi , Sec . 32-10610; N'/j and N'/j, SEV«, Sec, 33-106-10;
S'/i Sec. 34-106-10; SVi Sec. 35-106-10; EVa
NEW Sec. 1-105-10; WVj SWW Sec. 31106-9; NVi Sec. 6-105-9; NVa NWVi Sec.
5-105-9; NVj N'A Soc. 4-105-9; EVi SEV<
Sec , 31-106B; n Yi NEW Sec. 6-10S-B;
SWU Sec . 32-106-8; NW'.J Sec. 5-105-8;
NW NWW Sec . 3-105-9; N',<j NEW , Sec.
2-105-9; NE.V'< NW'A Soc. 2-105-9; NVa
NWW Sec. 1-105-9.
R USSP II D . Plank ef ux to Wayne A.
Gelz et ux—Lot 4 and W'ly 50 fl of
Loi 5, Block 3, OP Villaoe of Utlca .
CONTRACT FOR DEED
I First Sl.ilc Bank ol RolllDDSlone to
| Dole C. Barlsh et iix w. 40 roils of
E. 1,161.7 ft. of S . 20 rods of SEW of
SWW ot Sec, 33-107-9.

WAXING BEAUTIFUL
You 'll take a shine to the glossy leaves and pink-white flowers
of the Hoya carnosa , or wax
plant. It's one of many foliage
plants that do nicely indoors
DECREE
throughout the fall and winter. Edwnrd J . Mueller,
deceased , to HedThe wax plant likes la dry out i win Mueller el al- -W'.ii of NWW of
32-106-7; Ri/j of NWW of Sec . 32a bit between waterings , so Sec.
part ol SEW ol Sec . 30-106-7; SWVi
keep it in a porous clay pot to o|106-7;
S6W of Sec . 23106 0.
H
provide even natural drainage
and
prevent
overwatering,
cause of most house plant fail- Wood Lasts Longer
ures.
A recent U.S. government study has shown thai, of the three j
most prevalent typc s of resi- '
dontial flooring used in living
rooms hardwood lasts the longest. The study, conducted by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture , considered carpeting,
composition tile and hardwood.
Hardwood has the longest life
expectancy — 50 years or more
— as compared with a life expectancy of 7.!> years for carpeting and 17.7 years for tile.
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BUILDING 'SpjfeREMODELING IBHfi l'
For a Free Estimate
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FLOOR PLANS: Rectangular shape of lower floor, almost
a square, has been effectively divided, with formal living and
dining rooms at the left ; informal family room and den at
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CUMDWL Stiili.

e Kitchen cabinets
• l-ormii* lops
• Wardrobes
• suppnn Appliances
• Sloro Fixtures * Desks
• Vanllt.i

FREE ESTIMATES
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the right; and the kitchen directly ahead of , but not visible
from , the entrance foyer,

More Detailed Plans Fall Care
Full study plan information on this architect-designed
House of The Week is obtainable in a 50-cent baby blueprint
which you can order with this coupon.
Also we have available two helpful booklets at $1
each : "Your Home — How to Build,- Buy or Sell It" and
"Ranch Homes," including 24 of the most popular homes
that have appeared in the feature. .
The House of the Week
Winona Daily News
Winona, Miiui, 55987
Enclosed is 50 cents each for
baby blueprints
of Design No. S-15
Enclosed is $1 for Ranch Homes booklet ................
Enclosed is jl for Your Home booklet ..................
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Q. — Is a portable refreshment bar considered as furniture or part of the equipment
in a house? We recently signed
a contract on a house. When
the real estate broker showed
us around , he pointed out that
the finished basement was an
excellent place for entertaining
guests.
Now that we have signed up,
the owners tell us that the bar
is not attached to the house and
that they are taking it with
them to their new place. We are
very disappointed and wonder
if there is anything we can do
about it"?
A. — This is a prime illustration of the necessity of placing
in the contract a list of everything lhat goes with the house ,
including such things as appliances, window shades, rugs, etc.
You do not say whether the

bar was mentioned in the contract.
Did you have a lawyer handle
the transaction? In any case,
without knowing every detaiL of
this particular situation, no one
can advise you of what you can
do, if anything, except an attorney .
Q. — We stripped the finish
off an old bureau and discovered a beautifully grained wood
underneath. We applied a coat
of shellac, but are not satisfied
with the result, as there seems
to be a rather uneven surface ,
especially evident when you mb
your finger s over it. Do I have
to take off the shellac in order
to put on varnish?
A. -> No. Using a fine grade
of sandpaper , sand down the
finish until it is smooth to the
touch. Brush off all ,grit and
then go ahead with your varnishing.

••^uSRD .V ORRIHC TDRHO UISI
FALL PLANTING OF BULBS
We often think of fall as |#e
end of the flowering season, but
it also begins the planning season for spring flowering bulbs.
The smaller bulbs such as crocus, scilla and snowdrop grape
hyacinth should be planted during early September. Daffodils,
tulips, and hyacinth can be
planted up until the ground
freezes.
Good soil preparation is essential for good bloom. Bulbs
usually remain in one flower
bed for several years so it's
necessary to provide a high level of nutrients where they're
planted. Select a well drained
area where there's not likely
to be free water standing during periods of thawing or heavy
rain. V
A generous application of organic matter such as compost,
rotted barnyard manure, or leaf
mold is recommended. Use a
wheelbarrow full for 25 square
feet of area. Apply a complete
fertilizer at the rate of about
4 - 5 pounds per 100 square;feet
of area and work the fertilizer
and organic matter into the soil.
Depth of planting depends on
soil and type and the kind of$
bulbs you plant. No bulbs should
be planted less than 2 inches
deep. If the soil is a heavy clay,
plant the bulbs a little more
shallow than if you're working
in a sandy soil. Larger bulbs
can be p lanted 3 to 4 inches
deep.
¦
. .¦ '! '
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Buildin g in Winona
.
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1969 Dollar Volume ..
Commercial .......
Residential ........
Public (nontaxable
¦;
New houses
Volume same
date 1968

.

$8,434,259
4,689,442
1,082,268
2,655,849
39
$6,875,282

^

Thirty-nine permits for new
houses have been drawn this
year compared with 28 on . this.
date one year ago.

Of Trees
And Shrubs

Fall tips from the Minnesota
Nurserymen's Association:
Mulch TREES AND SHRUBS.
This is especially important for
newly planted items but will
improve the wintering ability oi
all plants, trees and shrubs. By
applying mulch in the fall more
moisture will be retained to enable plants to survive winter
more easily resulting in stronger plants when spring conies.
It's RASPBERRY pruning
time, cut out canes that bore
fruit this past year. Removing
old canes just as soon as they
are through producing their
crop of berries minimizes the
danger from insects and disease. If planted in the hedge
row system, leave three or
four canes per running foot oi
row; if planted in hills, leave
from five to eight canes to develop the hill.
Remember ROSES requjre
special protection . Tree leaves
are considered to be among
the best materials for winter
covering, but substitutes like
marsh hay or straw will serve
the purpose. Mound the . roses
up with soil before the ground
freezes, usually during the latter part of October. With a minimum height of eight to 10 inches around the bush , the mound
will protect roses until the
ground is frozen. In early November, or whenever the ground
freezes, apply a covering of
marsh, hay , straw or leaves to
a height of two feet. A second
method consists of trimming
the roses back , removing them
from their planted location , and
placing them in a trench covered with a foot to 18 inches
of soil.

a new
room tonight
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SATINE' INTERIOR
4.ATEX PAINT
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Do you have a room that needs
a new face? Valspar Satine'
Latex Paint can transform it
right now. Dries dust-free in less
than an hour so you can use the
room tonight . Valspar Latex
Paints can be brushed or rolled.

Thousands of Shades to Choose From I
MATCHING COLORS IN "VALSPAR"
FLAT AND SEMI-GLOSS FINISHE5

Winona Paint & Glass Co.

57 West Second Street
Conveniently Located N«ar the 2nd & Center Parking Lot
Phonti 3651
vve Deliver
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READY MIXED

For All
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Building in Winona continued
to level"off last week after a
busy summer; only one permit'
was drawn " for a new structure, ^ according to George
Rogge, city building inspec'¦ • .
tors.
The city of Winona drew a
permit for construction of a
$15,000 recreation building to be
located y in urSunset Park at
549 Kerry Dr/ on the far west
side of the city. Rogge said the
28- by 32-foot, one-story structure will have a wood frame
and redwood exterior and be
heated by a gas-fired forced-;
air furnace.
The building will include a
large game room, restrooms
and a furnace and storage area.
It will be built on a triangular
site . 65 by 393 by 314 feet on
which a tennis court, baseball
diamond, basketball court and
general play area will be laid
out. Construction began in late
August and is scheduled for
completion in about two weeks.
Ralph Scharmer is contractor.
OTER PERMITS:
Donald Troke, .62 E. Mark
St., $2,500, construction addition
to house, Gene Maroushek.
Komtom Insulators , -Inc., 315
Mankato Ave., $700, apply siding, Bruce McNally.
Andrew Owecke,- 1327 W. 5th
St., $500, construct addition to
house.
Dan Trainor ,.$150, apply metal facing; to W and C Printing
Go., , 119, E. 2nd St.
Eugene Gile, 373 W. Mark
St., $70, remodeling.
Phillip Kramer, 208 High Forest St., $50, remodeling.
A MOVING PERMIT was Issued to Dennis Kotlarz, 619 W.
3rd St., to move a garage onto
the lot.
Total valuation for permits
drawn so far this year is $8,434,259 compared with $6,875,282 for the same period in 1968.
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The sound practice of qualify electrical repair ing and construction i.s solidly based on principle of strict enforcement
of laws and matorials . , . principles thai. Imve been tried ,
tested and proved successful. Steadfastly wc hold to those
principles with Bonded Licensed Klectriel.-m.s for the express
benefit of all whom we .serve. You don 't have a worry when
yon deal with

BAUER ETcRIC

225 East Third Street
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Cuban Defecto
LandsJet Near
Airforce One

HOMESTEAD AIR FORCI
BASE, Fla. (AP) _ A Bussian
made MIG17 fighter plane pilot
ed by a defecting Cuban office!
landed Sunday near Presiden
Nixon's Air Force One jetliner
As Nixon relaxed 30 milei
away at his Key. Biscayne re
-"treat, the pilot set the Koreai
War vintage plane down on tbi
base's only runway at ll:2£
a.m., GDT.
Air Force One stood on an ap
ron being readied for the' Presi
dent's return to Washington.
The little jet was picked ap bj
radar 90 mOes east of Key West
a Defense Department spokes
man said. Military sources de
dined to say whether , U.S
planes were sent to intercept i
or whether its cannon and ma
chine guns were loaded.
The Cuban defector asked-an<
was granted asylum. His nam<
was not disclosed.
The U.S. State and Defensi
departments said in Washingtoi
that the Czechoslovakia!) Em
bassy was asked to inform Cu
ban authorities that the plam
would be made available for re
turn to Cuba. The United State
and Cuba have broken diplomat
ic relations. "
The dull gray plane -: wai
Bearched by military officiali
and placed under police guari
in a hangar on the base. It bori
the number 232, a Cuoan flag
and canied red stars 6n it
wings and ^tail.
Gerald L. Warren, deputj
press secretary to the Presi
dent, said Nixon was kept in
formed of the situation.
A pair of Cuban citizens es
caped the island in 1962 in i
crop-dusting plane, landing ii
Florida. One of the men, Santia
go Mendez Acosta , died in an
other crop duster seven yean
later while working over an Ala
bama field. His aircraft strucl
a power line.
FLYING HIGH
SALISBURY, Rhodesia (AP
*- Local flying fans hav<
formed a company to build thi
first made-in-Rhodesia aircraft
First the British designed 17
foot wingspan y .Taylor Titcl
planes will be test flown soon
The builders believe they car
sell them on a production basis
for about 1,600 pounds ($4 ,480)

IS YOUR FURNACE
OPERATING PROPERLY?
Call For A Free Inspection

— Your Certified Lennox Deiltr —

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS, Inc.

1151 E. Broadway

Phone M<14

POWERfUl PLUNGER CLEARS

CLOGCEDTOILETS

Students Work
In Appreciation
Of Taxpayers
ELMORE, Minn, (fl — The
taxpayer got something in return here Saturday. ¦,
Some 175 of the town's 220
junior high and high school students spent the day working free
of charge to anyone who asked
their help. They wanted to show;
their appreciation to taxpayers,
the student council said.
They busied themselves at
such chores as putting on storm
windows, mowing lawns and
raking yards, with more than
100 individuals and businesses
as beneficiaries.
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP)— The
first lunar soil to land in Minnesota — it turns out — was
transported by none, other than
the lowly cockroach. Dr. Marion Brooks, an entomologist or insect expert, said
Sundiiy she was actually the
first to bring back moon dust
and that the eight cockroaches
she transported had been fed
ground up moon soil.
But the roaches were "pickled," she said — dead and in a
preservative solution.
She made a study of the insects' tissues and thus helped
clear the way for other scientists, including- two? from the
university, to receive bigger
samples of the moon.
She found no infectious agent
in the roaches. Scientists at the
Lunar:Receiving Laboratory in
Houston, Texas, wanted to satisfy themselves that there were
no alien germs that might
spread on earth.
Dr. Brooks first picked up the
cockroaches Aug. 22. Last week ,
a physicist and geochemist at
the university brought back
about an • ounce of moon rock
and soil for study.

Toilet ^uSoulplunger

Unlike ordinary plungers, ToiUflex
does not permit compressed air or
messy water to splash btclc or eacape,
With Tbilaflex the full pressure plows
through the clogging man and
•wishes tt dawn.
• SUCTION-RIM STOPS SPLASH-BACK
• CENTERS ITSELF, CAN'T SKID AROUND
• TAPERED TAIL OlVES AIR-TIQHT PIT
Oet the' Genuine "TollafleV
»2» AT HAEDWA'B STOWS

By Parker and Harf

DENNIS THE MENACE

GRIN AND BEAR IT

: ¦

Union Threatens
U.S. Port Boycott

State of Minnesota ) ss.
County ot Winona
) In Probatt Court
No. 17,021
In He Estate of
Wlhtlmlna E. Klivlltir , Decedent.
Order for Heirlng on Petition for Probst*
of Will and Coilcll, Limiting Time to
Fii* Clilms ind for Heerlng Thereon.
Walter Pflughoeft having filed a petition
tor the probale of th* Will ind Codicil
of tald decedent and for the appointment
of Walter Pflughoeft ano Ttit First
National Bank or Winona ai Executors,
which Will and Codicil are on flit In
this Court and cpen to Inspection;
IT is ORDERED, That tha hearing,
thereof be had on October 15, 1969, at
10 o'clock AM., before this Court In
the probata court room In the court
house) In WInone," Mlnnesote, and that
objections to the allowance of tald Will
and Codicil, II any, be filed before tald
time of hearing; that tht time within
which creditors, of tald decedent may
file their claims be limited to four
months from the data hereof) and that
the claims si filed be heard on January
.41, 1970, at 10 o'clock A.M„ before thlt
CourF In the probate court room In tht
court house In WInone, Minnesota, and
that notice , hereof be given by publication of this order In tht Wlncna Dally
News and by mailed notice as provided
' . . ¦• .
by law.
Dated September II, 1969.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probatt Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
George M. Robertson Jr. and
Frank E. Wohleti,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
City of Winona, Minnesota
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Notice ol Htarlng

ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. U?)
— Maritime Union leaders have
threatened a boycott of ships in
all U.S. ports to back demands
for government action to revive
the nation's merchant fleet.
- Thomas Gleason, president of
the 'AFL-CIO International
Longshoreman's
Association,
jndJoseph Curran, president of
the National Maritime ' Union,
said Friday the boycott will
start in about two weeks.
They said several other
unions are ready to participate
and still more will join the boycott. .
The demand, they said, will
be that President Nixon fulfill
an announcement made several
months ago that he would propose legislation to revive the
merchant fleet. Curran said the
announcement "remains a political promise." ,

"Ifyou're ever qoing to teaohyour kid the value of a dollar,
Lady, you Ijefter be quick about itl"

State Selective
Service Director
Rejects Demand
MINNBAPOUS W) - Col.
Robert P. Knight, director oi
Selective Service in Minnesota
says he will turn down a de-^
mand by the Twin Cities Draft
Information Center.
The center wants him to have
one of its members seated on
a new youth panel to make suggestions on Selective; Service
procedures.
' .
"I'm looking for people who
^ will listen to
are objective, who
the whole story and make a
contribution." said Knight.

HAGER
CABINETS

Union May Organize
Renters in Hawaii

HONOLULU Ut - William
Abbott, executive secretary of
Hawaii's AFL-CIO, says the union may try to organize island
renters.
"Here-the problem is sky-high
rent," he said Friday. "I hope it
never comes to a renters'
strike, but if it does, the whole
labor movement might use its
expertise to aid the renters."
Abbott said he hates to see the
high cost of housing in Hawaii
blamed on labor.
"The villains,!' he said, "aro
the greedy hands here and there
along the way."

• 18'Daor Styles
• « . Finishes, or Unfinished
• Oak or Birch Wood

9 Counrertope
FOR A FREE

ESTIMATE ON YOUR
KITCHEN CALL

GAIL'S
APPLIANCE

CHATFIEfcD HEARING,
CHATFIELD, Minn. - Chat
field Common Council will hold
a hearing Oct. 13 at 8 p.m. in
the council 1 rooms on the pro
Siosltlon of operating and erect
ng an extensive care nursing
home to replace the old hospital building.

215 E. 3rd St.
Phone 4210

See Us For
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Our Specialised Service*
Also Include) '
• Job and Contract Molding
• Bollor Repair Work

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL GO.

c Our precision-mixed, roady-fo-pour concrete helps you get the| |
S job dope rlnht. Price It right, too. For nny concrete needs, * ,
J cell ua. We deliver on the spot and on the dot. Free csflrrtatoi. ] i

MODERN CONCRETE CO. jj

!,
5
Formerly Carpenter Ready-Mix
4980 WEST 6TH ST. •;
S PHONE 6M6
&v*AivuwwvvsfMAfV\fV vvw»jv^

OTTAWA CAP)' - Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
says the Soviet Union still intends to honor its 1966 contract
to-buy 9 million metric tons of
Canadian wheat. There are still
133 million bushels to be delivered under the contract, and it
expired two months ago.
Gromyko flew to Moscow Friday after two days of talks with
Canadian officials. Before he
left, Acting Minister of Trade
and Commerce Otto Lang issued a statement saying there
was "no question of cancellation" of the wheat contract.
Lang stopped short of saying
the Soviets had given a firm
pledge to take the wheat still
outstanding. He said only that
Gromyko had agreed to resume
talks in a month or two between
the Canadian Wheat Board and
the Soviet grain-purchasing
agency.
But at an airport news conference just after Gromyko's departure, Foreign Secretary
Mitchell Sharp nodded assent
when asked whether the Soviet
leader had said his country
would honor its commitments.

(Pub. Dite Monday, Oct. aV 1969)
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Soviets to Buy
Canadia n Wheat
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(First Pub, Monday, Sept. U, 1969)

• Vanity Cabinets

TOILAFLEX®

By Bud Blake

THE WIZARD OF ID

• Special Cabinet Built
NEVER AGAIN thai tick feeling
whsn your toilet overflow.
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Roaches Carried
First Moon Dust
To Minnesota
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163-167 West Front Street
Phone S»65
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Administration
Io Reveal
Indian Policy

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Nixon administration plans to
unveil this week its long-awaited Indian policy, promising continued federal protection while
promoting greater freedom for
American Indians to' manage
their.own affairs, v .
Details were kept under tight
warpl so they could be revealed
first to the National Congress of
American Indians, meeting this
week at Albuquerque, N.M.
Vice President Splro T. Agnew and Interior Secretary Walter J, Hickel ,'speak Wednesday,
while Indian Affairs Commissioner Louis R. Bruce addresses the conference Thursday.
They are expected to emphasize
that the administration rejects
the "termination" policy expressed in a 1953 congressional
resolution, which aimed at ending federal trusteeship over reservations.
They also are expected to emphasize a greater role for Indians in determining the programs that affect their lives.
Along these lines, some administration sources think the
Albuquerque convention may be
the platform for announcement
of the creation of an Indian Advisory Committee, as pledged
by Hickel in August.
It might be the occasion, as
well , for announcement of plans
— also promised in August to
reorganize the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE;
That applications have been made for
variations from tha requirements of ,tht
ordinance, as listed beWinona zoning;
¦
' .' •
low:- • '¦ "
1. Richard L. AH for permission to construct an addition to his garage, In
i^mmmuemssemmmessmammmamt ^mmmmms ^m^^mmmestss ^mmmmmsmMsmsm immwmmaa
line with the existing oarage which
Is 3 feet *rom the rear lot lint Instead of tho required 5 feet at the
following described property: Parts
of Lois U and 12, Bio* 2, Northland
Addition, or at «5 South Baker
Street.
J. Richard and Lauren Olson and Stuart
and Edna Hunklns for permission to
operate a dry cleaning business In a
B-l district at the following described
property:
Southwest corner of the
Intersection of Gilmore Avenue and
Clarks Lane, or at 1405 Gilmore
Avenue.
j . Roger Schneider for a reduction of
front yard depth of 25 tW to 1V4
feet and a rear yard deptli of 30
feet to V/a feelrln order to construct
a warehouse In an AM district St
the following described property: W.
50 feet of Lot 2 and W. 50 feet of the
N. 33.33 feet of Lot 3, Block 84,
O.P. Add., or at 152 Grand Street,
4. Marvin Witt for permission to construct e carport Within Vh feet of
the test tide lot Una Instead of tha
required 5 feet at the following described property: Lot 24 and part
of Lot 25, Drew, Meed & Simpson's
Lands Addition, or at.206 East King
Street.
Notice Is sent to the applicant and fo
the owners of property alfccted by the
application.
A hearing «n these petitions will be
given In the Court Room of tho City
Hall, Winona, Minnesota, at 7:30 p.m,
on October lev 1949. at whldi tlfne, Interested persons may appear either In
person. In writing, or by agent, or by
attorney, and present any reasons which
they may havt to lhe granting or denying of thesa petitions.
They are requested to prepare their
case, In detail , and present all evidence
relating to tht petition al the time ol
the scheduled hearing.
Respectfully,
J. G. Hoeppnir, Chairman
Board of Zoning Appeals.

*QWA $&7ryAT? I tJIOM'r KNOW A^.WlLSOM COUU)

Form Committee
To Seek Release
Of James Hoffa

Reversal Asked
In Dismissalof
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Formation of a committee seeking Case Against '14

the release on bail of imprisoned Teamsters 'Union President James R. , Hoffa was announced Sunday by a union attorney.
Robert Morgan,
western
states chairman of the organization, said it was operating in 32
cities to raise money for bail
and legal representation,
Hoffa , 56, is serving two concurrent sentences at the Lewisburg, Pa., federal penitentiary
—eight years, for jury tampering and five years for defrauding a union pension fund.
He is appealing the jurytampering conviction and Morgan said: "We feel the appeal
will be successful. But in the
meantime we believe he has the
vested right to bail."

Vice President
Of Red China
Acting Leader?

TOKYO (AP) - Vice President Tung Pi-wu of communist
China was described as the nation's acting president in a dispatch Sunday by the official
Hslnhua news agency.
The post had been vacant
since Liu Shao-chi was purged
by Mao Tse-tung, the . party
chairman.
Tung, 03, and Madame Soong
Inferior officials have consid- Chlng-ling, elder sister of Maered a task force to draw up re- dame Chiang Kai-shek , are the
organization plans, but that step two vice chairmen of the party .
might be bypassed for more direct action. They want to 6infl
plify bureau structure and make Three-Members of
it more flexible.
Group Charged
At least ono high-ranking official is thinking of reducing the RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) number of area offices, and in- Three members of The Happensulating the bureau's education ings singing group have been
from raids by area directors for charged with possession of marother purposes.
ijuana and hashish.
jlcggie Miller Jr., 22, of Butler, N.J., nnd Michael Argelo
Lnneve , 19, and David B . Lcbert, 26, both of Pnterson , N.J.,
posted bail of $5,000 pending a
District Court hearing Oct. 29.

CALL 7466
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(First Pub. Monday, Oct, i, 1169)

Stnto ol Minnesota ) ss.
) In Probatst Court
County ot WInone
No, 17,024
In' Re Estate ol
Burt B. Welch, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition fe
Dolermlne Das-cent,
Rosa Walch having (Hod In this Court
a potlllon representing, emong other
things, lhat said decedtnl died Intestate
more than tlvo years prior to the flllngj
thereof, leaving certain properly In Winona County, Minnesota, and that no
Will ol said decedent has been proved,
nor administration of hli oitete granted .
In tlili State, and praying that lha
descent of said properly bo determined
and that It Bu assigned to tha persona
entitled thereto;
IT IS ORDERED, That Uie hearlna
thereof ba had on November 4, Met, a1
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Courl In
Iho Probate Courl Room In tho Courl
House In Wlnonn, Minnesota , and thai
notice hereof bo given by the publication ot this order In tho Winona Dnlly
¦ Newt end by mailed notice as provided
by
law,
¦
Dated October 1, WI.
S . A. SAWYER,
Probate Jsittge .
(Probate Court Seal)
Strealor, Murphy,
6rosnehnn B. Linnford,
Attorneys , for Petitioner,

CONSTIPATED7
DUE TO LUCK OF FOOD
BULK IN YOUR DIET

MILWAUKEE (AP) - The
7th Circuit Court of Appeals has
been asked by the , U.S. attorney's office to reverse a judge's
dismissal of charges against 10
of the "Milwaukee 14," an antiwar group seized a year ago.
One of the members of the
group is Brother K. Basil
O'Leary, former instructor at
St. Mary's College.
Robert J. Lerner, a special
assistant to the U.5. attorney
said in a petition filed Friday
that U.S. District Judge Myron
L. Gordon's dismissal was a
clear "abuse" of judicial discretionary authority.
Fourteen were protesters, five
of them Roman Catholic clergymen, were arrested iri September 1068, while file records
taken from a Selective Service
lawn were burned in a World
War I memorial park.
Most members of the group
were convicted in May .on state
charges and were given prison
terms. Federal charges against
10 defendants were subsequently dismissed by Gordon who
said the state trial bad created
too much publicity for his court
to hope to form an unbiased
jury.
Lorncr said Gordon could
have transferred the cases to
another city; and that the judge
had "failed to focus on the crucial point whether the juror
would be able to set aside whatever preconceived notions he
carried into the courtroom."
Members of the '"Milwaukee
14" nro from Minneapolis, Boston, Washington, New York and
Milwaukee.

BRAN
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GEO. KARSTEN TtWw
BUDS*
gylr
.
General Contractor

(First Pub. Monday, Oct. i, 1969)
State ot Minnesota ) ss.
) In Pro*alo Court
County ot Winona
No, 17,032
In Rt Estate ot
Morton Edward Crow, Decedent.

Order for Hearing on petition

to Determine Descent,
Harold Crow having filed In thlt Courl
a petition representing, among other
things, that said decedent died Intestate
more than five years prior lo the filing
thereof, leaving cerlaln property In
Winona Counly, Mlnnesola, and that no
Will of said decedent has been proved,
nor administration of his estate granted,
In this Stale and praying that the
descent ot said property be determined
and that It be assigned to tht persons
entitled thereto;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on October 29, 1969, al
10:30 o'clock A.M., before Ihls Court In
the Probata Court Room In the Court
Houso In Winona, Minnesota , and lhat
notice hereof be given by the publication ot this order In tht Winona Dally
News and by mailed nollce as provided
by law.
Dated October S, 1969.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probiti Judge.
(Probale Court Seal)
Peterson & Challeen, Ltd.,
Attorneys for Petitioner,
(First Pub, Monday, Sept. 32, 1969)
Stale of Minnesota 1 s».
) In Probate Court
County of Wlnonis
No. 17,031
In Rt Estate of
Carl A. Wytockl, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition for Probatt
of Will, Mmlllng Time lo File Claims
and for Hearing Thereon.
Charles John Searle Jr., having filed
a petition for the probata of the Will ot
said decedent nnd for the appointment
of Tho First National Ban* ot Winona
as Administrator Wllh Will Annexed,
which Will Is on file In Ihls Court and
open to Ins pectton i
IT IS ORDERED, That tht hearing
theroof ho had on October IS, 1969, at
10:30 o'clocK A.M.. before Ihls Court In
the probeto court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
oblocllons to tho allowance of aald
Will, If any, be filed belore laid time
ol hearing; thai Iho lime within which
creditors ot sold decedesit may flla
their claims ho I mlted lo four monlhi
from tha date hereof , and that tha
claims io lllrd be heard on January
27, 1970, at 10:30 o'cloc 1 A.M., before
thlt Court In lhe probale court room
In Ihe court house In Winona, Minnesota,
and that notice hereof be given hy
publication of this order In tht Winona
Dnlly News and by mailed notice at provided hy low ,
Dated September 1», 1969.
S. A, SAWYER ,
Probate Judge ,
(Probatt Courl Seal)
Hnrold J, Llborn ,
Attorney for Petitioner,

'
Winona Daify News
ff
Winona, Minnesota ' ¦
MONDAY, OCT. 6, 1969
(First Pub. Monday, Oct. i, 1949)
State of Minnesota ) ss,
) In Probatt Court
County
of Winona
¦
No. 16,443
"
In Re Estate of
Mareella Andrulawtkl, also known at
Mtrtlt And«»i«wikl, Decedent. >
Order for Hearing on Pinal Account
and Petition for Distribution.
Tha representative of the apovt named
titata having tiled < her final account
and petition for settlement and allowance
thereof tnd for distribution to tha persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That . the hearing
thereof be had on October 29, 1969, ' at
10:15 o'clock KM., belore this Court
In the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notlca hereof be given by publication
of this order In tht Winona Dally Newt
and by mailed notice es provided by law,
Daled October s, 1969.„
5. A. SAWYER,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First Pub. Monday, Oct. t, 1969)
Sltta of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) In Probate Court
—
No. 14,890
In Ra Estate ef
John Mayzck, Decedent. :
Order for Hearing on Final Account
.. . and Petition for Distribution. .
The representative of the above named
estate having tiled his final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That tha hearing
thereof bt hed on November S, 1969,
It 11:00 o'clock A.M,, before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
houtt tn Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
Ihls order In the WInone Dally. News
end by mailed notice es provided by
Dated.October

* 1969.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probate Judgt.
(Probatt Court Seal)
John D. McGill,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(First Pub. Monday, Sept. 29, 1969)
State of Minnesota ) ts.
County of Winona
) In Probatt Court
Mo. 14,879
In Rt Estate of
' Frieda schitftr, Decedtttt.
Order far Htarlng on Final Account
and Pitltlon for Distribution.
The representative of tht above named
tttatt hiving filed Its fine) account tnd
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, Thlt ttie hearing
thereof be had on October 28, 1969, it
10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court
In the probate court room In the court
houtt In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication
of thlt order In the Wlnons Daily 'News
and by mailed notlca as provided' by
law.
Dated September 25, 1969.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probata Judge.
(Probata Court Sea l)
Peterson & Challeen, Ltd.,
Attorneys lor Petitioner.
(First Pub. Monday, Oct. t, 1969)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County ef winona
) In Probata Court
No. 17,030
in tht Matter of tht Estate ef
eiymine M. Weir, Decadent.
Order for Htarlng en Pitltlon to Probate Will ind for Summary Assign< mint or Distribution.
Hubert M. Weir having filed a petition
In this Court alleging that said decedent
died testate and that said estate consists only of the homestead of said
decedent and only such personal property es It exempt from all debts and
charges In Probate Court and praying
for the probate of the Will of said decedent and for a summary assignment or
I distribution of said estate to the persons
entitled Ihereto, which Will Is on tilt In
this Court and open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be ha3 on October 29, 1969> at
10:45 o'clock AM., before thli Court
In tht Probate Court Room In the Court
House In WInone, Minnesota, and that
objections to the allowance of said Will,
If any, be stated In writing and filed af
or before said time of hearing; and
that notice of tafd hearing be given by
publication of thlt order In the Winona
Dally News and by mailed notice as
provided by law.
Daled October 1, 1969.
S. A. SAWYER,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
fteorge M. Robertson Jr. end
Frank E. Wohlefr,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
(First Pub. Alonday, Sept. 29, 1969)
COUNTY NOTICE
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
Sealed bids will be received by tht
County Audllor of Winona County, Minnesota, In tils office In tho Court House
In the City of Winona, Minnesota, up to
and Including the hour of 10:30 A.M.
on ttie 20th day of October, 1969, for
the salt of the following.•
Parcel 1
(Located In the Village ol Altura)
A ttrlp of land, 100 feet In width,
situated In Winona Counly, Mlnnosota,
more particularly described as follows)
All fha abandoned right of way of
the former Chicago Great Western
Railway Company as located and
platted across the West Half of
the Southwest Quarter (WVa, SW'/i)
of Section 20, Township 107 North,
Range 9 West el the Fifth Principal Meridian and containing 3.4
acres, more or less.
Pireel 2
(Located In tht Village of Utlca)
A strip of land 100 feet tn width, situated In Winona County, Minnesota , more
particularly described as follows:
Extending
over and across the
South Half of tho Southeast Guarter (SW of SE'/J ) ol' Section 10,
Township 106 North, Range 9 West
of tho Fifth Principal Meridian,
said ttrlp of land being 5d feet In
width on each side of the center
line of the main track (now removed) of the Winona and Southwestern Railway Company (later
tho Wisconsin, Minnesota and Pacific Rel'road Company, fhe Chicago Oreat Western Railway Company, and now the Chicago and
North Western Railway Company),
at said main track center line was
originally located and established
over and across sold Section IB,
excepting therefrom all that portion cast ot e lino parallel wllh
and 500 feet weal of the center
of C.S.A.H. No. 16, containing 4.96
acres , more or ' oss.
Title by Quit Claim Deed la
be lurnlshed by Winon a County.
Bids must be accompanied by a certified check made payable to the Count/
Auditor for 5% of the amount of the
bid, or a corporate bond In favor of
Winona Courtly In the amount of sci
of the amount ol tho .bid.
The Counly. Board resorvet the rlghf
to r«|ect eny part or ell bldt presented .
Dated this 26th day ol September, 1969,
at WInone, Minnesota.
ALOIS J. WtCZEK,
Counly Auditor
Winona Counly, Minnesota.
(First Pub. Monday, Sept, 59, 1969)
COUNTY NOTICH
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
Sealed bids for a Wlnonn County Highway Department Maintenance Oulldlito,
to be located In the Village of Utlca ,
Minnesota, will bt received In the County
Commissioners Room, Winona County
Courthouse , Winona, Minnesota, until
10:00 A.M. October 20th. 1969, alter
which time they will be publicly opened
and read aloud,
The bids v/||l ba recelv/od for ¦preengineered rnelal building 80'x!40'.
Olds shall be tubmllted In accordance
wllh Instructions to bidders ns contained
In the Specifications end Proposal.
Proposals
wl'l be made on blank
forms furnished by the County Auditor
tnd tha County Highway Engineer.
Dlds must be accompanied by e cer«
tilled cbiecjc mode payable to the County
Auditor for 3% of the bid. or a corpornte
bond In favor ot Iho Winona County
Auditor, In the amount ot >', '. ol tha
bid.
Tht County Board reserves tha right
to re|ect any or all bids presented and
to withhold award for ten (10) days.
Doted at Winona, Minnesota,
Ihls 26|h dny of Scplnrnbor, 1969.
ALOIS J, WICZEK,
Counly Auditor
Winona Counly, Mlnnescit,

DEFENSE PUNISHES STARR

Vikings Prey on Green Bay Mistakes inl9-7 Victory
MINNEAPOLIS MV-A punishing defense and capitalizing on
the opposition's mistakes—once
the hallmarks of the Green Bay
dynasty—were the tools the
Minnesota Vikings used to defeat
the Packers Sunday.
"The biggest factor in ihe
game was we put them in scoring position with our mistakes,"
said Green Bay Coach Phil
Bengtson after the 19-7 loss to
Minnesota.
The Vikings' defense stopped
the Packer running game and
threw quarterback Bart Siarr
eight times for losses of 63
yards.
The victory moved the Vikings
into a three-way tie with the
Packers and Detroit Lions, all
with 2:1 records, in the Central
Division of the National Football
League.

alty moved the ball to the six.
Neither team could dent the kings on the Packer 48.
other's tough defense in the first After one first down , Fred Halfbacle Dave Osborn twice
half. But Minnesota led ,13-0 at Cox kicked a 33-yard field goal. rammed the left side of the
halftime because of two Green On the first play from scrim- Green Bay defensive line for
Bay fumbles and a pass inter- mage after the ensuing kickoff , Minnesota's lone touchdown.
fullback Jim Grabowski fum- Vikings' Coach Bud Grant said
bled and the Vikings' Paul he was not confident with the
STATISTICS
Green Bay Minnesota Krause recovered on the Green halftime margin but noted that
12
First downs
16 ,
Bay. 24. A 27-yard field^j oal by "when you're behind, a team is
Rushing yardage ...
103
157
forced to throw. When we know
Cox made it 6-0.
Passing yardage . . . . . . . . 65
40
Return yardage
23
?
Starr had just been dumped they're going to pass, we can
4-U-e
Passes
H-31-1
for a seven-yard loss by Minne- have an all-out rush."
Punts
1-43
5-3t
sota defensive end Carl Eller Starr was downed seven times
Fumbles lost ... -.
J
0
9]
fl
Yards penalized
early in the second quarter and in the second half while trying
¦^^N^^^V^S^^.*^/*^.^^*
was facing a third .down and 18 to find open receivers and
ception. Green Bay could not situation when he passed from Bengtson said two of the dumps
get past midfield in the first 30 his own end zone. Minnesota were crucial.
cornerback Bob Bryant picked The Packers had a first down
minutes. : .
The first break came late in off the pass and returned it six on the Minnesota 13 early in the
third quarter. After one incomthe first quarter when the Pack- yards to the Green Bay 11.
ers' Travis Williams fumbled Packer offensive tackle For- pletion, Starr was thrown for
after catching a short pass from rest Gregg was called for a per- successive 11-yard losses by
Bart Starr. Linebacker Wally sonal foul on the tackle and was Carl Eller and Alan Page. Mike
Hilgenberg recovered for the Vi- ejected from the game. The pen- Mercer then missed a field goal

from the 42.
quarter made it 15W).
"We had some momentum go- '• Heed gained 32 yards in four
ing and that lost it,!.' said- Bengt- carries on the drive and wound
son. "We couldn't regroup after up as tbe game's top ball carthat."
rier with 72 yards in 1.4 at• Grant said the Vikings defense tempts. He replaced JJill Brown,
did a "fine job on Starr. " He who left the game in the second
rarely had time to loot "for his quarter with a sprained ankle.
deep patterns. ".. .and when he Brown's usual replacement, Jim
did he was caught."
Lindsey, underwent 'an .appenMidway through the third pe- dectomy a few days ago and
riod a 42-yard pass interference is out for several weeks. :
call against the Pacfeers gave The Vikings lost what would
Minnesota a first down on the have been their first shutout in
Green--Bay 45. When the drive nine years in the NFL when
stalled Cox kicked a 41-yard Starr guided the Packers 73
field goal to put the Vikings, yards to score. He threw a sevahead 16-0.
en-yard pass to rookie > Dave
Third-string fullback Oscar Hampton for the TD with five
Reed sparked the Vikings on
their only sustained drive of the
day which resulted in Cox'
fourth field goal. The 32-yard
kick five minutes into the final

seconds left in the game.
"When you hold Green Bay
scoreless for 59 minutes and 55
seconds you've played a ' hell of
a lot of good defense," said Minnesota defensive tackle Gary
Larsen.
Vikings' q u a r terback Joe
Kapp, who tied an NFL record
with seven TD passes a.week
earlier, tad an off day with only
six completions in 20 attempts
for 60 yards.
Kapp said the Packers "defensed us pretty well. They had
a better rush than we expected." He was thrown three times
for 27 yards, but Bengtson said
Kapp "was able to get out of

trouble when we needed to put
. ¦ ' ;;,.
hini down. ''
Looking ahead to the battle
with the Chicago Bears, 0-3,
next Sunday, Grant said, "I
imagine they'll be real snarly.
They'll be up and ready to ram*
the ball at us. Teams play better after losses than victories
sometimes,"
GltEEN BAY ........ • •
• T—7
« .7
MINNESOTA
M*
*
Minn—FG: Cox Jl.
(vilnn—FO: Cox" 26.
Minn—Osborn 3 run. (Cox kick,)
Minn—FG: Cox 41.
Minn—FG: Cox K.
OB—Hampton T pass from Starr. (Mar*
cer kick,)
A-M,7M.

Grand Prix Won
By Jochen Rindt

19 Winona Daily Newt
'* Winona, Minnesota
MONDAY, OCT. 6, 1969

WATKINS GLEN, N.Y. (AP)
—Because Jocheri Rindt played
it cool, he today owned his first
Grand
Prix
Championship,
$50,000 and a grin that stretches
across his craggy face.
The 29-year-old Austrian battled Jackie Stewart of England
for 35 laps Sunday and then won
going away as he captured the
20th Grand Prix of the United
States before a 100,000-plus turnout at the Glen track.
Stewart dropped out after 35
laps when his Matra-Ford engine quit and set the stage for a
three-way battle for second
place that ended with Piers
Courage, of England emerging
victorious. . '
John Surtees, also of England,
was third ahead of Jack Brabham of Australia, Pedro Rodriguez of Mexico, Silvio Moser of
Switzerland, Johnny Servoz-Gavin of France.

WORRYING A BIT . . . If anyone had
cause to worry Sunday afternoon, it was
Green Bay Packer , coach Phil Bengtson,
shown gnawing on his fingernails above.

Bengtson watched his Packers fall 19-7 at
the hands of the Vikings at Memorial Stadium, Minneapolis, Sunday. (Daily New»
photo)
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by Jim Marshall (70). Trying to hold him back
are Francis Peay (71) and Travis Williams
(23). The Vikings clipped the Pack, 18-7.
(Daily News photo)

VIKING PRESSURE . . . Green Bay
Packer quarterback Bart Starr (15) gets this
pass off against the Minnesota Vikings Sunday
at Memorial Stadium despite being rushed

Martin's Mound Staff
Depleted by Orioles

MINNEAPOLIS M «- Embattled Billy Martin, squeezed and
pinched into a dark corner in
the American League's championship playoffs, called on burly
Bob Miller, a refugee from the
Minnesota bullpen, to plug the
dike today against the irrepressible Baltimore Orioles.
But the Orioles, holding a pat
hand following their second sudden-death victory in the best-of5 series, didn't intend to let
Martin's Twins off the hook.

"We've been down before and
we've come back ," Martin said
Sunday at Baltimore after the
Orioles nipped his club 1-0 in 11
innings on Curt Motton's runscoring pinch single and the gutsy, three-hit pitching of Dave
McNally. "It's been a matter of
inches. Who knows? We can
still tie It up and win."
The victory, 24 hours after
Paul Blair beat Minnesota 4-3
with a 12th inning squeeze bunt ,
left the Orioles one step from
the World Series as the EastWest playoff shifted to the
Twins' park.
Game three pitted Miller , a
National League castoff and
one-time relief specialist , with a
5-5 regular season record ,
against Jim Palmer , who
topped a 16-4 comeback for the
Orioles by hurling the American
Leagues only no-hitter two
months ago.
Miller, a 8-foot-] right-hander ,
stepped into the breach for tho
Twins this year when injuries
depleted Martin 's starting align ment. He won five of six decisions as a starter and hurled the
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ONLY HIS DRAFT BOARD
AND HIS GIRLFRIEND
y-KNOW FOR SUREI

THE G^FDECeVERS
*J

Is4tanUul,Dliln>lV4M.

OR: "HOW TO AVOID
THE DRAFT"
•

WED,

•

West Division title clincher on
Sept. 22.
Palmer, a shutout winner
over Sandy Koufax in the 1966
series—when he was j ust 20

*

•
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Ballimort (1)
abrhbl
Bufard,lf
30 00
Blalr.cf
4000
F.Robsn.rf 5 0 2 0
Powoll.lb
3 110
B.Rohmn,3b 4 0 2 0
D.Johnsn,2b 4 0 2 0
Bclangcr.ss 5 0 0 0
Etchbarn.e 3 0 0 0
Hendricks, * 0 0 0 0
Molton.ph
10 11
McNally.p 4 0 0 0
Totals
—
Totals
36 1 8 1
Two out when winning run scored,
MINNESOTA
000 000 000 00- 0
BALTIMORE
000 MO 000 01— 1
E—Cardenas. DP—Minnesota 1. LOB—
Minnesota 8, Baltimore 11, JB—F. Robinson 2. SB—Oliva, s—B. Robinson.
IP H R ER BB SO
Boswell CL.0-1) ... 10ft 7 1 1 7
4
perranoskl
0 1 0 0 0 0
McNally (W,l-0) ...11 3 0 0
11
WP-Boswull. T—3:17. A-41,704.
Minnesota

Tovar.cf
Carow,2b
K|llbrcw,3b
Ollva.rf
Allison,II
Recso .lb
Millrw»ld,c
Cardenas.ss
Bostvell.p
Perrnoskl.p
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[ jJllfflT TTHll" Whitewallsor j

years old—made a remarkable
about-face for the runaway East
Division kings after a two-year
run of arm trouble.
"We're in good shape witii
Palmer going," Orioles' manager Earl Weaver understated.
"He's our best percentage pitcher."
Weaver wouldn't bite when
someone asked him who he
planned to start against the
New York Mets, who were two
games up on Atlanta in their
National League playoff after
an 11-6 victory Sunday.
"That depends whether we
win this—or how long it takes us
to win," he countered. "But I
thought we could take the Twins <i
from the start and I still think I I
?
can get one out of three."
If the third victory were to
( Continued on Page 13)
TWINS' PITCHING
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Tips St. Cloud
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

St. John 's is runnerup with a
2-0-1 record.
t^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ H^^^^^H^^^IBHip
St. John 's gave away two Defending champion Gustavus
points to keep its Minnesota In- fell to 1-1-1 in a 30-13 loss to
tercollegiate Athletic Conference Hamline, as Larry Hegcrle flip^-x
title hopes alive, while the pass- ped three scoring passes.
i^^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ B!^^^^,^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^
ing of Paul Linde kept unbeaten Hamline, 2-1, and Macalester
Concordia in first place in the are tied for third. Macalester
survived n 29-point fourth quarMIAC football race.
In the Northern Intercollegi- ter by Minnesota-Duluth to
ate Conference Saturday, Moor- shade the Bulldogs 38-35.
hcad State tied Minnesota-Mor- Moorhend , 1-0 in the NIC , nipris for the league lead and Mich- ped Winona 14-7, while Morris,
igan Tech — long the conference 2-0, rolled to a 31-0 nonconferdprmat—moved into the title ence win over Bethel. Bemidji
also stepped out of the league
FR€E MUUH I 'III Q
picture,
• Pick Your Sfec Now-Go Goodyear
I
and
absorbed
a
23-0
licking
at
St. John 's gave up nn intentional safety in the closing min- the hands of Mankato State.
utes to insure better field posi- Tech boosted its record to 2-1
tion on the ensuing kickoff nnd by downing St. Cloud 3-0 on Abescaped with n 14-12 win over dol Hashemi's 35-yard first period field goal. He's a soccerAugsburg.
Linde passed for two touch- style kicker from Iran,
downs and set up a third with St, Olaf Increased its Midwest
his passes as Concordia , 50 on Conference record to 4-0 by
the season, scored it« third blasting Grinnell 55-21, as Ole
stiaigbUlcague ...win , 24-B over Gunderson and Bob Wcttcrbcrg
each scored three touchdowns. I vm^KmmmwmmmmmmMLi
'Xi^ ^,, ,., <„ ,&wmmmmm!m:m:®mmmmm3mmmmmm ^^
St, "Thomas. "
i
Cnrleton fcl l to 0-4 in n 54-27 loss
to Coo.
Among the independents , both
Southwest Slate and Lon lost
£{9
DUE TO LACK Of FOOD) " their undefeated status. South- >
K<B
H
?
¦
(INDEPENDENT
DEALER)
M
GOODYEAR
L
V
U^^
I
BULK IN YOUR DIET
west , 3-1, lost to Northland ,
J
TRY
Wis., 46-17 ns end Cnrl LivingPhone 8-5181 B^^S?S ^.™B
ston caught five touchdown [ |Fourth and Main
t
HllaWWaWWHsSB ^aHBH ?
passes. Tnrkio , Mo., clipped Lea f Sa^SSJESS ^SSSSS ^
2fi-7.
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TAKE JUMP ON BRAVES

Mets Unleash Wild Hit Attack

.'„¦NEW YORK (AP) - The New
York Mets were back in their
own backyard today, looking to
wrap up their National League
playoff , series with the Atlanta
Braves and move on to their
first World Series in their almost implausible eight-year history.
The Braves, oh the other
hand, were* tooling for a replacement for their unofficial
mascot, Chief Noc-A-Homa—
preferably someone who could
throw-a-ball or catch-a-grounder
after two games in which they
looked like carbon copies of the
old Mets.
the new Mets fashioned a 2-0
lead in the best-of-five playoff
series during the weekend despite ineffective pitching by
aces Tom Seaver and Jerry
Koosman, making the most of
23 hits, five Brave errors and
several mental mistakes for 9-5
and 11-8 victories.

That put the amazing Mete,
who stumbled , through seven
years of ineptness before starting their rags-to-riches story
this season, one' stepvaway from
the frenzy ' that is certain to
overtake usually staid New
York City if the ¦Mets win their
first pennant. ':¦.- •
Shea Stadium began filling
early today with, the usual Met
fan—the long suffering bannercarrier who suddenly has found
he can take pride in the club,
and proved it by almost virtually tearing up the place the night
the Mets , clinched the National
League East title.
The exhilarated fans tore up
patches of grass for trophies,
took home pieces of the scoreboard as keepsakes and ripped
up every base except first in a
wild celebration. They probably
will make sure they, get that,
too, if the Mets finish it off today' when Gary! Gentry < 13-12)

goes against Pat Jams (13-11).
Today is Gentry's 23rd birthday and the 12th day after his
pennant-clinching victory for
the Mets in the National League
East. But whether he would be
around at the finish was a big
question, considering the pattern of the first two games.
In the first one.Saturday, the
25-gaimv winning Seaver was
tagged for eight hits, including
two homers and four doubles, in
seven innings. But the Mets
came through with a five-run
eighth inning built on four unearned runs to win it.
Then, Sunday, Koosman was
chased in the fifth inning after
surrendering seven hits, including a homer and two doubles.
But the Mets made the most of
13 hits, three Atlanta errors, an
obstruction call and an uncovered base to put another away.
And that left little doubt that

both the Mets and Braves were
shocked by the turn of events
that had completely altered the
odds which had ; favored Atlanagainst New York's
ta's hitting
pitching. ¦ ^
.
"If I had been told before the
series started we'd get six and
five runs off Koosman and Seaver," said Braves' star Hank
Aaron , his head shaking from
side to side, "I would have
thought we'd sweep the series."
Aaron, who has hit 554 homers
during regular season, play, in
his career has hit one each of
the two playoff games so far,
giving Chief Noc-A-Homaan opportunity : to' , go into his war
dance in front of his teepee in
left field.
But more than homer hitters,
the Braves need people who can
throw the ball accurately and
can pick up a grounder.
' A wild throw by first baseman

Orlando Cepeda let the tiebreaking run score in the eighth
inning of Saturday's game and
throwing errors were added by
Aaron and Cepeda'in a threerun second inning and two-run
third inning Sunday.
That helped the Mets build a
9-1 lead that proved insurmountable, and has created a
major headache for Atlanta
manager Lum Harris^who admits he is totally confused by
the Braves' shoddy fielding.
"If I knew what was causing
it, I'd know what to do about it,
Harris said. "If I thought it
-would help, I'd try anything.
I've got the best team I'Ve got
on the field'now.
"But I'm not conceding. If I
was playing one-Eyed Cat I
wouldn't concede. We've got one
foot in the grave and we've got
to get up off our rears and play
baseball or get beat."

That the Mets have been playing baseball, despite their ineffective pitching, is clear from
the hitting statistics. Art Shamsky has collected six hits in nine
trips and Tommie Agee, Cleon
Jones and Ken Boswell all homered ih Sunday's wild one that
lasted 3 hours and 10 minutes.
In addition, the Mets found
they could run on the Braves,
stealing five bases—two each by
Agee and Jones.
. '• . * ¦ ".
It was all enough to view the
Mets as virtual shoo-ins, for almost everyone except Manager
Gil Hodges, who managed to
keep his voice fairly even as he
assessed the two games so far:
"Our boys, I think, are'underrated as a hitting ball club,"
Hodges said. And he added: "I
think we have played better defensive ball than tie Braves:
No one can argue with either
statement.

NFL ROUNDUP

Calvin Hill Tumbles Eagles,
Saints Cduldn t Handle Snow

TOsm££«ttn9WmiIIHB6« *«a*^^

¦
BAD HOP ;,';". . New York Meta Oe^ Jones; (21), advancing to second, watches as^^ the ball hit by teammate Ed ;
Kranepool bounces out of the glove of the 'Braves' Felix
Millan in Sunday's :National-League:playoff game'ln Atlanta;v:
as they
The action "took place in the Mets first inning
' ¦ . ; > ' - V ; . -V ."
jumped to ah early lead. (AP Photofax)

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Eagles
The - Philadelphia
crashed into a Hill; the New Or*
leans Saints couldn't handle
Snow In Los Angeles—and the
Dallas Cowboys and Los Angeles Rams roll merrily along
as the only undefeated teams in
the National Football League.
Rookie running back Calvin
Hill of Dallas sat out the second
half in Philadelphia Sunday because of an ankle inj ury. But by
that time he had helped put the
game out of the Eagles' reach.
Hill rushed for 91 yards and a
touchdown, caught three passes
for 71 yards and sparked a
touchdown drive by completing
a pass for 44 yards as the Cowboys built ' up a 28-7 ' halftime
lead eh route to a 38-7 victory
that boosted their Capitol Division-leading record to 3-0.
, Jack Snow snared three of, Roman Gabriel's four touchdown
passes as the Coastal divisionleading Rams drubbed New Orleans 36-17 for theirv third
< .
straight victory.
Two other teams met their
first defeats after two victories
<-Green Bay being beaten 19-7
by Minnesota and Cleveland 2821 to Detroit.
Green Bay's loss left the
Packers in a- three-way tie for

Kansas City Chiefs find
Quarterback in Livingston
. '

¦
« .

.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It's a long way from third
string quarterback to starter
but Mike Livingston, suddenly
thrust into the spotlight by the
Kansas City Chiefs, proved fit
for the job.
More than fit, as the Denver
Broncos saw it after Sunday's
26-13 American Football League
loss.
Livingston, a product of
Southern Methodist and . thg
draft
Chiefs' second-round
choice last year, was hailed as
the "best pro quarterback prospect to come out of Texas in
years" by Texas Chr istian
Coach Fred Taylor after he
broke most of Don Meredith's
passing records at SMU.
But Livingston, cast by the
Chiefs into the shadows of Len
Dawson and Jacky Lee, had little chance until Sunday to show
what he could do.
With Dawson and Lee sidelined by leg injuries , Livingston
stepped in and completed 14
passes for 124 yards , more yardage than the combined figures
for two Bronco quarterbacks ,
Sieve Tensi and Pete Liske.
Livingston clicked on screen
passes! to fullback Robert
Holmes and on longer throws to
Otis Taylor and Fred Arbanas.
Jan Stcnerud, the senational
socccr*style bicker , accounted
for 12 Kansas City points with
four field goals, one a 54-yarder
for a Denver stadium record , as
the Chiefs widened their Western Division record to 3-1 and
the Broncos squared theirs 2-2.
Kansas City's touchdowns
came on a 12-yard run by Warren McVea and a 60-yard dash
by Jim Kearney with an Intercepted pass.
In other AFL gamea, the
world champion New York Jots,
2-2, beat Boston , 0-4, 23-14 and
Houston, 3-1, whipped Buffalo ,
1-3 28-14.
In Saturday night games, Son
Diego, 2-2 trounced Cincinnati ,
3-1, 21-14, and Oakland , 3-0-1,
nnd Miami 0-3-1, played to, a
20-20 tic.
Quarterback Joe Nnmath , his
cranky knees showing no problems, passed for ono touchdown
and startled tlie Patriots by running four yards for another; Jim
Turner kicked thrco field goals
as tho Jots snapped n two-gomo
losing streak and evened their

"

i

¦

¦

Eastern Division record 2-2.
Narnath ran for his first six
points of the season early ,in the
third period on a third down situation by sweeping his left end
to climax a 50-yard drive.

Pro Grid
Sfandinqs
NATIONAL LEAGUE

EASTERN CONFERENCE
.Century Division
W. L, T. Pet. TP OP
Cleveland
1 1 0 .M 75 71
New York
1 1 0 .Ut 52 71
SI. Louli
1 1 0 .(67 SO 55
Pittsburgh
1 2 0 .331 il 81
Capital Division
W. L. T. Pel. TP OP
~
',. 1 ¦« » 1.009 ' 83 27
Dallas
Washington
1 1 1 .300 << M
Philadelphia ... 1 a 0 .333 <l 91
New Orleans ... 0 3 0 .000 54 81
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W. L. T. Pet. TP OP
ORE EN BAY ... 1 1 0 .467 31 14
Detroit
.
1 1 0 .447 45 M
MINNESOTA ... 1 1 0 Ml « 45
Chicago
0 3 0 .000 41 tl
Coasta l Division
W, I. T. Pet. TP OP
Los Anoolos .... 3 0 0 1.000 to 44
Atlanta
/.. ! 3 0 .444 45 50
Baltimore
1 3 0 .333 sr 91
Sin Franclico .. .0 3 1 .000 34 53
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Baltimore 21, Atlanta 14,
Dallas 38, Philadelphia 7 .
Detroit 28, Cleveland 31,
MINNEOTA IV, OREEN BAY 7.
Los Angeles it . Now Orleans 17.
St. Louts 27, Pittsburgh 14.
Washington 17. San Francisco 17 (tie),
New York 28, Chicago 34,
SUNDAY'S OAME5
Cleveland at New Orleans,
Dallas at Atlanta,
OREEN BAY at Detroit.
Los Angeles at San Pranclsco .
MINNESOTA at Chicago .
Philadelphia at Dnlllnmie.
Plllaburah at Now York.
St, Louli at Washington,

AMERICAN LEAGUE

EASTERN DIVISION
W. L. T. Pet. TP OP
Houston
3 I 0 ,750 14 4)
Now York
3 > 0 .500 103 U
Buffalo . , , . , . , . , 1 3 0 .150 17 1<«
Miami
0 3 1 ,000 ii e»
Boston ,
0 4 O .000 <4**t-27'
WESTERN DIVISION
W. L. T. Pet. TP OP
Oakland
3 0 1 1.000 tt 77
Cincinnati
3 1 0 .790 » el
Kansas Clly . . . . 3 1 0 ,750 103 4t
Denver
1 J 0 ,500 »7 M
San O ego
2 2 0 ,300 14 101
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Oakland 20, Miami 30 (tin).
San Diego 21, Cincinnati |4.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
New York 21, Bosto n 14.
ilouilon 21) Buffalo 14.
lamas cllv 24, Denver II.
SATURDAY'S QAME5
Doston at Butla 'o,
Ian Diego at M ami,
SUNDAY'S GAMES
Houiton al Kaniis Cily,
Oakland at Denver.
New York at Cincinnati.

.. .

.y

The Oilers maintained their
Eastern Division lead as quarterback Pete Beathard passed
three yards to Roy Hopkins for
one touchdown and ran four
yards for another. The Oilers
also scored on a 51-yard ,dash by
Ken Houston with an interception and a one-yard plunge by
Hoyle Granger.
Coach John Rauch said his
Bills had a chance to win in the
third quarter when Buffalo was
£t the one and failed to score as
the Oilers defense threw the
Bills back to the seven when
Kemp passed incomplete on
fourth down.
Buffalo rookie O. J. Simpson,
who picked up more than 100
yards a week ago against Denver, was held to only 27 yards
on 13 carries.
San Diego, a surprise 34-20
victim to Cincinnati two weeks
ago, gained revenge at home as
the Bengals dropped into a tie
with Kansas City for second
place in the Western Division.
Fullback Brad Hubbert , an
ex-Marine who was ' taken off
the active list two months ago
because of a knee injury, bulled
his way back and scored all
three Charger touchdowns. Hubbert was knocked out of action
early last season because of the
injury and was taken off the active list because he was slow, recovering from surgery.
Hubbert gained 72 yards in 17
carries and became the first
Charger1 runner to score three
touchdowns in one game. Hubbert's running mate , Dick Post,
gained 123 yards in 19 carries as
the Chargers fulfilled Coach Sid
Gillman 's game plan."
"Our game was to run against
this team and Post and Hubbcrt
did it," Glllman said.
Miami gained tlie tie on a 39yard field goal by rookie Karl
Kremscr and the winless Dolphins viewed the outcome as a
lift.
"The tie will help our kids ,"
said Dolphins' Coach George
Wilson , "but I thought we'd win
It outright. Our defense wns
good and Bob Griese called a
fine game."
But to the undefeated Raiders, the tie was like a loss.
"It wns just like losing," said
Onkland quarterback Dnrylc
Lnmonlca. "You dom't see anybody leaping for 'joy in our
dressing room . Who's happy?"

Football
Scores

Twins' Pitching

(Continued From Page 12)
come any harder for the Orioles
than the first two,, they'd likely
be an emotionally-spent < ball
club going into the series.
Any more of these cliff-hangers and I'm gonna have myself
a heart attack," said big Boog
Powell, who ' chugged home
from second on Motton's two-out
single in the llth Sunday, breaking up a brilliant duel between
McNally and the Twins' Dave
Boswell.
After McNally, who held the
visitors hiUess following Tony
Oliva's leadoff single in tha
fourth , overcame a streak of
wildness in the top. cf the llth—
two successive waiks and a 3-0
count on J3ob Allison—Powell
drew a walk on four pitches to
open the bottom half.
Brooks Robinson sacrificed,
Dave Johnson was walked intentionally and Mark Belanger
fouled out. Martin then lifted
Boswell, who had given up seven hits and as many walks, and
Motton batted for Elrod Hendricks against reliever Ron Perranoski.

MINNESOTA COLLEGES
Saturday* Resultj
Nebraska 42, MINNESOTA 14.
St. John's 14, AugsbOrg 12.
Concordia 24, St. Thomas 4.
Macatetler 31, Mlnn.-Duluth 35.
Hamline 30, Gustavus 13.
Moorhead 14. WINONA 7.
Mich. Tech 3, St. cloud 0.
Mlnn.-Morrla 31', BetHcl o.
Mankato 33, Bemld|l o.
Northland 44, Southwest 17.
Tarklo 24, Loi 7.
Cue 54,, Carleton 27.
St. Ola) 55, Orinnoll 31.
EAST
Amhorsl 37, American Inl'l If.
Boston collage 21, Tulini 24.
Boston Univ. 13, Harvard 10.
Bucknell 24, Gettysburg Col. 11.
Dartmouth 38, Holy Cross (.
Delawa re 33, Mass. 21.
Droxel Tech 14, So. Conn. 7.
Hamilton col. 31, Rensselaer 22.
Ind. U. (Pa.) 27, Edinboro State 0.
Maine 35, Rhode Island 7.
New Hampshire 14, Connecticut 4.
Pennsylvania 23, Brown I.
¦
Princeton 21, Columbia 1.
Rochester 21, Williams Col. ».
Rutgers 21, Cornell 7.
Temple 34, Wayne Stale (Mich.) 0.
Texas A&M 10, Army 13.
Tufts .40, Colby college 13.
Vermont 39, Northeastern Jl.
Vlllanova 57, Santa Clara I.
Waynuburg 30, California St. (Pa,) *.
Wilkes Coll. 4, Moravian col. 0.
Yale 40, Colgate 21.
SOUTH
Alabama «, Mississippi Jl.
Arkansas Slate 29, Tenn.,Tech 23.
Auburn 44, Kentucky 3.
Cent. State (Ohio) i, Ky. State 7.
Motton, a reserve outfielder,
Citadel 31, East Carolina 11.
Cltmton 21, Georgia Tech to.
lined a shot over second baseFlorida 21, Florida State i.
man Rod Carew's head into
Fla. A&M 27," So. Carolina Stata T.
Georgia 41, So. Carolina 14.
right center. Oliva came up
Grambllng Col. 51, Prairie Vliw IS.
with the ball on a short hop and
Idaho 31, So. Mississippi Jl.
fired off-balance to the plate.
Louisiana Stata (3, Baylor I.
Maryland 19, Waka Forest 14.
The throw was a couple of
Miami (Fla,) 33, N. Car. State 11.
feet up the third base line and
Murray state 13, Morehead State 7.
No. Carolina M, Vanderbllt 23.
Powell churned across the plate
No. III. 18, Marshall U. 17.
as the ball skipped past catch'
Pittsburgh 14, Duke 1J.
Richmond 17, Va..Tech 10.
er George Mitterwald.
Tennessee 53, Memphis State 16.
As the jubilant Orioles raced
Virginia 21, William & Mary 15.
W, Vlrglnlal 31, VMI 0.
onto the field, Powell, whose
MIOWHST
momentum had carried hini
Akron 49, Ball State ».
halfway to the backstop, turned
Augustana (III.) la, Wheaton Col. t.
Bowling Green 21, W. Mich. 10.
and raced back to the plate.
Cincinnati 17, Xavler 14.
"I thought I touched it the
Coe Col. 54, Carleton Col. 27.
Concordia (III.) 41, Lake Forest 40.
first time with the tip of my
Cornell Col. 14, Knox Col. 11.
heel, but McNally was hollering
Craka U. 27, No. Texas State O.
Intl. State 14, B. Michigan 11,
his hea^ off to go back; so I
Iowa 31, Arizona 19.
did," Powell said.
Iowa state 48, Illinois 20.
John Carroll 27, Case Inst. tech. t.
Lawrence U. 14, Belolt Col. 0.
Lincoln U. 32, NE Mo. State 32.
Missouri 49, Michigan 17,
Mo. Rolia 43, Bradley 14.
Monmouth Col. 30, Rlpon col. I
.
N.D. State 24, South Dakota 4.
No. Iowa 34, S.D. Stale 14.
Notre Darnell, Mleh, State 11.
Okta State 17, Texas Tech 10.
Penn state 17, Kansas Slate U, 1*.
y ' ¦
BANTAM ,Purdue 36, Stanford 35.
; WL
WL
'TSyracuse 43, Wisconsin 7.
Jeti
3 1 Rami
ll
Tampa 31, Southern III. f.
j
VlWnse
i Bear*
li
Toledo J4, Ohio t.
:
Paekera,
I
I
cewboyi
,
04
UCLA 35, Northwestern 0.
Wash bum .3, Kearney State ».
W. Texas State 14, Wichita Slate i«.
A three-way tie for first place
SOUTHWEST
resulted from last weekend's acArkansas 34, Texas christian I.
tion , as the Rams were weeded
Lamar Tech 9, New Mexico State 7.
out of the four-way knot that
Texas St, Navy 17.
Texas Col. Ail 'it, ' Angela- Stale ».
previously existed.
Troy state 24, Sam Houston Stale 14.
The Jets whipped the Rams
Utah 24, Texas (El Paso) 4.
19-18, the Packers topped the
FAR WEST Arliona State 13, Brlgham Young 7.
Bears 12-6, and the Vikings
California 31, Rice 21.
downed the Cowboys 28-18.
Chleo State 27, Nevada 15.
Colorado 30, Indiana 7.
Bob O'Brien, Tom Van DeinIdaho State U. 46, Omaha 7.
se, and Mark Ayotte scored
Montana 20, Weber State 17.
one touchdown each in pacing
New Me«lco «, Kansas 7.
fl. Mexico Highlands 31, Adams St. 1. the Earns to their win. John
No. Arli. 35, Montana State ».
Plachecki scored two TD's for
Ohio State 41, Washington 14,
Oregon 15, Washington Sta te !«.
the Rams. Randy Kaehler and
So. Calif. 31, Oregon State 7.
Dan Welch did the honors for
Wyoming 39, colb. State U. I.

first in the Central Division with down pass.
y A
fourth quarter. Baltimore tied
Minnesota and Detroit. Cleve- St. .Louis capitalized on three the game when rookie Jim Dunland now shares first in the Cen- interceptions and a fumble to can scored on a 82-yard kickoff
tury Division with the New York beat Pittsburgh. Willis Cren- return with 22 seconds left in
Giants, who handed the Chicago shaw scored two St. Lotus the first half.
Bears their third straight set- touchdowns on runs of 26 and
Washington gained its tie with
back, 28-24, and St. Louis a 27-14 four' yards.
San Francisco on a four-yard
\ictor over Pittsburgh , 1-2.
Baltimore gained its "first vic- scoring pass from Sonny JiirIn other NFL action, Balti- tory when Johnny Unitas passed gensen to Jerry Smith with 26
more, 1-2, edged Atlanta, 1-2, six yards to John Mackey in the seconds remaining in the game.
21-14 and Washington and San
Exaneisco tied 17-17. Washington split its first two games
while San Francisco lost its first
two.
Oakland and Miami tied 20-20
and San Diego beat Cincinnati
21-14 Saturday night and New
York took Boston 23-14, Houston
topped Buffalo 28-14 asd Kansas
City downed Denver 2643 Simday, in the American Football
League.
Philadelphia, 1-2, scored first,
on a 14-yard pass from Norm MINNEAPOLIS CAP) - Min- the Nebraska coach said of the
Snead to Harold Jackson , then nesota Capt, Jim Carter walked 84-degree temperature at gameHill took over. He could do no out of the shower, bunched his time.
towel¦ into a ball and hurled it Devaney spoke highly of Ms
wrong even when fumbling.
Dallas tied it when a Hill fum- at a ' tin container, sending the sophomore quarterback Jerry
Tagge, who led the Cofnhuskers
ble bounded into the Eagles' four-ioot high basket , flying.
end zone and Lance Rentzel He walked angrily over to his to 591 yards total offense against
covered iMor a touchdown. Hill locker and -dressed in ,silence. the Gophers.
'then ripped o\%&53-yard touch- His running mate in, the Gopher "it was his (Tagge's) first
down run anS keyed Dallas to offensive backfield , Bariy May- start and he played a whale of
its third score, with its pass er, sat naked in front of his a game. So did our other sophoat ¦ his football more quarterback Van Browncompletion. Craig M o r t o n locker, staring
'
son when he was in there."
passed for three Dallas touch- eletesy \. - .\ - . . . ' - •
; Minnesota had.just been shell- If there can be a turning point
downs.
the Packers, recording a touchSnow scored on passes of 35, ed 42-14 Saturday afternoon and in a 42-14 game, Itevaney said it
down apiece. Jay Johnson pick.
24 and 74 yards as the Rams none 'of the players were talk- came at the start of the-second
ed up the Bears' score. Bill
half. "With the tie score (14-14)
Lanik scored two touchdowns
sent New Orleans reeling to its ing. ' :
for the Vikings.
third" straight defeat. Gabriel's Ih the winning dressing room, we came out and took the ball
other touchdown pass was a a happy Nebraska Coach Bob away from theirJittle quarterPEE WEE
Devaney sat in a chair in the back (Walt Bowser on a pass
one-yarder to Billy Truaz.
W L
Jl,
Ronald
Nissalke
of
Winona
center
,
of
the
:
Husker
locker
v
Olanteinterception) and marched right
J 1 Cardinals
Fred Cox kicked four field
l 3
passed
the
checkered
flag
in
Raldera
J 1 colf»
I J
goals, Dave Osborn scored on a room with sweat rolling down in. .first place in the street stock
threeryard run and the Minneso- his face.
"The next time we did the first heat and championshi p at The Raiders topped the Cardita defense shutout Green Bay "It was hot as hell out there ," same thing and the next one af- Tri-Oval Speedway last week- nals 8-6 and the Colts stopped
until the final five seconds. .
ter that."
end. Finishing behind him in the the' Giants 13-6 to throw the
The Packer touchdown came
Devaney said the Goplers championship were David Hess division race into a tie for first.
Rich PelTowski (Raiders ) and
on a seven-yard pass from Bart
played his team tough and -well and Dale Erdman.
Wychgram (Cardinals) ,
Starr, trapped seven times for
in the first period , especially¦ up In the hobby stock champion- Mitch
each scored a touchdown. For.
losses, to Dave Hampton. Joe
'
'
.
.
the middle.
ship, Richard Olson of Rochest- the, Colts, Dave WUtgen
had a
Kapp, who passed for seven
er, Minn., snared first place, TD and Bob Browne scored
"But
in
the
second
period,
.
a
Minnesota touchdowns in ' the
John Foegen of Winona grabbed
previous game, could complete Verna Otis, of the Hopefuls, Tagge started working the op- second, arid John Swanson, also touchdown and PAT. Randy
marked the Giants
only six of 20 attempts for 60 in the Kings and Queens League tion well. His timing and pitches from Rochester , finished ihird. Kronebusch
,
score.
were well executed and when
yards.
¦
at Westgate Bowl, the site of
Foegen and Wally Timm (Wj)
Trailing Cleveland 21-7 at all league action last weekend, they adjusted outside, we moved nona ) each finished second ur
in
and
beat
them
through
the
halftime, Detroit came.back to slapped 210-563 Saturday night center."
their 'respective heats.
Lewiston Sportsmen
win on Bill Munson's 26-yard in powering her team to 773Phil
Prusak
of
Eau
Claire,
¦¦
•
'
•
Devaney singled out senior Wis., won the
Meet at 8 Tonight
. '
scoring strike to John Wright, a 2,265.'
late model feaone-yard touchdown plunge by Carrol Bakken ripped 245 for Larry Frost f<lr h'is fine pass re- ture race, finishing just ahead LEWISTON, Minn.
- The
Nick Eddy and Mel Fare's two- the RBJ's arid Vernon Otis of ceiving. The senior from Mal- of Bob Saterdahl from Oronokoi regular meeting of the Lewiston
colm,
Neb.;
caught
touchdown
the
Hopefuls
marked
537.
Eveyard blast into the end zone.
Minn., and Gerald Wollenburg Sportsmen's Club will be held
Munson passed for Detroit's lyn Stensgard converted the passes of 38 and 43 yards from (Austin , Minn.) . Saterdahl took at 8 tonight in the basement of
Tagge.
first score, while Bill JNelson 3-7-10 split.
first in the first heat of the the recreation baj>and cafe at
'
threw for all of Cleveland's . Mary Lou Hazelton socked* "For a kid who played eight- same class.
<Lewiston.
201M>27 for Hazelton-Kosidowski man football in high school and
touchdowns.
of the Guys and Dolls League. can only run the hundred in
Chicago fought back from a Rich
Chuchna (Chuchna-Hittner)
21-7 deficit to go ahead 24-21 on marked 232, and Bob Hogenson 10.2, he really did some fine
Mac Percival's 25-yard field of Hogenson-Peplinski floored sprinting to get behind their degoal, but the Giants pulled out 580. Hogenson-Peplinski totaled fensive backs. "
the victory with 59 seconds left 792-2,182.
when Fran Tarkenton hit Joe In the Jacks and Jills League,
Morrison with a 26-yard touch- Ruth McManus of McManusRowland cracked 188 and Freddy Nihart leveled 192 for NlhartMINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Dave posely walked and , with two
Wicka . Jan Wleczorek (StachoBoswell,
colorful Minnesota out , Martin called in Ron Perrawitz - Wieczorek) recorded 467
Twirls pitcher, put his cards on noski to p itch.
and Don McManus of McManusCurt Motton quickly ended it
Rowland downed 528. Dietrich- AUSTIN, Minn. - White Bear tlio table and they came up
with a pinch-hit single to right.
Luhman toppled 738 and McMa- Lake easily won the Austin In- blank Sunday in Baltimore.
nus-Rowrand finished with 2,165. vitational Cross Country Meet It all happened before Boswell "I still had plenty of stuff ,"
Friday night , Mary Lou Ha- here Saturday with the lowest and the "Twins were beaten 1-0 said Boswell, who received a
eclton belted 200-518 for Hauser number of points , 73.
by the Baltimore Orioles in the standing ovation from tho BaltiArt Glass. Blackhorse Tavcrri Albert Lea of the Big Nine second game of the bcst-of-5 more crowd of 41,704, "but you
have to go with the percentiles.
shot 872-2,526.
Conference was second with 89 American League playoffs.
Ron Perranoski is the best reOUYS ft DOLLS
points and New Richland of tho Boswell and Doc Lentz, tho liever in the major leagues.
Westoale
W. L,
Gopher Conference was third Minnesota trainer, were alone "I never want to come out of
Hosertson - Pepllnskl . . . ; . . . 11 . 4
Douglas • Ndtilct
10
3
with
121 points.
in the clubhouse during pre- a game," said Boswell. "SomeHaje llon - Kosidowski
»
«
Morrison - Bouyikowskl ... •
7
Other platings were : Rich- gamc workouts—locked in a times you have to think what
OloWciewikl . ModleaM ... 7
I
field fourth ; Highland Park best-of-thrce gin rummy duel.
the best percentages aro. I don 't
L-Cova B»r
7
a
Home Beverago
i
fifth ; Rochester John Marshall Lentz got one game. Boswell wont to second-guess Billy . I
*
¦
Chuchna
Hlttnir
4
»
sixth; Cooper and St. Paul Park won ono game. The third game don 't want to be in his shoes.
Good Tlmas
4
*
McLaughlin-Arnold
I 10
seventh ; Anoka eighth; Austin was a standoff when Boswell re- We'-ve been winning ball games
JACKS a JILLS
ninth ; Moundsview 10th; Min- fused to give up the eight Qf dia- all year like this."
Weilgale
folnls
Boswell walked seven batters ,
netonka
11th; Coon Rapids monds,
McManus -, Rowlind
)|
Baker - McOee
%
" 13th; "If he doesri*t win today," struck out four and gave up sev12th;.
Mason
Iowa
City,
Siachowllt • WI*<torck
»
Rochester , Mayo 14th and Wi- said Lentz, "the cards went en hits. But not many of .tho OrChelmowekl, • Med|eik<
j
Dlatrlch • Liihman
against him. When tho pitchors ioles were hitting tho ball hard .
7
nona
15th.
j
Nllurl . Wicka
KINOJ t, QUEENS
Mark Aeling had a 11:09 beat me in gin , they go out Asked how the game comVYsilgale
w. L.
clocking
over the two-mile there with confidence. When I pared with previous top perTha Rood Runneri
10
1
Boswell said , "This
course to pace Winhawk time. win , they 're shaky. He's ready formances,
Tlio Sliver Tops
OSCAR RAMBLES . . .
10
1
Is
one
of
the
best games I've
now
."
Tha tVlld On«s
t
Karl Finkelnbuig turned in his
^j
Breaking away for another
gotten beat in. The best gomes
Tlio Honolulu
1
But
Boswell
didn
't
win.
Like
.
(11:14)
best time of the year
Tht Bowlers
7
gainer Is Minnesota Viking
•
card gome, he almost tied. aro when you win. "
Tin Puddlora
4
t
nnd Tony Hoyt also had his theThe
fullback Oscar' Reed (32) in
24-year-old pitcher es- Martin said , "Bos gave everyTtia Alloy Call
5 10
best performance (11:44). Dan caped continuing crises—includ- thing he had in him. Ho was j ust
The RBJs
. I TO
Sunday 's game aaglnst
WESTGATE MIXERS
Rose ran tho course in 12:11, ing a bases-loaded no-out threat tremendous , a great job ."
Green Bay. Reed was forcY/eefgate
VV. L,
Bill Becker was timed at 12:30 In tho second—and hold the Or- The OrioleB now have blnnlced
Oasla
Bar
A
Cafa
is
4
ed into action * when Bill
and Bruce Wittenberg had a ioles scoreless through 10 in- tho Twins for 16 2-3 innings and
Pounc Ikally Products ... 14
|
Louise 's Lounge
13 11
Brown twisted an ankle.
time of 12:53.
struck out 23-Minnesota batters
nings .
Wally 'i Swetlhoart s
1]
<
Reed rushed for 72 yards in
B:acK Horn Tavarn
10 14
Winona host's Houston , Elgin
But BOOR Towcll walked and in the two games. Dave McNalHausar Art Olais
10 14
14 carries. ' (Doily N CWB
nnd Caledonia hero in a 4:30 took second on a sacrifice in the ly held the Twins to thrco hits
uuc .... '
t is
photo)
Burke 's Furnllur*
p.rn. meet Tuesday.
,11th. Davo Johnson was pur- Sunday.
7 17

Silence Haunts
Gopher Gndders
After 42-14 Loss

Three Teams Tie
for First Place
In Bantam Loop

Ronaw Nissalke
First at Tri-Oval

Verna Otis Slaps
563 at Westgate

white Bear Lake
Wins Invitational

Boswell s Cards
Came Up Blank

Hepatitis May
Wipe Out Team
At Holy Cross

Met Lefthander
St. Olaf Mauls
Grinell College/ Very Confident
NEW YORK (AP) - f'lf I had
Oles Stand at 4-0 been
told before the series start-

SINGAPORE (AP) - Unlucky number 13 turned out to
be a good omen for Lee Trevino
and Orville Moody in the World
Cup Golf Tournament here.
Trevino said . the-' turning point
was the 13th hole as the
pair won the 17th annual tournament over a field of outstanding world golfers, Sunday.
"The Taiwanese were playing
badly and when we were six up
after the 13th , I was sure we
had if made," said the gregarious TrevixOj who shot a record
course 65 Sunday for a nine-under-par 275 on the par 71 Bukft
course. v
Moody had a final 69 for 277,
giving the United States a team
total of 552 for 72 holes on the
6,692-yard course.

I

Big Ten Teams
Can Fqrget About
Outside Trouble

College Night
Scheduled at
Lake City
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High choice and prime . . . . . . . . 27.75
Choice - ,.'
25.50-27.50
<3ood
23.00-25.50

Standard .....
Utility cows
Canner and cutter
VEAL
Veal market : Steady.
,'. Top choice
Good and choice
Commercial
Boners

-.. 21.50-23.50
18.50-20.25
17.0O-1P.5O
41.00
. 31.00-40.00
22,00-30.00
22.00-down

Bay State Milling Company

Elevator A Grain-Prices
One hundred bushels of grain will be
the minimum loads accepted at the elevators.
No. 1 northern spring wheat .... 1.S5
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.5'
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.50
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.46
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1,41
No. 2 hard winter wheat ....... 1.39
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1 .35
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.31
No. l rya
1.05
No. 2 rye
1.06

Frocdtert Malt Corporation

Hours: I a.m. to 4 p.m.
Submit sample before loading.
Barley purchased at prices sub|tct to
market.

Wiiionc Egg Market

(Winona Produce, Zlcbctl Produce)
These quotations apply as of 10:30 a.m. today.
Grade A lumbo (while)
37
Grade A large (white)
34
Grade A medium (white)
24
. Grade B (white)
74
Grade C
12

LIVESTOCK
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Before the grumblingbecomes a revolt

ApSK)Roll-O-MaticCopymaker
See a peaceful demonstration inour office

^^aetmsmm.
Join (np frtusf ' l litis whole new thinfl in copying is nvetytliMn, vnn.
_________H^«
/ '<i£i________ P^^
want, Thn Aprr.o (toll O M,itic" is lhe f.opymiiknr that copies thr
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iSliv
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PICT
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Ihnt sirns iinT.opins
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^
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ol Iho Aprr.o
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flriiik iwrrelaiy nnrsniiftl ifRrl wilh ynur nmim ns n (lilt. Or , il you
ptflffit, phone flint we will aittmnn urtoninnstratiou m vour ollie.e ,

WINONA TYPEWRITER, INC.
.

SLAUGHTERING and procesWILL DO babysitting In my nome< day CUSTOM
sing. Lewlston Locker Plant, Lewlston,
Experienced. Tel.
or night, any «s«.
¦
3331. We render lard ¦ and
¦
Tel.
Minn.
For clogged sewers and drains.
Eva 5323.
..
_ _.
. ¦¦ - , .
smokeCALL SYB KUKOWSKI WILL DO BABYSITTING. 1 child, $15 cure and
heifer
and
Holstaln
Tel. 9509 or 6436 1-yeer guarantee
THREE-DAY-OLD
«0. East location.
week/ J or more,
calves wanted. . Daryl Schlesser,
bull ™
Tel. 37M.
. • " ¦ ¦ •• ¦
,¦
$. 1 Arcadia, Wis, 54412. Tel. 323¦7021. '
__________
Business Opportunities 37 ~
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
"
_
Special Truck, Sanitary & Odorltss ¦ -GENERAL STORE with active buslneu A REAL GOOD auction market fer vour
all
^
G. S. Woxland Coy:. .__. .- .- 7 In srowins community for selt. writs livestock. Dairy cattle on hand
every day.
Rushford, Minn.
Til. B&4-9245
for Information to P.O. ¦¦Box 385, Min- ' w»ek. Livestock boughtThurj.,
1
p.m.
¦—
Sale,
Trucks available.
neapolis, -Mtm.-< r•
Tel. Lewlston 2447 or Winona 7814.

ELECTRIC RO¥oROOTER

Septic Tank & Cesspool
ed we'd get six and five runs off
NO T I C I
NORTHFIELD, Minn. (AP) - (Jerry ) Koc-sman and Tom
Cleaning Service
St. Olaf rolled up 20 points in SeaVer, I would have thought
This newspaper 'will bt rssponslblt
for only one Incorrect "Inserllsn ot-1
the third quarter and the Oles we'd sweep the series," says Atany classified advertisement publishwent on to maul Grlnnell 55-21 lanta 's Hank Aaron.
ed In lhe Want Ad section. Check
your ad end call 3321 If ^correction
in Midwest Conference football Instead , the Braves, chammust
be made.
Female — Jobs of Int. 26
)
action Saturday.
pions of the National League's NEW YORK (AP ^ The
MIDDLE-AGED LADY to keep house for
Halfback Ole Gunderson and West Division, move into the stock market drifted indecisiveINVESTMENT2 people, good home for right person.
ADS UNCALLED' FQRBob Wetter-berg led St. Olaf with home of the New York Mets — ly in slow trading early this aft- BLIND
Write C-97 Dally News.
C-H, 18.
MANAGEMENT
three touchdowns each. Gunder- Shea Stadium—after losing Uie ernoon.
DANCERS and exotic dance™,
Lost and Found
4 GOwillGOteach.
son paraded into Uie end zone first two games at home.
Want 100 open Holstein
Write P.O. Box 941. Winona.
Excellent Business
on dashes of 18 and 48 yards However, the Braves weren't First-hour volume of 2.06 milheifers for out-of-state
WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture.
FREE FOUND ADS
Opportunity
and took a 23-yard pass from ready to play dead even though lion shares was the lightest for AS A PUBLIC
Harding Beairty School, 76 W. 3rd.
SERVICE to our readers,
shipment. Call or writ*
found ads will be published when
Dennis Nelson for the third .
the Mets won eight of their 12 the period since Dec, 26, 1868. ^ free
New franchise restaurant
a person finding an article calls lbs NIGHT WAITRESS-5-12. Oasb Caft.
Wetterberg scored en runs of meetings during the regular Brokers expressed disappoint- Winona Dally & Sunday News Classified
to be constructed soon in
John F. Loomis
Dept., 3321. An 18-word notice will be WAITRESS WANTED - Garden Gala
season.
33, eight and six yards.
ment that the market had failed published free for 2 days, In an effort Restaurant, 56 w. 3rd. No phon* Winona. High quality image,
. ' calls.
.- . ., - '
St. Olaf is now 4-0 while Grin- "I'm not conceding," said to follow through Friday on the to bring finder and loser together.
Rt. 2, Mondovi, Wis. 54754
excellent profit potential. .
Tel, 926-5231
Manager Luman Harris of the
nell is 3-1.
HIGHWAY COUNTRY Kitchen needs addetails:
with
white
Write
for
GRAY
3-MONTH-old
kitten
Braves. "If I was playing One- brisk rally that had developed paws, lost vlnlclty ef 370 . E. 5th. ditional full-time waitresses. Apply In
'
person.
Eyed Cat I wouldn't concede." Thursday. They said investors Tel. 7448. Reward.
C-96 .
48
Farm Implement*
Neither were the Mets talking apparently had. retreated to the BOYS' BICYCLE missing from 1740 W, WAITRESS - full-time, starting salary
Daily News
$1.65
per
hour,
hospitalization
Insurance
where7th,
Apt.
D.
Anyone
knowing
about a sweep, but lefthander sidelined, in part because of un- abouts Tal. 4843 or return. Reward.
BULK MILK tank, Cherry Burrell, 30(C
paid within 1 month plus other bentgal.^lze. Ice bank. E. J. Maus, Minnefits. Apply S. S. Kresge Co.
Koosman was confident of vicMoney
to
Loan
40
certainties of the economic out:
iska. Tel. Rolllngstone 489.-2637.
tory.
S
Flower*
OFFICE WORK . Pleasant downtown ofGRAIN bin, 2,000 bu, flood
fice. Applicant must be good typist,
"The way we are hitting I look.
shape, $400; also 3 h.p. motor, MO.
Quick Money . . . COLUMBIAN
handle filing, service our customers by
HARDY POTTED mums for sale, while
have all the confidence that we The Dow Jones
Arcadia, Wis. T«f.
Schullz,
Elmer
W.
telephone
and
certain
other
general
ofch any article of value . ..
¦
average of 30 they last. $1. Slebrecht's.
¦
' .
323-7198.
'
CHICAGO (AP) It'll take will get another win," Koosman
fice duties. Contact Mrs. Kulas, Credit
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
Bureau of Winona,¦ 68'/> E. 4th St. Tel..
industrials at noon was up 0.79
some doing, but Big Ten foot- said. '¦
MCCORMICK DEERING 2 MH com pick7 2391. . •. - ' . . • ¦
Personals
Dogs, Pets, Supplies
42 er with grease bank. Excellent eondlat 809.20.
ball teams can forget about outFountain City.
tion. Merlin D. Sutter,
FULL-TIME WAITRESS wanted, 35 hour
¦
side opposition for a while, estabREDUCE
safe
and
fast
with
GoBese
:
The Associated Press 60-stock
Tel, 487-7504.
. week, paid vacations, ' employee dis- TWO, MALE Rat Terrier purples for tale.
//' '
Ted
water
pills.
lets
and
E-Vap
"
"
Art Petroff, Minnesota City.
count, Apply T. W- Woolworth Co.
pecially foes in the powerful Big
av erage at noon had dipped .2 to Maier Drugs.
DISC SHARPENING by rolling, stays
Eight Conference.
sharp longer, no metal lost. Diamond
CHRISTMAS SELLING SEASON ' SEALPOINT SIAMESE kittens, 110 each.
283.7, with inaiistrials up .5, FOR THE FAMILY, all their favorites al IS HERE
Tel.
JM3.
with AVON. Us8 spare time to
t
K. Enterprises, St. Charles, Minn. Tel.
Big Ten teams dropped seven
budget prices. We specialize In old932-4308.
.
"
earn
S$%
In
your
neighborhood.
Friends
.
rails
off
.5
,
and
utilities
oil
.4.
fashioned
vlttles
for
people
with
hearty
of ten decisions Saturday, inand neighbors will love buying a fabu- CHIHUAHUA TERRIER cross puppies,
appetites. You'll like our friendly servSYSTEMS
TRANSFER
reasonable/
Will
make
real
nice
pets.
Scott,
lous
line
of
sifts.
Contact
Helen
Declines and aavances of indi- ice, too. RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 12<S E.
cluding four to members of the
Permanent or portable.
Lowell Barkelm, 5 miles S. of Stockton.
Box 764, Rochester.
.
St., on ' the .Plaza. Open 24 hours
Ed's Refrigeration 4 Dairy Supplies
Big Eight by whopping mar- LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) vidual stocks on the New _ ork 3rd
every day except Mon.
'
Tel. 5533
colleges
and
uni—
Nineteen
AKC REGISTERED Miniature Black
555 E. 4th .gins.
French poodle pups, 6 weeks old.
versities will** send representa- Stock Exchange were about KEEP carpet cleaning problems small, Mele—Jobs of Interest— 27 Championship
bloodlines.
Tel.
8-1315.
'
In fact , the Big Ten is 0-6 tives to the College Night pro- even.
use Blue Lustre wall to wall. Rent elecCAR WASHER and polisher. See Dan at
"- SEE US
tric shampooer VI. R. D. Cone Co.
against the Big Eight this sea- gram Tuesday evening at Lin- ¦Standard Oil of Ohio
COONHOUND for tale. Tal. 1-3407.
C. Paul Venables, 110 Main.
fell
3%
to
son and C-10 over the last two coln High School.
SHAKE, need alignment. ComWHEELS
TWQ.AKC GOLDEN Retrievers, 5 months
93 on tbe indication
For q
suspension repair. See Don at MARRIED COUPLE or single, man to
old, good hunting prospects. Very reayears. Not since Sept. 30, 1967, At 7:30 p.m. the confidential tice .Department that tue j us- plete
work on . modern dairy farm, new free
Hwy. Alignment Service, Jet. 43 &
mignt
cnaisonable,
Tel.
La
Crescent
195-24415.
stall set-up, start at once. VA miles
when Indiana downed Kansas forms for parents will be ex- lenge Kb proposed
SPECIAL FALL DEAL
E. of St. Charles. Tel. 932-4941.
acquisition of .61. .
SIX PUPPIES free for good home. Mixed
18-15, has a Big Ten ,team won plained to those interested, in
LADIES:
If
you
want
to
drink
that's
BP
Oil
Corp.,
U.S.
subsidiary
ot
breeds Tel; Fountain City 487-4455.
'full or part-time help,
¦
VETS
CAB
needs
against_ th§ Big Eight. That the cafeteria. At 8, everyone will British Petroleum
YOUR business; If you DON'T want to
;• ori' y
, as a viola- drink, that's OUR BUSINESS, contact Tel. 3354 or Inquire at 302 E. 3rd.
same alEernoon, Missouri de- move into the auditorium for
Horses, Cattle, Stock
43
's AA for private, confidential
tion of antitrust laws. British Women
feated Northwestern and Ne: a general session.
help with your drinking problem. Call HELP WANTED^-custodlan, bus driver
Little Giant
Elementary
School.
Apply
for
Ettrick
Petroleum
declined
HAMPSHIRE
sheep
buck.
Emil
Schwerto
16.
«-4410
avenjngs
7-10.
%
braska downed Minnesota.
at Gale-Ettrick High School Office.
Institutions represented are:
fel, Rf. 2, ArcadU, Wll. Tel. 323-3523.
A
huge
block
of
369,700
shares
REMOVE EXCESS body fluid with FLUI21" ELEVATORS
. The tremendous pounding tak- Viterbo College, La Crosse,
tablets. Only $1.(9 at Ted Maier WANTED^-rellable middle-age man for FEEDER PIGS — 15. Dan Stellpflugv
en by the Big Ten last Saturday Wis.; Luther College, Decorah, of Goouy ear changed hands at DEX
farmwork, year, around |ob. Tel. IndeTrempealeau, Wis. Tel. 53+4138.
Drugs.
pendence 985-3476.
when only Ohio State, Purdue Iowa; Wisconsin State Univer- 27%, off lYt.
ALTER suits, we do It for stores;
GENTLE 2!4-ye»r-old gelding
riding
Kochenderfer & Sons
and Iowa won; dropped the rec- sity, River Falls; Augustana Motors, oils and tobaccos WEalterations
MAN
FOR GENERAL work. Apply In
Is lust one ef our chores.
horse. Horses boarded. Tel. 8-3042.
person. Rush Arbor Farm, Rushford,
Fountain City, Wis.
ord against outside opposition to College, Sioux Falls, S.D.; were mostly higher. Most- other W. Betslnger, 227 E. 4th.
Minn. Tel. 864-9122.
YORKSHIRE PUREBRED Minn, accred12-16-1 for the season.
University of Minnesota, Minne- groups were mixed.
MEMO TO FONTANA friends: Enfoyed
Ited SPF boars, gilts, feeder pigs. RoY TO attends manager 's
bert Gahnz, Tel. Rushford: 144-9212 for
The only chance to make apolis; University of Minnesota, Among the motors, Chrysler having you hunting wllh us. Sorry you OPPORTUN1
49
Fertilizer, Sod
training school If qualified. Get paid
didn't get more shooting. Ray Meyer,
appointment.
:
well attending school and upon compleamends will be in the Rose Marshall branch; Winona State advanced % to 37% ; and Gen- Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL. .
tion get branch manager 's contract. Be- PALOMINO GELDING-4 yean oM. Tel CULTURED SOD, also local sod. Frei
Bowl, since Big Ten teams bat- College, Mankato State College,
fore a man can qualify he must prove
istlmates. Tel. B-1494.
. -¦ . . .
THOSE who missed dancing to the fine
. 9573.
himself to company. Write P.O. Box
tle each other the next seven St. Cloud State College: Macal- eral Motors was up Vi at 72.
music of the CORDOVOX COMBO this
Inter671,
La
Crosse
for
confidential
CULTURED SOD
Saturdays to determine the con- ester College, St. Paul ; Hanv Price changes among J the : past Salurday evening, missed a good view, time and place. Enclose tei. num- 'POLAND CHINA boars, lirtermatet to
1 Roll or 1,000. May be picked up.
our carcass, contest winners. F. W.
evening out. They WILL BE BACK
Also black dirt.
ference championship and the line University, St. Paul; St. most actively traded issues on November 1st . . . so make plans ber and address.
Deters & Sons, Caledonia, Minn.
Tel. 6332 or 8-4132
now to. hold open that Saturday for
Rose Bowl representative.
Olaf College, Northfield; Col- the Big Board included Nato- dancing.
AFTER
5:30: Inquire 724 t. 7ttl PUREBRED
SPOTTED
LEGION
CLUB.
Poland
China
. - ¦- . '
lege of St. Teresa, - Winona; mas, up 1% at 94%; Xerox, up 1
boars, new blood line. Lowell Babcock,
GOOD BLACK dirt, fill dirt, fill sand,
Lab
Technician
Utlca,
Minn.
Ter.
St.
Charles
J32-3437.
Bethel College, St. Paul; Augs- at 98%; Fairchild Camera up 1 Business Services
14
HAS SIX WINNERS
gravel and enshed rock. DONALD
,
VA0ENTINE, Minnesota City. Minn.
burg College, Minneapolis; St; at 80% American Telephone,
PUREBRED Spotted Poland China boars,
Wanted
BUILDING RENOVATlON-sandbiastlng,
Tel. Rolllngstone 8689-2354.
ready for service. Newman & Bruce
BOSTON (AP) - Young John's University, St. Cloud;
caulk,
waterproofing,
tuckpolnt,
clean,
.
Westlle, Ettrick, Wis. Tel. 52J-43J8.
Charlie Maffeo, the apprentice Concordia College, Moorhead; off % at 50M:; and International paint. Tel. Union Tuckpolntlng, 8-4077 High school graduate, math
Hay, Grain, Feed
50
or 9977.
REGISTERED YORKSHIRE Feb. and
riding sensation of the New Eng- Gustavus Adblphus College, St. Telephone, up % at 55%. v
Mar. boars and commercial gilts. EAR COfJN—1948, 1,000 bu. Irvln Krlesel,
Airlift International, off % at MANN & PETERSON Custom Digging. background desired. Perland ' thoroughbred
season, Peter, and Rochester Junior
D & C Yorkshire Farm, Kasson,
Trempealeau, (3 miles W. of Center3, topped the most-active list on Pole barns, fences, sign poles. Contact manent employment.
boosted home she winners, in- College.
Minn. Tel. 435-3731 or 434-7191.
vllle on Hwy. 35 and S4>. ,
John Mann, Houston or Bill Peterson,
cluding Pilot Knob in the $10,000 James Roforth, senior high the American Stock Exchange. Rushford.
TWO-YEAR-OLD
registered
Hereford SECOND .CROP marsh hay for sate. BerApply In Person
Berkshire Handicap Saturday at school counselor, is in charge Prices of the more actively
bulls. Elmer Sctiueler, Rushford, Minn.
nard Stellpflug, Galesville, Wis. TeL
AUTOMATION UNLIMITED. Cut labor
Tel. 844-9122.
Suffolk Downs.
8 a.m. to 5 p.m .
539-3452.
traded issues included Equity costs , and automate. ^We design and
of arrangements.
Funding, up % at 68%; Four build anything you need. Tel. 403d.
COMPLETE WESTERN '«. ENGLISH SHELLED CORN—Everett Rbwekamp,
STORE . Riding equipment, clothing,
Lewlston, Minn. Tel. 3879.
Seasons Nursing, up 1% at 69% ; TREES, TREES, TREES - trimming,
MOSS GIVEN SPEE1D TICKET GARCIA TAKES ON ROSE
horse supplies — breaking, training,
FIBERITE
CORP.
removal, spraying, etc. Free
MELBOURNE,
Australia Deltona, up Vh. at 70y4 ; Marin- . stump
horses for sale; stud service, boarding,
s
TrM
Service,
Wiestimates.
Blong
57
Indoor arena, English and Western Articles for Sale
VAN ETTEN, NY. (AP) - <AP ) — Mexican featherweight duque, off 3 at 25, and Home Oil nona. Tel. 8-5311.'
601 W. 3rd, Winona .
lessons, trail and hay. rides, Big Valley
Stirling Moss, retired British champion Vicente Garcia will A., up iy« at 3«.
Ranch, East Burns Valley. Tel. 3B57.
ranges
and
reAPARTMENT-Slze
NEW
STARK EXCAVATING &
auto racing star, was stopped be Australian Lionel Rose's
frlgeretors, $119.95. FRANK LILLA It
BASEMENT DIGGING
WESTERN
APPAREL and saddlery,
SONS, 741 E. 8th. Open evenings. .
and given a speeding ticket Sun- opponent, Nov. 1.
Tel. .Wltoka 2532
Rt. J, Winona
hats, pants, shirts, suits, belts, buckles,
ties, boots, Isckets, leans, moccasins, RUMMAGE SALE — furniture, clothing,
day night near this Southern Arrangements for Garcia to WINONA MARKETS
chaps, purses, fewelry, saddles, bridles,
dishes and miscellaneous articles. Tues.
TRASH HAULING
Tier community by state police. take the nontitle open air 10bits, spurs, reins. KIEFFER'S Western
and Wed., 9-5. 418 Grand St. :
. Tel. 8-3J92
Swift & Company
Moss, on his way from an- jround match at Melbourne's
Shop, St. Charles. Tel. 932-3044.
These
quotations
apply
to
hogs
deliverMOVING,
MUST SELL 12' aluminum Jon
nouncing the U.S. Grand Prix at Olympic Velodrome were com- ed to the Winona Station
21 Top salary to qualified
by noon today. Plumbing, Roofing
boat, $90; .22 Remington nylon 66 autoWatkins Glen, was accused of pleted today by promoter Bill
HOGS
matic, $30; 9000 BTU Signature, .1 year
~
""
SPECIAL
technician, excellent workKENWAY
old air conditioner, $145; 40" electric
going 83 in a 50 mile an hour Long. Long sealed the terAs by Hog market: Butchers 25 cents higher}
sows steady.
Sewer Cleaning Service
$25; two 7;75x14 snow tires; $10
ing conditions, hospitalizazone. Troopers said he would be telephone to promoter George Meat type, 210-230 lbs. ... 25.50-2i.00
Residential Commercial Industrial
both. Tel. 8-5204, If no answer 7845.
FEEDER CATTLE range,
Licensed & Bonded Operators
tion and uniform plan availButchers, 210-231? lbs
allowed to pay by mail.
25.50
Parnassus in Los Angeles.
Tel. 9394
827 E. 4th
Sows, 270-300 lbs.
MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS, all sires,
23.00
able, paid vacations, and
one-room
to seven rooms. Liberal
CATTLE
excellent benefits.
terms and trade allowances, GAIL'S
Cattle market: Strong to 25 cents-high- TIP TOP TAP suggestion . . . Moen

_^-—i

^**N
*sJ i\

Want Ads
Start Here

FARMERS

WORCESTER , Mass. (AP) Infectious hepatitis threatens to
wipe out the Holy Cross football
team this year.
Nineteen Crusaders, including
seven starters, were in the college infirmary Sunday night.
"We just can't play under
these circumstances," said new
head coach Bill Whitton. "We've
reached the point of no return.
The healthy players are emotionally upset because they are
afraid they^l catch hepatitis.
College officials said the first
attack of the liver ailment felled
reserve defensive end Bob Cooney last Monday, with two at" tacks coming Tuesday, four
more Friday and the remainder
over the weekend. Holy Cross
-dropped a 38-6 game to Dartmouth Saturday.
Holy Cross Athletic Director
Vincent J. Dougherty said he
would wait until results are returned on "blood tests on the rest
of the tefcjm , but said he may
ask the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Association ( ECAC) to
waive the rule which prohibits
freshmen from playing on varsity teams.
ECAC president James H.
Decker of Syracuse University
said Sunday night that he 's
''sympathetic to Holy Cross'
problem," but added, "I'd have
to look in the rule book and consult with the other members of
the Executive Council before
any decision is made on waivering the so-called freshman
rule."
Two student football managers also were hospitalized.

Moody, Trevino
Pace Cup Victory

Market Drifts
Lower in
Slow Trading

46

Wanted—Livestock
21 Situation! Wa nted—Fern. 29

Plumbing, Reefing

218 MAIN STREET
¦WINONA , MMNN.
x

'

,

,

SOUTH IT. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Winn, l/n -(USOA)
— Cattle 4,000; calves 400 ; slaughter
steers and heifers fairly active , 25-50
cents higher; most upturn on choice
grades; cows fully steady; bulls, vsalori
and slaughter calves fully steady; feeder
steady; mostly high cholca 1,075 and
1,080 lb slaughter steers 28.50; most
choice 950-1,200 lbs 27.25-2B .25j mixed
high good end choice 26.75-27,25; high
choice 975 lb slaughter heifers 27.50;
most choice 850-1,025 lbs 26.00-27,25; mix.
ed high good and choice 25.75-26.25 utility and commercljl bulls 22.50-2i.0O; cut j
ter 20.50-22.50; choice vea lers 40,00-42.00;
good 37.00-40 .00; choice slaughter calves
2B.00; good 700-900 lb feeder stee rs
2a.00-28.00.
Hogs 5,000 ; barrows and gills steady
to 25 cents higher; 1-3 200-250 lbs 26.50M.75; sevrrnl loads 27.00; 7-3 20(1-740 lbs
2*5.25-26.50; 2-4 540280 lbs 25.50-2d .50; sows
steady; 1-3 ,100-400 lbs 23.25-24. 50; 2-3
4O0H00 lbs 22.00-2.1.75 feeder pigs sleady;
1-.1 170160 lbs 74.00-24 ,501 boars steady,
20.00-20.50 .
Sheep 2,500; all classes fully sleady;
choice and prima B5 no lb wooled slaughter lambs J8.0O-28.5O; good and choice
27.q0-28.00; utilit y and good slaughter
ewes 7,flO.8.00| choice 60-80 lb feeders
28.00-29.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO If) - (USDA)- Hofls 4,500;
butchers steady; 1? 205 :23O Ih butchers
27.00-27.25; 1-3 190-250 lbs 26 .25 J6.75; 2-3
250-270 lbs J5. 73-26.25 j 3-4 270-300 lbs
25,00-25.75| sows 1-3 300-350 lbs 24.5025.09; 2-3 500-60(1 Ihs 22.50-23 ,25.
Cattle 7,500; calves none; slnrrs 5(1
c«ntls
higher; pi;fm«
1,200.1,450
Ih
slaughter steers yield grade 3 and 4 31.50.
33.00,- mixed high choice and prime
1.150 1,400 lbs 30.50-31.31); choice 950-U.M
lbs yield grade 7 In 4 28 ,75-30,50; nood
2«.75-28 ,25i hlah choice and prims 9001,050 lb slaughter heifers yield grade 3
and 4 2B .25-2fl.50; choice 8001,000 lbs
27,50 28 .25; good 25.00-76.50; utility and
commercial cows 19.5021. 00; uljllty and
commercial bull* J.I..50-25.50.
Shrep 300; woolrd slnughter lambs
steady to 50 cenh higher* deck prime
112 lb wonted jlaunliler lambs 29,50;
mixed good and choice 60-100 lbs 25 .0027.00.

DIalcet 1-control faucets for kitchen
and bath. Nice looking, greater convenience, save money, tod. Let us show
you our modern styles.

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING «. HEATING
741 E. 6th
Tel. 2371

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

¦

• ..

— SEE Bud or Harold

NYSTROM
MOTORS, INC.
2nd and Washington

AUCTION
WED., OCT. 8th
12:30 P .M. SHARP

EARLY LISTINGS
31 Registered Angus Cows &
Heifers
14 Calves — Bell Boy Breeding.
70 Whiteface Cows bred to
Charolais.
60 Whiteface Charolais Cross
Calves 300 to 500 lbs.
230 Beef Calves 200 to 500
lbs.
210 Beef Steers and ^feifers
500 to 80O lbs.
V
96 Crossbred Steers and
Heifers 500 to 800 lbs.
105 Beef Steers 800 to 1,000
lbs.
135 Holstein Steers — Air
Weights,

. APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tel. 4210.

"NEVER USED anything like- It" say
users of Blue Lustre for cleaning carpet.
Rent electric shampooer $1. H. Choate

' * c°.

A GAL SPENDS a large part of her day
In the kitchen. She deserves e convenient, pleasant place In which to work.
This type of Home Improvement and
most others are covered by one of our
low-cost loans. If your home needs winterizing now is the time to contact
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK Installment Loan Dept .

Allied Ch 26 Inland Stl 28%
FIBERITE
Allis Chal 22% I B Mach 347
FEDDERS Air Conditioners at bargain
CORPORATION
Amerada 36% Ml Harv 26V8
prices. SCHNEIDER SALES CO., 1471
*
W. 5th.
Am Can 44% Intl Paper 38%
501 W. 3rd
Am Mtr
9% Jns & L
Winona , Minn,
21%
HOMEL1TE CHAIN SAWS
• New 4< Used
AT&T
50% Jostens __ 34&
SBICI Sorvice . Perls ¦ * ¦ ¦ .'
Am Tb . , — Kencott
44%
Guide Bars Rebuilt New Chains
NEEDS MEN
POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
Anconda * 27% Loew's
. 29%
2nd J. Johnson
Tel. 2571
Arch Dn 51% Marcor
46'/8
Armco Stf 27% Minn MM 112%
for general production,
D-CON
Armor
45% Minn P L 19%.
18-year-old minimum age,
MOUSE
PRUFE
Avco Cp 24% Mobil Oil 55%
2 Oz
49c
Beth Stl 28% Mn Chm 38%
All 3 shifts available.
89c
4 Oz.
Boeing
32% Mont Dak 28%
Boise Cas 69 Nt Dairy A0 V4. Steady year-around work.
TED MAIER DRUGS
Brunswk WA N Am R 27
Downtown & Miracle Mall
,
.. •
eu
.
Catpillar 43y8 N N Gas 43
APPLY IN PERSON
AN
OLD
SMOOTHIE . . . Elliott' s Super
REGULAR SALES
Ch MSPP
- Nor Pac 43
Satin Latex Paint . It covers most sur8 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
facos In one coat, If Is rich and creamy
EVERY FRIDAY 12 NOON
Chi RIItR - No St Pw 24%
and super scrubbahlc. Easy to apply,
Chrysler 37% Nw Air
29%
easy clean-up alter. All the. latest,
greatest fashion colors available al
Cities Svc 49% Nw Banc
—
LANESBORO SALES
your decorating headquarters, tho
STOCK CLERK
Com Ed 40'A Penney
50
COMMISSION
PAINT DEPOT.
ComSat 46!4 Pepsi
50%
Lanesboro , Minn.
Immediate opening for
167 Center St.
Con Ed 27 Pips Dge 46%
Tel, (507)-467-2l92
retired or semketircd
Cont Can 74% Phillips
28%
DAILY NEWS
Cont Oil
28% Polaroid 13fi *
person.
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
44
Mail
Cntl Data 146 RCA
42'/<t
v
Some knowledge of
' 36%
Deere
37 Rep Stl
SUBSCRIPTIONS
DEKALB 20-WEEK PULLETS GROWN
Dow Cm 68% Dart Ind 47%
. B Y PROFESSIONALS. Two 4.000-blrd
bookkeeping.
May Be Paid at
floor-type houses , one- 10,000-blrd cagedu Pont 116 Rey Tb
43%
growing house. All In and all out. Birds
East Kod 72% Sears R
TED
MAIER DRUGS
available
year
67%
around.
SPELTZ
CHICK
Apply in person:
HATCHERY, Rolllngsfone, Minn. Tal.
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
Firestone 51 Shell Oil 52ft
689-2311.
WILL BE TAKEN
Ford Mtr .-- 43ft Sinclair
—
FIBERITE
CORP
Gen Elcc 86 Sp Rand
43%
Gen Food 73% St Brands 44%
5Q1 W. 3rd , Winona
Gen Mills' 35% St Oil Cal 55%
GetlMtr 72 St Oil Ind' 53% Help—Male or Female
28
Gen Tel 32ft St Oil NJ 69%
;
Gillette
42% Swift
25% FIRST COOK under cliof . Exeellanl opportunity for mnn or woman with somi
Goodrich 32% Texaco
30% experience.
Write C-98 Dally N«w».
Goodyear 27% Texas Ins 125%
TEACHER-Slh
grade, St, Stan 's School,
Gt No Ry 43 Union Oil 40%
Contact Slater Norma, Tol. 37W day«
Greyhnd 1R% Un Pac
50ft or 3344 evenings.
Northern Molded Plastics Inc.
GuH Oil 33% U S Steel 36%
(In the new Schilling bldg.)
COOKS AND CHEFS wanted. Must havi
Homestk 24% Wesc EI
55ft references. Write C-78 Dolly News,
Honeywl 140ft WlvrfWth
37ft

"

"

FLEXIBLE
PRODUCTS DIV.

PRODUCE

CHICAGO (AP) Butter weak;
wholesale buying prices % to
2ft lower; 93 score AA 68% ;
92 A 68ft; 90 B fiB '/t.
Eggs steady ; wholesale buying pri ces unchanged; 80 per
cent or bettor grade A whites
44; mediums 40%; standnrds 42;
checks 31-34.

EARN $20-$30
PER DAY

Deliver free samples in your
area. Insured automobile
required , IB or older, No
selling.
Inquire Minn. Slate
Employment, Office,
• Winona,

ETTRICK PAT1KNT
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) "An Eqttnl Opportunity
Mrs. Alice Hardlo , Sparta , forEmployer "
merly of North Bend , became
seriously ill while on a visit in
St. Louis, Missouri. She is in Situations Wanted—Fern. 29
a hospital at Springfield. Mo, WILL BABYSIT In niThom*. Tel, 1-3041.

NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
FOR EMPLOYMENT.
WE ARE INTERESTED IN:

Punch Press Operators I, Silk Screeners
^
Maintenance Men
Coators
Shear Operators
Inspectors
'
Offset Press Operators j Die. Setters
Genera l Factory Workers
GALESVILLE, WISCONSIN 54030

,

for Salt,
Articles
• '

57 Good Things to Eat

65 Business Pieces for Rent 92 Houses for Sola

e*
*
FULL SIZE metal bed, complete; electric APPIES-Wealthles, Beacons, Mcintosh STORAGE OR FACTORY space, 5000 sq.
fan ;-45.and . 7J Ypm vlctrola records;
and Cortlands, alto windfalls. Stuber
ft ^ new building, loading dock and fork
costum* lewelry) say; sharpening vise;
Ferny *. Kennels, 4 miles ion County
lift available, heated or unhealed. 1151
other miscellaneous. Call. after 4, 1114
Trunk M from Bluff Siding. ^-.
E. <th Tie. »^«14,
W. 6th.
OFFICE for rent. 1100 souar* feet, 2
USED HOOVER spin portable washer,
private offices. alrcondHloned^-hot wiwhite, tnovlre at i& HvH.
7014 .ET ~4th. Tel.
ter ti«at, panelling,
¦'
ELECTRIC GUITAR-case, ?ampllfler and
. - . ; ¦ ' •. • " ¦
3939.
.
.
acwssorlM., TeL 5411.
SEVEN STEEL loose beams, 5«* x S' i",
complete with W- x 14" x-4" tlo beams.
GUITAR-Glbsort B-25 natwal. 1205 new,
Tel, 8-15« days, 7147. nights,
SW. Tel. 2495.
POUR-ROOM modern home near MerUSED LUMBER-al! types,, dlmemlonal;
"
: UOWREY ORGAN DEALER
rick Perk, coty and completely, furroof trusses (or pole berni doors; win. New & Used Plarw, Piano Tuning
nished. Ideal' for couple. Available imdows; piping. Tal. 3824. 951 W. 2nd.
Getvlng's Electronic «.7/uslc, Inc. ,
mediately. Tel. I-19M, ¦
..
L«wlsfon,MI|Hl. Tel/S681. '
FLUFFY soft and bright as new. Thafi
MODERN HOUSE - E., 5 rooms and
what cleaning rugs will do when you
bath, 2-car garage. Tel. 8780.
use Blue Lustrel Rent electric shampooer $1. Robb Bros. Store.
For All Makes
TWO-BEDROOM fncdern home, garage,
Of Record Playars
located at the Arches. Will '.rent to
PORTABLE swlmmlnfl pool' IS', with filtsmall famllyr'Avalfable after Oct.,.15;
er pump, ladder. 4,500-gal. stie; i"
Tel. (813) 453-9412. Donald . Halvorson,
wood lathe with new 16" cutting tools;
116-118 E. 3rd
Box 516, Ashotn, 111. HOOi.
mitre box wllh saw. All practically
new. Tel. Fountain City 487-7311.
FOR RENT OR SALE-Small 3-bedroom,
newly redecorated, oil furnace. Will
JNOOPER'S: DELIGHTI Large Garage
consider contract for deed. 1061 E. 7fh.
Sate, 9 a.rh., Wed., Thurs,, Fri. AnTel. 8-4434.
tiques, old picture frames, oil paintings, encyclopedias, bottles, dishes, WE OFFER prompt, courteous service
GALE ST. 1103-2 bedrooms, available
drapes, pressure canner, much mlicellon all makes. We' specialize In color
Oct. 7. Inquire 1074 Marlon St. Tel.
laneous. Clothing, women's sizes 10, 12,
TV, repair. WINONA FIRE & POWER
6087. ;- . . - .
14. 14. Extra clean sale. 4390 Slh St.,
EQUIP. CO., 54-56 E. 2nd St. Tel. 5055.
Gdvw.
ROOMY 2-bedrbom lower duplex ' with
attached garage and fuU'basemenf . InBEIGE WOOL RUG, 9x12', with pad;
quire at 571 W. Mill'St.'
G.E. refrigerator; gas stove; dinette
sets single tbtdt complete baby crib; GOOD USED SEWING machines, reconfull size rollaway bed ; Quaker oil heat- . dltioned and guaranteed. $20 and up. EAST LOCATION-Avalloble now. MOdern 2-bedroom, convenient for three
WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W. 5th St.
er, thermostat control; combination
people. J75. Tel. 8-1860.
storm door; kitchen heater. 168 High
Forest.

Musical Merchandise

70

Houses for Rent

.

95

NEEDLES

Hardt's Music Store

Radips, Television

71

Television Service

"

Sewing Machines

73

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

——^—

¦

•

~—

Wanted to Rent

96

NEW SHIPMENT of velvet uptlolstery
and upholstery fabrics In TWEEDS, USED ELECTRIC ranges, all recondldwownstalrs apartment.
F R I E Z E S,
TAPESTRIES
AND ' tloncd and guaranteed. B 8, B ELEC- TWO-BEDROOM
In Winona. Tel. Centeryille 539-2491.
TRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
PRINTS.
These
are
Exceptionally,
Beautiful.
CINDERELLA SHOPPES,
OIL OR GAS Heaters. Sales, service,
9th and Mankato or 62 W. 3rd.
... RANGE OIL BURNER C0„ 907 E. :5th.
Tel. 7479. Adolph Mlchalowskl.
COTTER . AND WINONA High School
JUST 4 MILES from Winona. 480 acres,
rings, sterling rilver with stone. Girl's
300 open, 2 sets of buildings with good
llzes i<A to 8, toy's 8 to 10'/j. 3 dozen
homes. Good dairy . and stock farm.
rings reduced lo $1.75 each at Morgan's
$112 per acre. TOWN & COUNTRY
Jewelry, 70 Plaza West.
REALTOR,. Tel. 8-3741; Gene Karasch,
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
80-2254; Mark Zimmerman, 8-1474.
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
GET THE BUGS OUT OF YOUR SYSdelivery. See us for all your office supTEMl Have your air duds end furnace
plies, desks, files or office chairs. RETIREMENT OR part-time farm near
cleaned with our Mobil-Vac Power VacHouston. 220-acre beef and hog farm
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., Tel. 5223.
uum/Your home will be fresher, cleanwith 80 high producing tillable acres.
er, mora comfortable and
healthier
. Excellent '6? crops included if sold soon.
to live In, Cell JoswIrJt for free, estiAll buildings Including nice remodeled
mate. JOSWICK FUEL & OIL CO., Tel.
5-bedroom modern home, and fences In
3389. .
EXERCISE BIKE-good, used. Tel, 7849.
excellent repair. Total price $45,000 or
Villi sell 54 acres ot mostly good pasGAS STOVE, 30"; living room set;
ture with same set of buildings for only
wrought Iron kitchen set; Tel, 4036.
$19,900. Terms, cash. Kendall Little
Real Estate, Box 334, Byron, Minn.
USED OIL burning furnace. Tel. 7909.
230-ACRE FARM, good buildings, neat 3WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON J. METAL
bedroom modern home. 12 miles S.W.
CO. pays highest prices for strap 'Iron,
of Rochester on Hwy. 30. 1300 per acre
metals and raw fur.
or will sell 105 acres with buildings for
¦
Closed Saturdays
540,000. Will also sell S-acre tracts.
282 W. 2nd;¦;,
Tel. 2067
Terms available., stettler Realtors, Rochester, Tel. 282-4039; Winona 9885 or
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
8-4810.
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw .furs and wool)
IF YOU ARE, In the market for a farm
or hqme, or ere : planning to sell Teal
estate'.'of any type, , contact NORTH¦
¦
'
INCORPORATED. ;*
. . .:
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY. Real
450 W. 3rd
let. 5847
' Estate Brokers. Independence, Wis., or
Eldon W. Berg, Real EstatPSalesman,
Arcadia, wis. Tel. 323-7350.

Farms, Land for Sale

Typewriters

98

77

Winted to Buy

8*

GARAGt SALE

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
Including refrigerator , dining room get, upright piano,
table, rocking chair , stove,
antique radio, antijjue leather Tounge and various other
articles.
MAY BE SEEN AT
460 Wilson '
Oct. 8'& 9 s'.
from 5 to 7 p.rn.

Building Materials

61

Sam Weisman & Sons

Apartments, Flats

SO

UPPER DUPLEX, east location. Kitchen
and bath carpeted, hardwood floors living room and bedroom, stove and refrigerator furnished. Tel. 5023 after 5
for appointment.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

Houses for Sale

64

Good Thlngi to Eat

Apartments, Furnished
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FORD SALE
WHY GO TO THE COUNTRY!
GET DOWNTOWN WHOLESALE
PRICES ^ DEALERS WELCOME

1968 FORD LTD

4 door, 390 V-8 engine , automatic transmission, power
steering, p o w e r brakes,
Brougham' . interior, 13,000
ACTUAL miles, Local 1Owner.

_,^f/ %Ur
NOW
$2395

N°W $795

was $1595

NOW $1295 -

Convertible, Automatic transmission, FULL POWER,
Factory Air, Local Executlve's car, Turquoise with
White top.
Was $2195

Galaxie 500 4foow Hardtop,
V-8 engine, Automatic transmission, p o w e r steering,
ABSOLUTELY SPOTLESS,
Wnq
fc1no .
Was $1095
k

NOW $795

1%2 F0R D

Galaxie 500 2 door Hardtop,

y-ft engine, automatic transmission, p o w e r steering,
ABOVE AVERAGE,
' WAS $695
NOW Wb
SHQ'i
NUW

NOW $1795
1967 T-BIRD

Landau Coupe, Automatic
transmission, PULL POWER, Factory Air conditioning, dark Green with Black

P

Was $2800

NOW $2250

I

>

QPEN U N T I L

Frank West Agency
175 Lafayette
Tel, 5240 or 4400 evenings.

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

I

RAMBLER — 1965 Classic, ^-cylinder,
straight itlck, radio. Excellent runnlna
ojndltlon. Tel. 8-5440 alter 4 p.m.

Used Cars

Homes For Sale

The Merchants National
Bank of Winona has been
ordered by the Probate
Court to sell three homes.
Please contact the Trust Department to view these properties or for further information.
No. 1—An attractive, 1-bedroom frame dwelling on a
56x50 ft. lot at 163 Vine
St., Winona. Large bathroom, enclosed back porch.
No. 2-^RuraI environment
close to shopping area. A
nice 2-bedroom home with
shop and 2 small greenhouses, located on a 163 ft. deep
lot with .40 ft. frontage and
50 ft. at the rear for gardening area. Located at 109 N.
Baker, Winona.
No. 3—2-story, 3-bedroom
wood frame house at 707 W.
Broadway, Winona. Lot size
38x125% ft. Near • schools.

Sales are subject to the approval of the Probate Court ,
of y/inona County. .
Wanted—Real Estate

102

For The
OUTDOOR
SPpRTSMAN\. .-. ;
we have that- .

STATION WAGON

.You'ye been looking fori

1968 BUICK

SPORT WAGON
Maroon in color, V-8 engine,
automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
FACTORY AIR, r a d i o ,
heater, white sidewall tires,
tinted glass. LOW MILEAGE.

$2995
\
1968 CHEVROLET

BEL AIR STATION WAGON
Light blue in color, black all
vinyl interior,/ 307 V-8 engine, automatic transmission, power steering, radio,
heater, white sidewall tires,
driven ONLY 19,000 miles.
PRICED TO. SELL.

$2295

"

;1966 OLDS

Vista C r u i s e r " Wagon.
Beige in color with matching
beige"all vinyl interior, power steering, power- brakes,
power rear window, V-8, automatic transmission, radio,
white sidewall tires, 1-own- .
er automobile. PRICED TO
SELL.

List With Us
Today y

We need alT types of new
-listings to satisfy our many
customers*. We are especially in need of three, and four ;
bedroom family homes. Stop
in at our office at 173 E.
Second! St. or Tel. 8-5141 if ,
you are. thinking of selling
your property soon.
;

:

.

; J

___

_^_

LET EXPERIENCE
SELL YOUR HOME!
WE DO

r

Spend literally thousands . of
dollars annually in advertising properties that are fisted
with us.

WE HAVE

the office , the sales personnel and the real estate
experience to sell YOUE
property.

WE JNSPECT

ALL properties, discuss your
specific transaction, without
obligation.

CALL TODAY!

J^

BOB

&fofcfe :
W
ii REALTOR

l20 ctNTER-TlL.2j49

(BONDED)

|[_

$1895

7

1966 CHEV ROLET

Impala Station Wagon. Dark
green in color with matching
all vinyl upholstery, power,
steering, power brakes, tilt
and telescope steering wheel.
V-8 engine, automatic transmission, FACTORY AIR
CONDITIONING, p o w e r
rear windpws, luggage rack
and many other extras . . . ~
and the PRICE IS RIGHT.

1963 _ UICK "

Le Sabre STATION WAGON.
Lavender in color with
white top, V-8 engine, automatic transmission, power
steering, power b r a k e s ,
white sidewall tires, radio,
h e a t e r , FACTORY AIR,
power rear windows.
Was ' $1295 .

NOW $1095

1958 DODGE

4-door STATION WAGON,
power s t e e r i ng , pawjajw
brakes, V-8 engine, radio
and heater. A GOOD HUNTING CAR.

$150 .

WA LZ

FORD—1964 Mon truck, V-t, flraln box.
Frank Schjnltt, Fountain City.
WILL SACRIFICE 1968 GTO, has many
extras. Tel. 7719.
FORD—VA-ton truck, 1948 engine. Rush
Arbor, Rushford, Minn, Tel. 864-9122.

i WM NORTHERN

INVESTMENT

^^^^ffl

-

I
FALL HARVEST SALE '. .
\
Trunk
1
Northeast
County
miles:
of
Fall
Creek
on
Mobile Homes, Trailers 111 I 2Vi
|
I "D. " Watch for N.I.C. arrows.
TOMMY TOPPERS
ALL SIZES available at Tommy's Trailer
Sales, 3 miles S. of Galesville on 35-53.

¦ ¦. §&tutd&y October 11' - . ' |
,
:
.
Ir

MOBILE HOME-8' x 24', $450. BILL
CORNFORTH, Tel. La Crescent 8952106.

TWO BEDROOMS—1958, 8* X HI1, good
shape. Tel. Rolllngstone £89-2645 evenings.
.
B?

|
| Sale starts at 11:00 A.M.
Lunch will be served.
' •
|S
SCHULTE—12V x 54', 2 bedrooms, lust |TRACTORS: J.D. 830 diesel tractor with wide front |
like new, carpeted, full balh. One of the |
and power steering; McD. 560 diesel tractor with wide |
best. Inquire at 571 W. Mill or Tel.
I front; McD. 460 gas tractor with power steering and good If
7434.
| and |
|
rubber; McD. 504 gas tractor with power Steering
HOMETTE
LIBERTY
HAMPTON
steering I
;
J
720
diesel
tractor
with
power
|
good
rubber
D
.
.
MARSHFIELD . SCHULT
^^and good rubber; McD. 400 gas tractor with power steer- I
4-A,K.'s MOBILE TOMES, INC.
ff
¦
'
* . .
NELSON, WIS,
|
ing and good rubber; J.D. 60 tractor ; J.D. "G" tractor; |
|
1952 McD, "M" tractor ^ excellent shape; McD. "M" trac- |
WINNEBAGO
MOTOR HOMES, travel trailers, pickup I
tor, 9 speed; 2 McD. "H" tractors; Ford 901 diesel trac- $.
campers. Ctiateau and Scofty travel
tor; 2 Ford 9N tractors, step up transmission; 2 M.H. |
trailers. Tommy's Trailer Sales, 3 |
miles S. of Galasvllli on 35-53.
|
#44 diesel tractors, one with power steering; A.C. WD |
tractor with cultivator ; J;D. "B" tractor; Oliver 88 trac- |
HILLCREST MOBILE Homes, a quality I
" -.
mobile home for a low price (because #
tor, wide front. '. ' • • ' ¦: • '
§
of no overhead). Low, low down payDISCS:
J.D.
RW
ll
ft.
wheel
disc;
Kewaunee
11 Ji
1
ment to qualified buyers. Houston Mobile Homes ' or Twalten Realty, Tel. 869- § !ft. wheel disc; Case 11 ft. wheel disc; J.D. 9 ft. tandem f:|
3500. Evenings: J. A. Twalten, Tel. 8963101J H. D. Gunderson 896-2017) C W.
I
FIELD DIGGERS: J.D. n% ft. field digger; J.D.¦ 11 i
Evans 895-2603.
"
§ ft. field digger; McD. 8 ft. field digger.
I
Many homes to choose from at
i
BALERS: 2 J.D. 14T balers; McD. 46 baler.
|
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-61 E., WInone
Tel. 4276
1
MOWERS: Ford mower; Case semi mounted mower. \ $
COMBINES: M.H. No. 82 self propelled combine; 2 |
AMHERST —1968, 12*x50' mobile home, I
' I
furnished. ' OWen Brekke. Whitehall, %
A.C.
No. 60 combines.
Wis.' Tel. 538-4475 after 6 p.m.
| PICKERS: 3 J.D. "A" tractors with No, 227 mounted 1
1 pickers; McD. "M" tractor with 2ME mounted picker; |
La ¦Crosse Mobile Homes
'- .New and Used
I M.H. 6 cylinder self propelled picker; Wood Bros, corn I
1 picker with squirrel cage; Ford No. 611 mounted picker; |
R O L L O U O M E |- N.OJo. 7 1 row corn picker.
i
i y^ vBAGS: 2 4-section steel drags with folding draw bar; ' fl
Limits
City
Vh Miles S. of
"l 13-section steel drag with folding draw bar.
I
on Hwy, 14
CHOPPERS: N.H. No. 33 flail chopper; N.H. No. 606 §j
I
Lyle Norskog - Hollis Norskog g corn chopper.
W.
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554
I
LOADERS: 2 McD. "H" tractors with hydraulic load« %
| |
I ers; Ford 9N tractor with loader; J.D. No. 45 heavy
» .' ' ¦ ¦ Auction Sales
i pressure loader with mounting buckets for 301O or 4010 %
OCT. 7-Tue». io a.m. 10 miles N.E. of 1 and with snow scoop; New Freeman loader; A .C. hydrau- |
|
Rochester on County road 2, then lVa
§1
lie loader; N.I. No. 201 hydraulio loader,
miles N. on County Road 24. Albert f&
PLOWS: McD. 4-14 inch plow with fast hitch and trip g
Radke ft Son ft Fred Fitting, owners; i
Montgomery K Olson, auctioneers ^ Peo.
p
beams;
Oliver 4-14 inch plow with radex bottom; 3 McD. ¦ |
pies State Bank, Plalnvlew, clerk.
i 3-14 inch plows;. Case .4-14 inch plow; J.D. 3-14 inch ¦!
OCf. 7-Tues: 12:30 p.m. 8 miles N. of
§ mounted plow with trip beam bottom; 3 J.D. 3-14 in. plows; %
Independence. • Theodore Espeseth Es|
tate; Olson Bros., auctioneers; North- W 2 McD. 2-14 inch plows; Ford M4 inch plow.
'
ern Inv. Co., clerk.
§
WAGONS: New Figura 7T wagon with 8 ft. green |
with flare box; New 1
|
feed rack;
7T New Figura 7T wagon
with flat bed and 1
REMINDER
^ Figura '¦ wagon; rubber tired wagon
:
1
1 hoist. • y
John Manion & Oscar
|CORKf PLANTERS: J.D, 494 corn planter; 2 JJ). 290 §
Pye, Sr., Estate
i corn planters ,
i
PICKUPS AND CAR: 1964 1 ton Ford pickup; 1956 % 1
I
i ton Chevrolet pickup; 1961 Dodge 2 ton picfijp. V-8, 5 |
speed with 22 ft. steel Qat bed; 1961 Ford Comet 4 door |
I
Located 7 miles S.E. of m car with rebuilt motor, good rubber.
|
Lewlston on Winona County
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT AND ITEMS: Gehl %¦
Hwy. 25 to Wyattville, then
mixer grinder mill; New M;H. 3 point hitch; Mayrath 1
1% miles W. end 1 mile S.
44 ft. elevator with drag and hopper; 2 J.D. 4-bar side |
rakes; good assortment of new and used tires; some |
WED.; OCT. 8
shop tools; wheel weights; hydraulic cylinders; fenders; . |
Starting at 12:30 p.m.
floor jack; tractor chains; truck chains; Go-Cart with \
Lunch on grounds.
& Stratton engine.
f
! Briggs
look
over
This
is
a
very
good
line
of
equipment,
|
P
25 Holstein cattle, feed, 16 i before sale date!
1
ewes and 14 lambs, 75 mixALL MACHINERY USTED SUBJECT TO PRIOR I
ed hens, good line of ma- |
SALE AND MORE MAY BE ADDED;
|
chinery and some dairy |
I
I
TERMS: NORTHERN ON THE SPOT CREDIT.
equipment.
I
Alvin Kohner, Autcioneer
JIM HUFF, OWNER
I
1
Walt Zeck & Jim Heike, Auctioneers
Northern Inv. Co,, Clerk
pi
1
Northern Investment Co., Lester Senty, Clerk
I
Rep. by: Lyman Dutter, Strum, Wisconsin
|
|
|
|
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

AIJGTIQN

WARNING

Buick - Olds - GMC
225 W. 3rd
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

SPORTS COMPACTS...
THERE'S A CHALLENGER IN TOWN

|

|
¦ >;

^

^Wtto^j/L^L^to-lL^L^L^-^L^L^L

it

>

100% PARTS & LABOR GUARANTEE
1966 AND NEWER MODELS

^
K

' -^

J |j

'

HERE IT COMES! Tho only new entry in the Sports compact iield. Gripping the
road with a stance that says solid. Engino choices that run from a thrifty Six up
to tho incomparable 428 Heml . NINE MODELS in all , priced to compete with the
pony^ cars. Challenger 's wider stanco gives you greater stability and security on
road. AH nine model,? feature concealed wipers, locking steering wheel column,
plush carpeting anrTdual headlights. Now , isn't this your kind of car?

j !K& Winona Auto Sales
j ,
1

MERACLE MALL
' OP1CN MONDAY—WEDNESDAY—FRIDAY 'TIL 9 P.M.
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TONIGHT

2nd & Washington
Tel. 2824
_

.

Trucks, Tract's Trailers
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Auction Sales

Everetl J. Kohner
Winona. Tel. 73U
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota. Tel. 643-2972
Boyum Agency, Rushford. Tel. BM-WSI

- 107A

TOUSLEY FORD'S FAMOUS

ft

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

flood
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.Attention Veterans •

No down payment, 217 Chestnut St.
4 bedrooms, A-l condition. Payments
like rent.

w/
1964 ^„„
FORD

NOW $1595
19A5
BIRD
Iyw T
l- DIKf

Farms—Homes—Businesses
Our Specialty
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTO R
La Crescent, Minn. Tal. 695-2104
We Buy, Sell «V Trade

very

Wlnora Daily News IE
Winona, Minnesota ¦ '"
MONDAY, OCT. 6, \969

Auction Sales

109

CHEVROLET—1958 Impale,
condition. Tel. 7361.

19631/2 FORD

Galaxie 500 4 door Hardtop, JS&J5*j '^^ SS'
te d*
B
V-8 engine, Automatic trans! ard
E?S&JHi««
transmission, '
mission, power steering, power brakes, tu-tone paint .
Was $695
ABOVE AVERAGE.
Mf \\U *At% K
NOW $495

Was $1895

M. EXCELLENT NEW LISTING. Suitable
for Income property. Located neer College and downtown area. Owner has
purchased home and wants to move th is
property at once. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4365.

1964 FORD

Galaxie,500 XL 2 door hardtop, V-8 engine, Automatic
transmission, power steering,
power brakes, Real Sharp.
„, Mnnr .
Was $1095

1966 FORD

1967 FORD
Country Sedan 6 passenger
Station Wagon, ,V-8 engine,
Automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
Blue with whife roof .

NICE 4-bedroom fa rm home at Spring
Grove within the city limits. About
2 acres of land. $18,000.. Also other
homes and farms In the Spring Grove
area. CORNFORTH REALTY, Tel. Lq
Crescent 895-2104 or Spring Grove 4983313.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

Snowmobiles

99

6S

FREE WINTER STORAGE with low
. priced, off season tune up. We pick
up and deliver.
Also boat storag*.
DICK'S MARINE,
Winona Municipal
Harbor, l.afsch island, Winona.- Tel.
380?.

AtVIN KOHNER
CHEVROLET—WW 2-door hardtop, V*
AUCTIONEER, City and Hat* llcens' straight stick. Sea at 355 Oak St. or
ed and bonded, Rt. 3, Wlnoni. Tal.
Tel. 0-3793.
OCT. B-Wed. 12:30 p.m. 7 miles S.E.
4980.
Motorcycles New & Used
of Lewiston on Winona County Hwy.
CHRYSLER — IMS New Yorker ;«oor
Complete Parts & Service
25 t» Wyattville, then Vh miles W.
hardtop. 383 V-8, automatic transmisFREDDY FRICKSON
Winona—La Crosse-Eau Clair*
and 1 mile S. John Manion & Oscar
sion, full power, factory air . Tel. 471*
Au ctioneer
ROBB MOTORS, INC,
Pye Sr., Estalei Alvln Kohner, AucWill handle all sizes and kinds of
tioneer; Northern Inv. Co., Clerk.
CHEVROLET.
1962
Impala
2-door
hardTal. Dakota 44W14J
Ructions.
ONE-BEDROOM HOME at Bluff Siding,
lop, hurst, 3 speed, IN. Dick Hilton,
Wis. 5 minutes from Winona, Wa acres
OCT. 8—Wed. 10:30 a.m. 7 miles S. of
Galesville, Wit. Tel. J82-2J08.
land only 36,500. Will consider contract
Rushford on Hwy. 41, then % mile W, OCT. 11—Saf. 11 a.m. VA ml!e» N.B. of
for deed. Tel. Fountain City 487-47<|):
NEW AND USED snowmobiles and new
Fall Creek on County Trunk D. Jim
Forrest Engrav, Owner; Knutson &
FORD—19(3 Fairlane 500 2-door hardtop,
trailers. Harold's Sales «< Service, HomHuff, owner; Zeck «. Hl«ke, auctionBoyum, Auctioneers; . Rushford State
V-8, automatic, power steerlno, radio.
2549.
Tel.
er
Ro«$.
TWO-STORY, 4-5 bedrooms, comer lot.
eers; Norlhern Inv. Co., clerk.
Bank, Clerk .
Well maintained, 1-owner car. Tel. 5579.
452 E. 3rd. Tel. 2043 after 4:30 for ap• , WESTGATE GARDENS
pointment." ,
newly
rebuilt
CHEVROLET—1963
Impala,
OCT. 9-Thurs. 11 a.m. 2 ml|e» N. Of OCT. 11—Sat. il a.m. 2 mites e. of ArWheelhorae, AMF, Rupp Sales &
327. Tel. . Wltoka 2954.
cadia on State Hwy. 95. Joe Grossman,
Osseo on "NN". Grant Colby, owner;
Service/ Accessories, Clolhlng.. .
IN GALESVILLE—1 year old, 2-bedroom
auctioneer;
Kohner,
owner;
Alvln
Zexk 4 Heike, auctioneers ; Norlhern
ranch-style home, attached garage,
MUSTANG GT—1961, 390 4-speed. Make
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
Inv. Co., clerk.
carpeted living room and bedrooms.
offer , Tel. 2495.
Available Nov. 1. Tel. Galesville 582OCT. -9-Thurs. 11 a.m. 14 miles E. of OCT. II—Sat. 10 a.m. Household Sale,
2831 or Winona 8-2842 after 5.
TRIUMPH R0ADSTER-1965 •
S. '4th St., Trempealeau, Wis. Milton
Galesville on 54 or i miles W. of MelBUICK—1r64 Riviera, In good condition
...
Inquire • .
Uhl, owner; HII Duellman, auctioneer;
rose on 54, then ,l mile S.W . on V.
with new tires, $1350. Ask for Dennis,
. MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
Norlhern Inv. Co., clerk.
Chester Burnstad, owner; Alvln Kohner,
Tel. 8-5141 or 7736.
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
OCT . 11—Sat. 10 a.m. Antlqua & Store
OCT. 10—Frl. 12:30 p.m. 1 mile N. of
Bldg. Auction, former Taylor Rec.
like
CHEVROLET — 1968 >4-ton pickup,
independence, Wis. on Slate Hwy. . 93.
Bldg.,"" Taylor, Wis. UVern fAeyers,
now. Tel. 8-4667.
Joe Kosek, owner; Alvln Kohner, aucauctioneer';
Harnlsch,
owner;
Lee
tioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
' Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
FORD—1967 Falcon Econollne, with windows. In excellent condition. Priced (or
quick sale by owner. Tel. 8-4667.
AVAILABLE NOV. 1-By owner. Attractive 3-bedroom split level home, Vi-hour
drive from Winona. Located In scenic
area of Rushford. 1ft baths,' 2 fireplaces, recreation room, dlnlng-kltchen
area, etlactied garage. Call'for appointment, Rushford 844-7702.

14 MILES from Winona, near Rldgeway.
280 acres, 100 tillable- Very good 3 bedroom home, good well with submersible.
. Barn cleaner, silo loader. Only $31,000.
TOWN & COUNTRY REALTOR, Tel.
8-3741, 8-1474 or 80-2254.

INSULATE NOWl-Cold Weather' lust SPACIOUS 2-BEDR0OM, newly ' remodel*
around the corner. Save on fuel bills. , -- ed and fully, carpeted apartment, cenFARMS-FARMS—FARMS
We ara equipped to blov, Insulation
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
trally located,.all utilities, stove and reInto the tide walls for better home
Osseo, Wis
fi
frigerator furnished, $150, Tel. 9287 for
•
protection. See us for your Insulation
"
Tel. Office 597-3459
appointment.
,
needs.
Standard
Res. 495-3157
¦ ¦ ¦ . . - . Lumber Co., 350 W..
_
.
3rd.
We buy, we sell, we trade
FIFTH W. 869'A-2 bedrooms, with prlvote- bath, kitchenette with living area.
Refrigerator,, stove, drapes, heat, hot
end cold water furnished, private entrance. Tel. 4741.
NEW HOUSE—3 or .4 bedrooms, family
SET OF BUNK BEDS, good . conditio^
room with fireplace, larger Fallo, at459 Center St.
'
LARGE UPSTAIRS 2-bedroom apartment,
tached garage. Gordon Matthees, Goodwest location,
available¦ Nov. 1.¦ Tel.
¦
¦
¦
view. Tel. 5848. ¦ '" . - '
UNFINISHED CHESTS, $19.95; metal
, . • ;• > ' . . '
8-4512. '• • ' ., . ..
clothes wardrobe; J6" wide, $31.95.
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE STORE, DELUXE 1-BEDROOM apartment. BOB GOOD- INCOME property for sale. Reason, owner's age. Steady, A-l renters,
102 Mankato Ave.
SELOVER REALTOR, Tel, 2849. .
prompt payments. Shown by appointment oply. Tel. 7264 alter 5 p.m.
CLOSEOUTI Rubber, vinyl asphalt and THREE-ROOM aparr/tient at Fountain
vinyl asbestos tile. Odd lots. Sqll-servCity. With stove and refrigerator.' Tel. WEST LOCATION-2 bedroom cottage,
Ice, help yourself. 9x9, 5e each; 12x12,
«87-773K
. Square lot. 4 rooms In all. C. SHANK,
ice each. . SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd. Tel. .,
_ :
,
.
j*£
552 E. 3rd.
8-3389.
ONE-BEDROOM duplex, sham large
basement for washing facilities. SI30. HEIGHTS BLVD. 1518-new' 2-story house,
SAVE CO en Mr. & Mrs. chairs with
Tel. 8:5374.
4 bedrooms, family room with fireottoman.- 4" foam reversible cushions;
place, double attached garage, air conarm caps; Choice of gold or blue SIX-ROdM heated apartment, 1257M, «W»
'
ditioned
and landscaped. Hllke Homes,
-' ScMchgard ' print.
$119.
BURKE'S
«th. Adults. Available now. S125 per
Inc., Tel,,4127 for appointment.
FURNITURE MART, 3rd & Franklin.
month. Tel. -8-3748 or 8-2127.
Open Mon. and Trl. evenings. Park beand garage, partly
hind the store. '. " .
THREE APARTMENTS-1-bedroom apart- SMALL 4-room house
modern, E. location. Tel. 8-1427 after 1.
ment, automatic heat, garage, adults,
' Cdzv l-bedroom apartmenti E., near
one! 3-bedroom
bus, heat and hot" water furnished, TWO FOR THE price of
and 2-bedroom houses, en separate lots.
adults. Large 1-bedroom apartment,
APPLES—Pick your own. Being containSchool, on bus line.
Close
to
Jefferson
nice yard, garage, adults. W. 5th on
ers. Duana Evans, 1 mile S. of LaAfter 5 tei. 9027, 4823 or 8-1483. . . .
\
bus line. Tel. 4007 weekdays until 5:30
moille on Pickwick Road.
for appointment.
'
G. HOME I N- N S W area of all flew
GILMORE VALLEY ORCHARD now
homes being otlered. 3 bedrooms, all
open, all varlatlos ^if apples. Tel. M415.
carpeted. If you desire a new home,
be sure and check this one out. FiRUSSET POTATOES, J2.98 hundred; ap. SMAUL FURNISHED apartment, suitnancing on a conventional loan basis
pies, S1.50 bu.; pitted dates, 2 lbs., 59c;
able for 1 person, Kitchenette, bath and
with 20?» down Is available. ABTS
acuajh, rutabagai, onions. Winona Poprivate entrance. Close to downtown.
AGENCY, INC., 15* Walnut Sf. Tel.
tato Market.
8-4365.
. 158 W. 5(h. - . .

106 Used Cars

99 Boats, Motors, Etc.

CAN YOU GET financing? If you can,
an Investment of about $5,000 win bring
you monthly Income of $800. Price
$28,000. Location terrific. All set, rented
and ready tor. you to take over. Action
Realty, Tel. 4115.
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BUZZ SAWYER
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By Chester Gould

'

DICK TRACY

By Roy Cran.

*

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

BLONDIE

By Chick Young

By Al Capp
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STEVE CANYON
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By Gordon Bess
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BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

By MHton Canniff
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By Alex Kotzky
¦

By Fred Laswell
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Now's The Best Time To Get
THE BEST SEAT IN THE HOUSE
During Our KROEHLER Signature CHAIR SALE!

. REX MORGAN, fA,D.

NANCY

MARY WORTH

^

By Dal Curtis

.^

, .Li

Lounge Chairs, Swivel Rockers, Relaxers . . . in a wide choice of stylos
and fabrics, including friezes, matelaiies, tweeds and plastics — solids and
patterns. Rich woods. Kroehler balanced seat and back construction. So
little money has rarely bought so muchl - ¦

\

By Ernie Bushmiller

By Saunders and Ernst
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Large Modem Swivel Rocker,
Attached Pillow (Sleepy Hollow) Back

¦

BTT JI
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$11
17 i
W
IV / fe |»^>
^
Enrly American
Barrcl-Shapcd
Swivel Rocker

1^ 1'ntAMnJnMn
[J l bUJHfltUIia
RESIGNS
Mtl_

Modem Swivel
' Rocker

KROrHLCIt-^' Vl—»"-*¦ i I

$91

$139

Open Wednesday and Friday Evenings 'til 9

Better

Buys At
Phone 3762
MMManaaaajuaMtMiWaHMl

J ^ T J T) T^ TT^^ Q Furniture

X> U XV.xV.Xv O
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING BEHIND OUR STORE

^^

Mart

East Third & Franklin •

